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Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, the
1$ »gtli ot column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
afier; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week afrer.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
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Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of rhe State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents
per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

PUBLISHING CO.
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Free Course of Lectures,
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course
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THORNDIKE, J

JOHN B.

Tickets 35 cents; for sale at
Store and at the door.
Concert begins at 8 o’clock.

THE

Committee*

Army & Navy Union
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pleasure of auiiounciug to the
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(First appearance in tills city.)
MK. WM. J. WIWOII, Tenor.
AIK. JllhSF. AVI WO M Basso.
II UK MAW KOTZSCHMAK,

D.

I

Pianist.

Chapin,

ENTERT AINME NT.

BY

THE

G. A.
MR.

H.

Dec.

Jan.

will give tlie great Moral Musical Drama, entitled

“Out Of Bondage.”

CHANDLER, Coaduclor.

Assisted by the best Vocal and Instrumental Talent

city.

SEVENTH ENTERTAINMENT

14th,

Feb.

Wednesday evening,

Select Readings by

CHURCHILL.

The Eighth Eutertainmant will be the

Grand Concert of the Course,
and will be announced in

a

COimiTTEE:
A. K. PAUL,
DENNISON,
W. R. THOMAS.
LIITLE,
H. K- GATLEV,
W.E. SIMMONS.
GEO. E. BROWN.

W. E.
K. J.

oct21

dtf

Special

Notice.

Telegraphic

The Western Uniou Telegraph Company
advertise that it has reduced rates fifty,
two (52) per cent, in ten years, hut
omits to state that these reductions

RICHARD S.

pany has,

STROKE,

(50) per cent, below the fifty-two per
cent, of the Western Union Company,
and the end is not yet.

Wednesday, Jan. 10, 1877,
Mrs. Louise Woodworth Foss.

BUT

Refunded

System,

which

per minute may be sent over a wire, it
will he enabled to handle

SATISFACTORILY
at least one half the telegraph business
of Portland.
The public need only to know these
facts to properly respond.
1). II. PATES,
Supt. Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph Co.
dtf

special notice:.

is

Coining.

your Carrel* and Tnblr HnivfM of
we have the largest Stock anti lowest prices
State; also have your old ones fixed up fit

Ilolir,

CUTLERS, 1>« EXCHANGE

Ml'It EFT
dim

have just opened, and

All 2

&

not

Satisfactory.

CO.,

CLOTHIERS,
Street,
ME.

eodtf

KENDALL,

are now

line

of

Street,

receiving

ful

a

of flic

Subject to be

Depend
most of which are of our own importation, and very
choice styles; also a good stock of tine Domestic
Woolens, which we are prepared to otter at greatly
reduced vrices from last season.
We si all from this date offer special inducement
to customers that pay cash.

Have
those

sept23d2m

received another lot of 25 Dozen of
Meal Brown, IlU Drab and Miaie 2

just

KID GLOVES
that

Also

BY

Cents 2

one more case

AT
On

early

of those very nice and fine

CENTS l

50

examination

NELSON

GOttJLD,

&

American
an-

SILKS IN COLORS ?

will

he

We otter them at

the low price of

what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine—N EVER HAS IT FAILED. IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the
contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, and speak in
terms of highest commeudation of its magical effects
and medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the iufant is suffering flora pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after tbe syrup is administered.
This valuable preparation has beeu used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

Thousands ot Cases.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but in
vit»orates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity
and gives tone and energy to tbe whole system. It
will almost instantly relievo

tiripin?

call for

the outside wrapper.
Sold by Druggists throughout the world
aug26

on

FOU VICE

OHIO.

PRESIDENT,

CHAMBERLIN
&
SJTP Succcmnom

227

lo

LITTLE,

R. Corey

J.

MIDDLE

Co.,

STREET.

OC30

(11W

RECEIVED

the renowned Humorist, II. <1.
ftAK.\AltKl<:, and others will appear.

PorSale.

50

Millinery.

of eight entertain-

We

(each member entitled to

two.)
Reserved Seats $1.00 exira for Kveuing eutertaiumentsonly. Evening i icReln 50 Ceols.
Purchasers of Course Tickets will be entitled to
two tickets to each ol theChiidren’sEntertainments.

will exhibit

our

Trimmed Hats and Bonnets
—

ON

—

THURSDAY, 1VOVEI2BER 2d.
Also

BAND

previous to each lecture.

a

full line of

new

and

desirable

Fancy Goods.

Members’ tickets can be procured at
Music Store, on and after Wednesday Stockbridge’g
Nov xtli
The sale of Reserved Seats will commence at tbo
same place on Saturday, Nov.
at a o’clock
11th,
Doors open at 6 30 o’clock.
Evening
ment at 7.4o. Atternoon Entertainment Entertainat 2.30.

JOHNSON A C
NO.

cct30

LEFTCBE COMMITTEECIIAS. W. ROBERTS,
M. R. COOEIDGE
JOHN C. PROCTER,
II F. FURBISH
RENJ. BARNES, JR..
GEO. L. SWETt’
GEO. 0. BURGESS,
dtnovly

7

CLAPP’S

LARK,

KUO CHIC,

Conjjrri** St., Korflaud

For Comfort, Elegance and

Durability,

J. C. H< imcll & Hnruord’* Kuprrior yratle
ol

Ladies’Fine Shoes, Ten Widlhs.

Sale.

The

I
I

French Last

PREBLE DA
jyMtt

a

specialty

Michigan Apples.

*»

Common BRldwinn.

New swpet Cider, just made.
Choice Cranberries.
Oni Heal
*•
tw tali a in Flour.
Pea and IVIediuni Beans.
“
Best Brands of Family Flour.
Pare Cider Viuegnr.

FOR

Sold by

HS,T’l LEAVITT & DAVIS,
NO. 1 ELII NIKEKT

SALE AT

No. 183 Fore Street.

CYRUS GREEN.
oct30_

d3w

A TEACHER
—

OF

THE

—

Orcnt Frcm Ii System ol Dress Cut-

»iug,

dlw

BUY

AiXU

1200 Tubs Choice Butter.
500 Bbls Choice hnud Picked BaltIwiiiSi

425
125

which occasion

dGiu

PRODUCE

1200
1200
125
125

bankruptcy

is involved in
swelling the debt vastly beyond its present
limits by the payment of Southern war
claims.
When it is only reasonable to anticipate
such immediate results from the general influence of Democratic success, it is unpleasant to look beyond this and
inquire into the
probable results of their practical administration. What they would do in matters of
progress and reform, how education and temperance would fare, is only too well known
from their management of these interests
in the states where they have had an opportunity to exhibit themselves as they are.
None of the evils to which reference is here
made >re possible in case of a Republican
victory in the election,—or any others of
equal magnitude in their place.
which

NEW .YORK.

What Would They Do!
How good the Democrats will be if they
can come once more into power!
Political parties when out of office are never
very sparing in their professions of goodness
and purity.
Wherever responsible government exists the “outs” accuse the “ins” of
lying, theft and extravagance. When Gladstone is Premier and brings in his annual
budget, Disraeli invariably accuses him of
having cooked his accounts and falsely represented the condition of the finances in order
to conceal the most culpable waste and the
most deplorable incapacity.
And when Mr.
Gladstone chances to sit on the opposition
benches he returns with usury the compliments of his rival.
The charge of criminal
mismanagement and ignorance which can be
cured only by a transfer of power to the opposition is so much a matter of course that even
the strict decorum of the British Parliament
does not prevent its being made in the baldest manner. Whether the unemployed politician be Whig or Tory, Bonapartist, Legitimist, Radical, Orleanist or Democrat, his invariable declaration is, “These rascally office
holders confuse and mismanage everything.
They are great thieves and are;eating us out
of house and home.
But if you will let us
come in, we will be very, very good.”
But
oftener than otherwise the long-suffering taxpayer finds himself repeating iu some form,
after the golden age has once more failed to
follow a change of administration, that memorable lament of Tacitus—“other men rather
thau other manners.”
All this is rather discouraging to persons
ItlhfiShil

without fitting, together with designing and cutting
of Trimmings, will be in Portland the
coming week,
aud will also have the Enlesi Parisian Fashion*
for cloaks and dresses.
Linings cut free ou Wednesday, to illustrate the system.
499 1-12 Congress Street, Boom 7.

<*'3t__dlw
Oak

Skip

Timber for Sale.

Now landing from Sehoouer Koret and for sale by
CUKTIS A DAVIS,
°cMtf
15‘2 Commercial Street.

ttr! f la

conrrninn

Too often have they heard the outs saying, in
the language of Absalom, which is the regular opposition formula iu all ages and countries, “O that I were made judge in the land,
that every man that hath any cause might
come to me and I would do him
justice.”
Too otten, when thi3 aspiration has been realized, have they seen the counsels of some
wicked Ahilhophel followed, to the consternation of the righteous and the ruin of the
state. They know that I’rince Harry, when
he comes to power, is much less likely to follow the advice of the good Chief Justice than
that of some more congenial Falstaff who
says to him with the freedom born of old association ; “Rob me the exchequer, the first
thing thou doest.
They know, too, that
history is full of proofs that the worst anticipations in regard to a change of rulers are
much more likely to be realized than the
best. There is nothing, indeed, more touching in the records of human events than the
high hopes which have been almost uniformly entertained iu regard to the accession of
what proved to be the worst rulers that have
ever cursed the world.
Those miracles of
cruelty aud debauchery, the successors of
Augustus, were, all of them, including Nero,
hailed with acclamations on their first investiture with the purple; and it was confidently expected that they would give to their people happiness and prosperity. The French
thought their troubles would be over when
Louis XV. came of age and could rule. The
new prince and the new year are always very
bright in anticipation, but how speedily are
the glories of both of them tarnished.
It is hardly worth while to discuss the
probable action of the Democracy in case
they should have an opportunity to prove the
sincerity of their present extravagant professions, for of them a majority of the people have so profound a distrust at the start
that they are not likely to become our rulers
at present. But there are one or two points
which may be profitably considered for the
benefit of those few Republicans who have
been deluded by the emphatic and reiterated
assurauces that Tilden would make a desirable chief magistrate, that he would keep in
check the worst elements of his party and
that, consequently, all would be well with
the republic. Now, if it should in some
mjsterious way which is now unforeseen and
unexpected, come about that the Democra s
find on the eighth instant that they have obtained control of the government for the
next four years, it is morally certain that
two things of an extremely unpleasant nature would happen at once, even before their
induction Into power.
First, we should hear again the rebel yell,
cfirill

on(1

matiapinrr

Tl

nrAiilrl

Those Southern Indorsers.
One of the most extraordinary performances of this
extraordinary campaign is the
cards from Southern Congressmen indorsing
the letter of Mr. Tilden in regard to Southern
claims and denying that the South expects
any pay for losses incurred in the war. The
cards are noteworthy illustrations of Democratic

Impudence and inconsistency and
eagerness to get power. A month ago these
men were, most of them,
advocating the payment of Southern claims.

For Presidential Electors.
At Large.—WILLIAM W. THOMAS.
NATHAN A. FARWELL.
First Listrict-SYLVESTER LITTLEFIELD.
Second
I. WARREN MERRILL.
Third
BENJAMIN D. METCALF.
Fourth
J. W. PORTER.
SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fifth

Iftllfl

entitled

SCHR.

and

—

MILLETT,

on

HATTIE E. SAMPSON, 230 Cl-100 tons
burthen, N. M., well found in sails and gingng
&c. Apply to
MIOAH SAMPSON,
10 Commercial Street.
Jne21Utf

sure

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,”
Having tlie fac-simile ot “CURTIS & PERKINS’’

“An Afternoon with Barnabee,’’

Tor

Bowels, and Wind

Colic.

We believe it is the best and surest remedy in
would, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIAKRHCEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
from teething, or from any other cause.
We would
say to every mother who has a child suffering from
any of the
foregoing complaints—do not let
YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR
THE
PREJUDICES OF
others, staud between your suffering child and the
relief that will l>e SURE—ves, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to follow the use of this medicine, if timely
used. Full directious for using will accompany each

125
125

one-half hour

ot the

JUST

S1.G3.
and Magician,

CIIANDLER’N

and

We have put up and sold this article for years and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,

MYRTLE OREENS,
SEAL BROWNS and
NAVY BLUE.

Saturday Afternoon, Jan. 13, 1S77,

BY

selves,

Relief and Health to Your Infants.

Be

w.n it. ii i rt'imsn,
the celebrated Comic
Vocalist,
PROF. FRED TER LINDEN,
and his pupil,
MINS LOUISA LINDEN,
Solo Saxophonist and Crystallophoue.

CONCERT

it, mothers, it will give rest to you

upon

bottle.

—

Tickets to the regular course
ments 41.50.
Members’ tickets $100

Regulate the Bowels.

the

of these goods is solicited.

503 Con^refts Street.
sepiir-®dtf

Saturday, Dec. 16, 1876,
—

selling for

UNDER VESTS

announced.

Entertainments

are

IjADXEIS’

CHILDREN.

The first of the Children
on the afternoon of

they

75

MO AFTERNOON ENTERTAINMENTS
given

SYRUP

For Children Teething,

Sure to

Wednesday, Feb. 21sf,
REV. H. M. GALLAHER.
Lecture.

SOOTHING

the process ot teething, l>y softening
gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is

Dollar.”

addition to the above the Committee would
nounce that they have arranged for

WINSLOW’S

facilitates
greatly
tbe

NELSON & GOULD

24th.

MRS.

English, German and French

Wednesday, Teh. 7i!i,
Col. Thos. Wentworth Higginson,

on

tin_

we

consisting of the following attisls:
MRS. H. E II. CARTER,
the distinguished Soprano,
MISS ANNA C, HOLBROOK,
the pleasing Contralto,
MR. J. C. COLLINS,
the eminent Tenor,
MR. H. C. BARN A BEE,
the renowned Basso and Humorist
Vocalist,
MR. D. HENRY SUCK,
the talented Violin Soleist,
MR. HOWARD M,
DOW,
the accomplished Pianist,
Musical Director.

Subject—'‘‘The Arlatocraey

OF

Tint.

when

PRICE

Button

The Second

ONE THOUSAND WORDS

oct‘26

store is

our

to

EORTL^JNTD,

Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.

SELECT READINGS

Wednesday, January

With its improved

tfc

HAVE

TiSK

a

HABBV BBYANT
the renowned Ventriloquist

Ulmor

LOW.

BLUE,

WE

Money

or

168 and 170 Middle

Finely Drilled Chorus,
Mr. IV. E. Taylor, Pianist and Accompanist,
Together with .Orchestral and Scenic Accompaniment. To appear in tlie Opera of
'fi'IIE BOHEMIAN GIRL I
Anti

reduced the telegraph rates to Portland

Get
which
in the

OVERCOATS J

l&AxddXo

(IUDIIOHIW &

New iu Europe.’’

Mrs. Anna Oranger Dow, Soprano.
Mrs. Jenny Twitched Keiuptou,Contralto.
Mr. Chatt. R. Hayden. Tonor.
Mr. Fritz Nchiueiser Baritone.
Mr. ntanlcy Fetch, Basso.
Miss Lizzie Natali, Soprano.

FOR

Thanksgiving

$5 00
$6.50 and 7.00
$8.00 to 18.00

DO W.

THAT

LOW

233

STORRS, D. D.,
mid

In

Instead of waiting a tenth of a century,
the Atlantic k Pacific Telegiaph Com-

oc

12.<yO

New Woolens I,

Wednesday, Bee. 27th.

New

COMPETITION.

by

6.50 to

2.50 to 12.00

...

Price

Wealth.’’

Subject—“Evolution.”

HAVE BEEN FORCED BY

Automatic

$2.00
3*50
4,00 to 6.50

“

Wednesday, Siov. 29th,

few days.

Course tickets, $2.00 each, for sale at the usual
places. Reserved Seats for the Couise, $1.50 each.
The Reserved Seat tickets will be for sale at Wm.
E. Thornes', under Music Hall, after Nov. 1st.
Membertickets, $1.00. Each member entitled to
two. Can be procured of the Treasurer, T. J. Little.

ONE

“

WAY

GREAT

consisting of

ChaiiiUer’s Full Millitarv Band & Orchestra.

AT

•*

C. D. B.

BAY STATE ENGLISH OPERA CO..

SIXTH ENTEttTAILMENT,
Grand Conceit by

Prof J. W

$16.00

DEPARTMENT.

REEFERS,

Garments Exchanged

PROF. EDWARD S. MORSE.

Vocalist.

the

excelled by any Tailor’s

Strangers should bear in mind that the front of

REV. HEM WARD BEECHER.

McQUESTEIV,

LOUISE

in

CONVINCED.

.....

One

Com so

WITH A LECTTBE BE

Subject—“The Old

Assisted by

O. II.

SUITS, prices

Weducsday, Dec. I3tli,

Boston Philharmonic Club.
JJIISS.

BE

.......

LOW.

COMMENCING

—

RUTHERFORD B. HA FES,

Styles

......

....

ARID

Thursday evening, Nov. 16, 1876,

AND VOCAL CONCERT

ZILLA

BiYimT AND

CHILDREN’S

ULSTERS,

nol

GRAND INSTRUMENTAL
THP

Different

PAIKTTEXD

OF

of

FOU PaESIDENT,

OH'

in Pants, keeping all sizes from 1‘Slim Jim” to “Fat Tom.”
We can fit men that “girt” 48 inches.

AND

earnestly in favor of that other scheme of

national

The “reformers” are determined
they have to burst every
ballot-box in the country with
fraudulent votes to do it.

handsomer line of Over-

Fine Dress Suits (3 to 9)
.....
Overcoats from

“

at 8 o’clock.

Subject—“The Ministry

Jan. 18th.

Thursday Evening,

“

Entertainments!

ENTERTAINMENT

nv

or

Our reputation as the LEADERS in this liue of Goods is too well established to
reed any lengthy illustration. We will simply say that we have everything in the
READY-MADE CLOTHING LINE that the Little Folks require.

CITY_HALI.

4tli,’77.

—

specialty

BOYS’

Xj. jSL.

—

our

WILLIAM A. WHEELER,

Our 87 00, $7.50 and $8.00 Pants can’t be
Pants, either in FIT, QUALITY or STYLE.

—

Annual

by demanding

INVOICE

$1.50
2.00
....
....
Pants all Eined
2.50
.....
Extra Plaid Pants
3.00, 3.50 and 4.00
......
Fine Dress Pants from
5.00 to 8 00

»ov3__dlw

3VX.

us

are

TERMS $8.00 PER

to win if

larger

a

Hundred

B.EFORE

A Good Suit for
A Better Suit lor
Go to Meeting Suits

Terms—Gents. $1.50 for the course. Ladies $2.00
lor the season.
Second Lesson, Monday Nov. 13.

Twenty-Fifth

HYERS SISTERS’ CONCERT CO.,

—

ON

favor upon

journal.

BOYS’ SUITS, AGES FROM 9 TO 15, ALL PRICES.

HOLMES,
begin his

—

21st,

—

Thursday, Evening,

FIFTH

SPECIAL

A Good Common Grey Pant
Better Grade rant

HALL,

EVENING DANCING CLASS

FOURTH ENTERTAINMENT

THE

R.

J.

will

SMITH-ffilTNEY CONCERT COMPANY.

—

AND

“

(Mechanic Building,)

GRAND CONCERT
—

REFORMERS,

Children's Garibaldi 8uits (3 to 9)
“
Jacket and Vest Suits (3 to 9)
“
“

SI, VOIJNG,

Thursday, Nov. 9th,

Thursday Evcniug,

We make a

n<>3_dtd_
Holmes’ Dancing Academy,

—

Rev. Dr. E. H.
THIRD

MRS $11

TICKETS FOB SALE BV

Wednesday Evening, Dec. 6th.
LECTURE
BY

THE

No transfer in New York. Passengers will be
landed at the Depot by the Bound Brook Route in
Jersey City and conveyed thence by special train direct to the Centennial grounds,
Philadelphia.

ENTERTAINMENT

—

EXAMINE

at 9 A. M.

266 MIDDLE STREET.

MISS. r.MMlTlll'KSKV, Soprano,
MISSASNA DKASDIL, Contralto,

SECOND

TO

a

The price we ask for a suit custom tailors charge to make and trim.

CENTENNIAL !

—

reserve commu-

credentials of every person claiming to represent

Single-Breasted Sack Suits, $ 9.00. Sack and Frock Plaid Suits,$14.00
Frock Business Suits,
10.00. Genteel Business Suits,$18 ft 20.00
Silk and Wool Suits,
12.00. Elegant Dress Suits, $22 to 30.00

—

BOSTON & MAINE,
TALL RIVER LIKE and
BOUND BROOK ROUTE

GRAND CONCERT
—

managers will confer

of Suits to select from, embracing more than EIGHT HUNDRED
varying from cheap to best.

The Centennial Commissioners having extended
the time of closing the Exhibition until a week after
the 10th of November, Mr. I), H. Young
begs to announce another, and
positively the last, Excursion
via the

$11 ELEV

Wednesday Eveuing, Nov. I5th,
—

NEW

Over One

LEAVING PORTLAND

—

HALL,

or

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
a Card, certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel

CO.,

GREAT

One tiionsaml dollars offered for
coats under one roof in Maine.

Mammoth Floating Palace Mteamcr Providence,

(hat their

ef E£<itermtuments will begin at

guaranty of good faith.
undertake to return
nications that are not used.

....

no2dlw*

CENTENNIAL.

TENTH ANNUAL COURSE

as a

We cannot

with

$6 50
Double thick Vermont Grey Overcoats
-6 50
Blue Chinchilla Overcoats, small lot
8.00
...
._
Good Fur Beaver Overcoats
12,00
Diamond Faced Elyesian Overcoats
14.00
....
8ea Wave Faced Elyesian Overcoats17.00
20 00
Square Checked Faced Elyesian Overcoats
Imported English Elyesian Overcoats
825.00 and 27.00
Best Engli.h Elyesians silk lined
......
30.00
....
Flain Beaver Overcoats
812.00, 814 00 and 20.00

Grand Excursion I

—

—

but

Heavy Wool-Lined Irish Freize Overcoats

LAST.
TO

&

Music by Hall's Brass Baud.

Lecture and Concert

We do not read anonymous letters and communication?. The name and address of the writer are In
all casee Indispensable, not necessarily tor publication

Over One Thousand Overcoats.

YOUNG’S

THE

3, 11870

consisting of

Stock bridge’s Music

Wednesday, Nov. 8th,

OP

CHURCH,
Tenor,

no2(ltf

ARMY AND NAVY

—

A

MR. J. R. COYLE, Jr., Bass,
MRS. G. O. GOSSE, Pianist and Accompanist.

Lectures and subjects will be announced weekly.
LEWIS B. SMITH,
SAMUEL R LEA.TITT, |
Lecture
RICHARD COLE.
}•
NATH’L WALKER,
Committee.

NOV.

gains :

by the following well known talent:
MISS MARY MOODY, Soprano,
MRS. A, E. GOIIDY. Alto,
MR. WILL II.STOCKBRIDGE,

POLITIC#.

Than Lectures will be delivered on Monday Eveniugrof each- week tn the large hall (Mechanics’
Building), corner of Congress and Casco streets, and
being FREE the public are cordially invited to attend.

and neglecting their business,

MORNING,

arc busily
engaged in studying the wants of the people, and as a result of their
efforts have decided upon offering to a generous public the following great bar-
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up from all the South in tones 60 clear and
decisive that none could ignore it. The
counsels of prudence and Mr. Tildeu’s dissuasions would be impotent to check it in the
face of a general Democratic victory. Often
before it has been heard, but half smothered
when a few Northern States have by their
temporary return to the Democracy raised
an expectation of a general reaction. Let
there be a Democratic President and there
will not for one day continue to be a doubt
whether the spirit of the Confederacy is still
alive and active.
Second, the national credit, at home and
abroad, would be found to have received a
serious blow. The very remote possibility of
a Democratic
triumph ha3 already had an appreciable effect in that direction. It is, therefore inevitable that the actual existence of
that which is now only vaguely anticipated
as a possible contingency would create a wide
spread distrust of our national good faith.
What wonder? Are they who opposed all
the expenditures by which this debt was accumulated and all the methods and contracts
employed by those to whom its management
was entrusted—they who
have occupied
themselves up to this very day chiefly with
the consideration ot schemes lor evading or
repudiating it, the men to give the world assurances of its sanctity?
They have already
foreshadowed several methods by which they
would attack the public credit. Their candidate for Vice President is the representative
man of the faction which favors that form ol
repudiation which is involved in the green
back heresy. Aud the Southern Democrats

A month hence

they will all be advocating it.
One of the cards of denial is signed hy the
Democratic Congressmen from Kentucky.
These same Congressmen introduced at the
last session of Congress bills to the amount of
$230,393 for the relief of Southern claimants.
Another of these cai^ls ts signed hy H. T.
Riddle, who introduced into Congress last
winter the famous “Riddle Bill.” In that
uiu ue

piupuscu compensation 10 au tmzens

for the use or occupation of their property by
the United States during the war, and provided that the affidavit of the claimant, sup-

ported by the competent testimony of one
reputable citizen, should be sufficient proof to
establish such use or occupation. Loyalty
was not made a condition of payment.
Fur
thermore Mr. Biddle has been stumping his
District in Tennessee and publicly assuring
his constituents that if the Democratic party
is successful every person who has

any claim

description for the use of property,
even by a picket line, will be paid yet.
Other
cards are signed by Congressmen from Alabama and Arkansas, all of whom introduced
claims bills last winter Tor large sums of
money. Still another card bears the signa-

of any

ture of Missouri Democrats.

The stato of
Missouri has now on file in the Treasury Department in the office of the Third Auditor,
war claims to the amount of $2,382,132, and
an act has been passed by the Legislature of
Missouri under which claimants are granted
certificates of the State, stamped with its
broad seal, as the basis of their claims against
the United States. From all these facts—
and many more of the same nature can he
adduced—the sincerity of the Democratic
Southern Congressmen may be judged.
The truth is that the Tilden policy is to
prevail in this as in other questions of the
canvass.
During the rest of the campaign
the hunt for the Treasury monies is to be a
still one. But if Tilden should be elected
there would be no more silence in that direction. The clamor for the allowance of claims
would begin anew, and every one of these
card-signing Congressmen would go to Washington in December with his pockets stuffed
with bills for the relief of Southerners who
have suffered in property by the war.
The Tending Canvass.
Th« nAndincr Proairlpniial Aloof inn ia rAvard*

ed with

interest and anxiety by the inof the country than any
other election in the past history of the nation. Nor is it to be wondered at, for on tbe
result depends the weal or woe of the Republic. A Democratic victory means a radical
change in every branch of the; Government,
the return to active power of elements that
have been regarded for the past fifteen years
as dangerous to the peace and perpetuity of
the Government.
What will be the effect of
this radical change? Can any sane man believe that it will be advantageous to the prosperity of tbe nation ? Is it not reasonable to
suppose that it will have a depressing influmore

telligent citizens

ence on onr

credit,

and

seriously impair

tbe

value of our securities both at home aud
abroad? Letters from Europe and from the
financial centers of this country strengthen
this supposition. Distrust accompanies the
very possibility of a Democratic success, and
it is safe to say that but few investments will
be made in American securities until the ballot-box shall decide that the Government is
to continue in the hands of those who believe
in maintaining its credit, and
keeping good faith with every one

who favor
of its cred-

itors.
The people must be aroused to the real
Our free institutions, our
dangers ahead.
credit, our national safety, all depend upon
the continued supremacy of the Republican
party. Tbe results of the war are in peril,
the freedom of millions is endangered, and it
remains to be seen whether the evils which
threaten us are to be accepted by the people
or promptly rejected at the ballot-box by an

overwhelming Republican

vote.

“One of the first duties of Government is
protection to every individual in
his rights against injury.”
So says the Supreme Court in one of its most important decisions, and General Grant, in obedience to
law, and in support of this maxim, determines
to protect the citizen in Lis rights against
massacre, murder and outrage. The Confedto afford

erate

Democracy denouuce the act.
They
raise the cry of tyranny and oppression. The
right of the Coufedeiate to lawlessly riot in
loyal blood

must

not

be

rnorial usage forbids such

restrained.

restraint,

Imme.
aud con-

stitutes a divine right lying at the foundation
of rebel privileges 1
It is a higher law than
the Constitution.
When a number of the most respectable
citizens of St. Louis represented to the court
the other day that they had information of
intended frauds atjthe coming election, aud
asked for the appointment of a Supervisor to
prevent the accomplishment of the frauds,
Colonel Brodhead, the leading Democrat of
the city, promptly sprang to the front and
vehemently protested. Prevent fraud! why,
that would be an invasion of one of the
sacred rights of Democracy, and a check to
the progress of reform of the most dangerous
character. The Colonel could not see the
Democratic campaigu spoiled in that manner
without emotion.

A few days more and the battle that is to
decide the fate of the nation will be fought.
Our friends must improve the time left.
Every doubtful voter should be called upon,
and every lukewarm Republican should be
aroused to action. A full vote must be polled,
for the peril of the hour is too great to risk
the loss of a single vote. Close up the ranks
for the final charge, and when the order to
advance comes let the whole column move
forward as one man. Victory is intheairl
It is a trite saying that the purity of the
ballot-box is the palladium of free government, and that he who willfully corrupts it
deserves a felon’s death. What, then, can
be said of the appalling crime against the
ballot which Samuel J. Tilden is attempting
in New York, and which he attempted in

Pennsylvania?
Another “confidential” letter was misparty in the West, which shows
that Tilden is greatly alarmed about Wisconsin! Well, now that istoojbad! The donkey that counts Wisconsin in the Democratic
column evidently belongs to the strange race
in Pliny’s Natural Ilistory that might sleep
under the shade of its own ears.
sent to a

It would be amazing if the American people could forget all the lessons and memories of the war, and hand over the government to those they defeated on the battle
field. If it were possible, it would be a case
of national madness.
The

price

The fact that business men, manufacturcapitalists and bankers are deeply con
cerned for the election of Hayes is a mosi
unmistakable omen of victory, as well as i
vital commentary upon the danger thai
threatens the country from Democratic as
cendency. Their opinions cannot fail to car
ry commanding weight with larmers, me
chanics and workingtneu whose interests an
inseparably wrapped up with business thrif
and financial security.
ers,

Republican

ballot in the

The dead line of the Northern prisoner
at Andersonville. The dead line of the
Southern Republican is at the voting booth.
was

who
hates
the
Every man
Government will vote for Tilden.

Campaign Notes.
From all parts of the country come assurances that the Republican party is more solid
than it has been since 1868. That is ominfor the Democrats.
Tilden’s papers in New Orleans are accusing the Republicans of “infamous and diabolical schemes,” because means have been
taken to ascertain whether certain persons,
claiming to be resident at particular places>
actually reside there.
The Democrats are evidently afraid that
Connecticut is not so sure lor Tilden as it
might be, for the New London Telegram
says: “The Democrats at headquarters are
becoming alarmed about Connecticut, and
there is evidence in New Haven and vicinity
that the barrels of money are being rolled in
to keep the ‘Reformers’ up to their work.
With a fair vote in the large cities the stale is
sure for Hayes.”
The Republican State Committee of Florida has issued an address saying it has received trustworthy information that evildesigniDg men in the southern counties of
Georgia are preparing to invade Florida in
armed bands on the day of election to intimidate Republican voters and to stir up
riots. The committee calls for immediate
action to thwart their nefarious designs, and
gives ample warning to the Tilden desperadoes and bullies of Georgia that if they cross
the line for any such purpose they will come
at their peril.
The distrust of Tilden by the merchants,
capitalists and bankers of New York will
have a most powerful influence on the pending election throughout the United States.
Most of the names of the men who have
been impelled to come forward in support of
the nation’s credit and the parly which upholds it, are known and honored the couutry
over.
A'corrupl candidate, who is thus condemned at home by his neighbors and these
who knew him best, intelligent voters will
say, is not fit to rale over them.
ous news

new

xuik mereuams

are not aione m lear-

ine that Gov. Tilden’s election would be a serious injury to the prosperity of the country
In the principal New England cities there are
movements similar to the one which has culminated in an invitation to Mr. Evarts to address the people.
Meetings are to be held
soon in Boston, where Gov. Rice and Mr.
George C. Richardson are leading the movement ; in Providence, under the leadership oi
ex-Gev. Howard, and in Hartford under the
direction of Marshall Jewell and George P.
In these and all other cities the
Bissell.
leading merchants are thoroughly aroused,
and their action cannot fail to have a powerful influence upon the public mind.
If the Democratic party is anywhere making even a pretext that it is in favor of hard
money, the fact does not come to the surface.
Not a word is said iu favor of specie resumption ; there is plenty of abuse of the Republican party, and no end of general flapdoodle
about “reform,” but there is no assurance
given that the country will not be exposed to
further inflation if the Democrats succeed.
Iu all parts of the West open encouragement
is given to the inflationists to believe that
Tilden’s election will be a long step toward
How
the accomplishment of their desires.
does the hard-money man in this section like
the prospect of voting for Tildeu under these
circumstances ?

No one thing has hurt the Democratic
party more than its attempt to carry South
Carolina by force. The leaders thus revealed
to the country startling proof that the organization is now, as it has ever been, the enemy
ot progress and the fiiend of all reactionary
measures.
As the Sau Francisco liulletin
puts it, in speaking of the South Carolina
policy: “Now it makes no difference whether
this spirit is fostered at the South or at the
North. It is essentially confined to one
political parly, and is not found in the other.
It crops out iu the party which was so largely
identified with the causes of disunion.

It is

backed by the Confederate spirit. Now. we
cannot think that the country is ready to
place such a party iu power. The political
and moral conscience of the country will
revolt lrom such a step. We expect, therefore, that the election of the next President
wifi not hiuge on the vote of South Carolina,
but will be declared by a majority which will
carry with it the voice of a great country
uttered beyond a doubt for law, union, protection, and freedom.”
The Londou

"Academy”
Hayes.

on

Governor

The London Academy, in a highly complimentary review of the Euglish edition of Lanman’s “Biographical Annals,” quotes the notices of Wm. M. Tweed and John Morrisoy by
way of showing the kind of “black sheep’
which the author is obliged to introduce iu bis
book. By nay of illustrating the opposite side
of tbe question, it selects the biography oi
Rutherford B. Hayes, and after quoting it in
full proceeds as follows:

Now,

Titer e is a grand rallying along tbc whole
line. There is a closing up of solid columns
in the North and West for a final tussle with
the solid South. Tilden’s shams aud iusin
cerity have been exposed. His attempt tc
secure the election by gigantic fraud in Nevt
York and Pennsylvania has been laid bare
The people are alarmed at rebel claims, anc
they are determined to take no chances as tc
their payment.
Business has tasted the
sweets of revival, aud it will not be turned
back to the bitter dregs of stagnation by permitting Tllden to be elected.

of a

Solid South is not infrequently a Democratic
bullet. It is a way the Solid South has of
interpreting the settlements of the war.

any one who thoroughly understands Americans and American politics this
appears to be a capital record, much better than
that of any of the other candidates for the recent Presidential nominations, and iDlioitely
superior to that of aoy incumbent of tbe Presidential chair known to the present generation.
Whether it reveals the stuff from which Presidents ought to be made is another question, bnl
we have before us, by means of these curt facts,
an educated man ; a graduate of one of the first
law schools iu the world, whose professional
status was such that his services were sought
and secured by one of the most important w estern cities; who, having patriotically sacrificed
his private interests during the recent war, rose
from one of the humblest to one of the bightsl
ranks of the military service; whose career was
so approved by hiwimuaediate constituents that
they made him their representative in Cougress, not only occe, but deliberately twice, atd
then elected him to the highest office in their
gilt; and who iu that important post performed
his duties so satisiactorily that lie was elected
the second time to be tee Governor of one ol
the most powerful states of the Fu'ou.
The Academy appears to have overlooked the
to

fact that Mr. Hayes lus been elected Governot
three times, and each time over the strongest
Democrat who could be matched against him.
Senator Sharon’s big hotel in Ban Franciscc
pays $1000 per day—on the wrong side of the

hooks.

jii
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Glad

ADVANCE.

Tidings.

Circular from the National Committee—
Belief that the Election of Ilayra U
cared—Fonr Moufhcrn Mtaten Undoubtedly Republican.
A spontaneous and enthusiastic ^uprising of
the Northern people within the last few

days,

evinced by recent advices up to this evening at
headquarters, leaves no doubt about the election of Hayes and Wheeler
by a large majority
of electoral votes.
The evasive and valueless

promises of Mr. Tilden with the stereotyped
and relactant approval forced
by him from a
few Southern Democratic committees not to
press rebel war claims for loss or damage to
property, although stilt demanding payment to
rebels as well as to loyal
persons, of about two
thousand millions of dollars claimed in their
bills before Congress for supplies famished or

taken, or for the use and occupation of property, nave failed to produce conviction in the face
of overwhelming evideuce of their
contrary

purposes, and have alarmed, instead of quieting, the peoDle of the North. The imminent
danger to the public credit aud to reviving
commerce aud manufactures, if the
payment of
the national debt is to depend on a government
of men whose rebellion that debt was created
to suppress, has aroused the merchants and
business men of Ne v York, and of the country;
the violation over nearly half the territory of
the nation, by intimidation and murder, of the
fundamental republican principle that the ballot shall be freely chosen and safely cast, is
rallying a United North to put down promptly
this new Southern rebellion. With this
uprising of Northern sentiment every Northern

State will probably be carried lor Hayes; the
frauds in New York city can be prevented, and
the Democratic city majority kept down to
such an amount that the larger Republican
majorities elsewhere will not fail to overcome
it, and secure a decided majority in the state
for Hayes and Wheeler. The three Pacific
coast states and New Jersey are believed to be

surely Republican, aud there is a good fighting
chance for Indiana, while the information from
North Carolina, South Carolina, Florida aud
Louisiana snows that in spite of the murderous
opposition of Tilden Democrats, those
Southern States will give majorities for Hayes.
The systematic and prearranged boastings from
the Tilden headquarters in New York are only
desperate expedients to avert the inevitable result.

Republicans of the country have only
perform their full duty, and every man go
early to the polls, and the triumph of Hayes
and Wheeler will be overwhelming.
The

to

Z. Chandler,
Chairman National Republican Committee.
November 1.

Wlmt the Republican Party has Roue.
To the People of the United Mimes.
The undersigned merchants, bankers and
business men of New York, respectfully submit
toe following statements for the information of
all parties interested therein:
In 1865, August 31, tbe national debt
reached its maximum

amount_$2,756,431,581

43

Reduced June 30, 1876, to. 2,098,439,344 99

reduction, during this period of
eloven years since tbe war of.
Tbe annual interest charge tor tbe
fiscal year ending June 30, 1866,
was.
For tbe past year, ending J une 30,
1876
A

$656,992,246

44

133.067,741

69

100,*13,271

23

reduction in the annual intereet
charge since 1866 of.
32,824,470 46
The annual expenditures of the government in 1876, as compared with
1866, show a redaction ot.
262,349,619 66
And in federal taxation more than... $300,010,800 00
Other great results of this financial policy
have been that, despite an indebtedness of
more than two thousand millions, and while
A

diminishing taxation, the credit of tbe country
has been raised to the nnprecedent point, that
its four and

half per cent, bonds, issued in
the six per cents., have been
at home and abroad, above par
in gold: and the government has been enabled
every year since 1866, not only to keep within
its income, but to apply au average annual snm
of $56,742,284.20 toward the payment of its
a

redemption of
selling rapidly,

indebtedness.
A careful consideration of these results of
juvjiviv/uo uiauu^uicuii

ui

tun uauuum

treasury

during Republican administration of tbe government, induces tbe undersigned to express
their confident belief that a continuation of tbe
general policy which has so well 8or.
tained our commercial honor and aided so
powerfully in the preservation of the Union
itself, would be best promoted by the election
of General Rutherford B. Hayes and William
A. Wheeler to the offices of President and
Vice President of the United States.
K D Morgan & Co,
James Lenox,
John Jacob Actor,
J & W Seliginau & Co,
same

Roberta,

Moses Taylor,
William E Dodge,
J D Vermilye,
R Lenox Kennedy,
Mortou. Bliss & Co,
Drexel, Morgan A Go,
John A Stewart,
Cb&rles H Russell,
Benajmin B Sherman,
James Brown,
John E Williams.

Marshall O
C L Tiffany,
George S Coe,
A A Low.

George Cabot Ward,
William il Macy.
Willliam A Booth.

Cyrus

W Field

BG Arnold* Co,
John W Ellis,
C E

Detmold,

John C Hamilton,

[From the Cleveland (Ohio) Herald, Oct, 27.]
A Mis-seut Letter.
Loakiag to the Catholic Vote.—
hat be has Doae far that Charcb.

Tilden
fl

The following letter was brought to us by tbs
members of a highly respectable business firm
in this city, who received it yesterday in tbe
course of
regular business. The envelope
is poet-maked ‘‘New York, Oct 24,”
with the original letter, is in onr possession. It will be seen by the postscript tbat
the writer had written to Cleveland about shipment?.—The supposition of tbe firm receiving
which

together

tbe letter is that communication about shipments was placed in the wrong envelope and
went to Wisconsin, while the letter intended
for the Wisconsin correspondent came to tbe
Cleveland firm. We make no comment on tbe
document. It speaks for itself:

New York, Oct 23, 1876.
Dear Lewis,—As promised, 1 stopped here
on mv way home from the Centennial to see
1 write you briefly, as this is my
our frieuds,
tenth letter to-night and it is late. They
promise us aid. but say it must be through the
State Committee, Hewitt was so occupied
that f bad no opportunity to talk to him as I
wished. A few minutes with the Governor,
however, who happened in tbe city, did as well.
He talks hopefully, but is solicitous about Wiscoasiu. and thinks there is a possibility of its
vote determining the election.
Amoug other
things which l will tell yon, he feels the necessity of a fall Catholic vote, and wishes its importance cautiously urged upon the priests and
officers of the church. The fact should be
remembered by them that) the school question
has been dragged in issue in some states, aud
tbat tbe Democratic party is tbeir true friend.
He wants them reminded that he and the
party are constantly assailed for tbe Gray Nuns
act and such favors, and lor tbe Church to be
laggard now would belittle less than treachery.
This matter he wishes to have looked aft«r
with the utmost caution and outside of committees, and by nose not of our order.
I’ll stop at Milwaukee as 1 go up and look
after the matter there. Can you[not go over to
Madison and do so there? There is no time to
be lust. I will also look after the mining regions when I get home, which will not be later
1 start to-morrow by 3 p. m.
than the 28tb.
via Albany. Business is looking up.
Truly yours,

James C. Devaji.

P. S.—l’iease answer me at home, on back
of this letter.
Have written to Cleveland
about our shipments.

The Dangers of Southern Rule,
Has tbe South

Every

changed?

for Mr. Tilden and a
to pi ice the Government iu tlie bands of tbe old rebel element.
Mr. Tildeu’s only chance is in a solid Sooth and
His election iniis Northern sympathizers.
stalls (he solid South in power.
What man iu his senses believes those who
fought against the Government have ebaoged
man

[wbo

votes

Democratic Congress

votes

their spirit ami disposition? What lover of his
country is so wild as to think it safo to trust
them with power.
Could auy greater madness be conceived than
hand over the Government to those who but
yesterday were iu arms agaiust it? Tue public
credit, the security of the debt, protection
to

agaiust claims,
ment of the

a

stable aud sound manage-

finances,

tbe maintenance of tbe

guaranties—can these be wisely confided to
a party of which tbe solid South is the master?
No man in his right mind could aoswer yesNothing but partisau blindness could tolerate
it. See to it that you are in no way responsible for such a danger.
war

[Washington Correspondent Boston

Journal.]

Ike Canvass.
Republican Victory
tion

in New

Fraud—The

of

York—Preven-

Rasiuena

Men

Awake.

The shipment of valuable cittle and hoises
from Montreal to Great Britain is steadily increasing. Last Thursday ten heifers, valued at
$23,000, were sent ou one steamer. Twelve
horses aboard mere valued at $4700.
The best
three heifers were worth $5000 each, and the
best horse was valued at $2000.

Very definite information reached Washington today in regard to the progress of the ltepnblican efforts to prevent fraudulent voting in
New York city, A gentleman intimately connected with the work, and who has taken prominent part in similar labors in every campaign
since that of 1868, came here last night and returned

yesterday afternoon. His report is of a
character to re-assure Itepublicans throughout

the country and cause the greatest confidence
that Hayes will carry New York by a good maiority. All difficulties’ in securing sufficient
help to make a thorough examination of the
registration lists have been overcome, and the
force employed is now amply sufficient to finish the work before Tuesday.
The failure of
to appropriate sufficient money to
enforce the Unitated States laws has been met
by private snbscriptions. There have been
many volunteers for the work from among substantial and influential citizens.
A small army of men have been delected in
fraudulent registration, and affidavits formally

Congress

charging them with this crime are being rapidly made out, and warrants as rapidly prepared

for their arrest
The force to secure the arrests
is also provided.
For the first time the city authorities are Cooperatiog cordially, and at the DreseDt perfect
confidence prevails among the llepublioan managers that the deep laid plans of the Democrats to poll a heavy fraudulent vote in New
York city will be in a very great degree neutralized. The whole situation there has changed since the registration closed. While it was

state, and the Republicans were somewhat
frightened at the daily figures of the registration, but three days’ work on the registration
lists has convinced the Republicans that they
eau certainly make themselves masters of the
situation and compel a more honest vote than

has been cast in the city for a long time.
Information from prominent financiers in
New York is to the effect that their advices
from all leading Western cities show that the
question of injury to the national credit by the
success of the Democrats is taking a strong
hold of business men, and they confidently look
for a larger vote from this class of men than
has been given in any election since the baginning of the war.
The Tilden Literary Bureau has not yet seen
fit to furnish the public with information as to
the provisions made by some of the Southern
states in anticipation of the payment of the
Southern claims. Virginia, which is represent
ed as the most conservative of states of the
solid South, has placed the following among
her laws:
“Be it enacted by the General Assembly,
That it shall be the duty of the Clerks of the
several County and Corporation Courts to keep
a record of such
papers relating to the loss of
property during the late war as they may be
required by this act. Any persons who have
suffered losses by the operations of war since
the 17th day of April, 1861, may make a statement of such losses, stating the kind and description of property, including negroes emancipated, at what time taken, damaged or destroyed by the army of such belligerents, and
in whatever manner, by either army, and the
amount of loss sustained, making the value of
said property on the 1st of January, 1861, the
standard of valuation, and offer the same, proved by the affidavit of one or more citizens to
the Clerk of the County or corporation in which
the said property was taken, damaged or destroyed, who shall receive and record the same
in a book kept for that purpose.
The original
papers shall be safely kept by the Clerk, but
they may be withdrawn at any time after they
have been recorded.”

A Voice from Hartford.
The Business Men of Hartford

Kayes—Upwards

•(

9130.000,000 Rep-

resented.
the lead of the prominent capitalists of New York and elsewhere, the foremost

Following

business men and corporations of Hartford
hive united in a call for a public meeting, to
give an expression in favor of the election of
Hayes and Wheeler in the interest of peace and

prosperity.
signed by
of the largest moneyed corporations, among
which are the following names: James GoodThe call is

the

officers

win, president Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company; Lucius J. Hendee,
president
AEtnaFire Insurance Company; Henry Kellogg, president Phoenix Fire Insurance Company; James G. Batterson, president Travelers
Insurance Company; T. O. Enders, president
AEtna Life Insurance Company; E. B. Watkinson, treasurer Connecticut Trust Company;
Salmon A. Storrs, treasurer Pratt-street Savings’ Bank; R. A. Day, president Security
Company; J. D. Browne, secretary Hartford
Fire Insurance Company; J. B. Bunco, vicepresident Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Company; James Nichols, secretary National Fire
Insurance Company; C. H. Brainerd, president
State Bank; J. C. Tracy, president Farmers’
ana mecnamos
Bank; M. U. Buckley, president United States Trust CompanyjT. W. Russell, president Connecticut General Life In-

Company.

In addition are the signatures of the officers ol the variom banking institutions, and of the heaviest capitalists and
business men, including Cheney Brothers, Calvin Day, Root & Childs, E. H. Owen, Austin
Dunham & Sons, Case, Lockwood & Brainerd,
and very many others. The capital represented by these business and personal interests is
enormous in the aggregate,
'•'here are over
ninety-three millions of life insurance assets,
nearly forty millions in business and individual
investments, more than thirteen millions of
fire insurance capital and nearly eight millions
in banking, making a grand total of over oue
hundred and fifty-millions of dollars.
surance

Mr. Tilden’s Record.
Mr. Tilden was against the country in its
hour of trial.
He declared that he would resist every measure to coerce the seceding South.
He refused to attend the great U niou war

class generally suuscribe more freely towards
their support by contributing to the Fenian
fund. The Star thinks the Fenians have too
much respect for their necks to attempt an-

He united in

asking

a

proclaiming

the war a

follows:

in

“How
or

captain, in August, 1804. Thus, father and son
served ia the regiment upwards of seventytwo-years.

BY TELEGRAPH.
BATTERS IN MAINE
LEWISTON ABLAZE.
Graud Republican Demonstration.

Press.!
Lewiston, Nov. 2.—The most enthusiastic
Republican demonstration for the season occurred this evening. About ono thousand men
I wese in line from Lewiston, Auburn Bath and
Brunswick.
The roate was through all the
principal streets and the march lasted some
three hours.
On one transparency was Tilden
emerging from the little end of a horn. Large
to

every bone
He was an

Fire in Saco.

Biddeford, Nov. 2.—The dwelling, stable
and outbuildings of Cyrus Cleaves in
Saco, to-

gether with farmiog tools, hay aod grain, were
totally destroyed by fire at noon today.
Loss
$5000; insured for $3500 in the Hanover and
The Waterville Savings Bank.
Waterville, Nov. 2.—The trustees of the
Waterville Savings Bank annouuce that the
bank will resume business November
14tb, a
suffi dent number of depositors

having signed

Got.

his income tax.
He has undertaken to deceive the people by
falsely claiming the credit of the reduction of
taxation.
on

He professes to inaugurate a "canal reform”
and has not punished a single offender.
He represents the rebel element of the solid

South,

and his election will be their
triumph.
He has surrendered to the inflationists and
lepudiators, and is committed to their Incen-

diary policy.
Reader! Can you afford to aid in making
such a man President of the United States?
Suggestive.—Old R. M. T. Hunter is out in
two columns, claiming pay for slaves made
free by the war. He says it was unconstitutional to take property from anybody witliou
compensation, and now the Government must
pay up to the tune of $400,000,000. lie proposes not to bring a suit until Tilden and Democracy shall have remodelled the Supreme
Court and added enough judges to make a
majority of the Court in harmony with his
views. Then the slaveholders can get their
pay in spite of Tilden’s promised veto, if Hunter is right in his theory.

News and Other Items.
England will present her Centennial buildiog
to the city of Philadelphia.
It is said that Mr. Lawrence Barrett is the

Conviction of Capt, Uriadle.
New Fork. Nov. 2.—The jury in the case of
Capt, Grindle, on trial in the U. S. Court for
cruelty to his sailors, brought in a verdict of
guilty this afternoon and the prisoner was remanded for sentence.
The penalty of the
crime is from one so five years imprisonment.

WASHINGTON.

actor most widely read and most
accomplished
in the literary sense, now on our stage.

Ex-SecretaryJBelknap

is

living like a retired
Arlington Hotel in

wealthy gentleman at the
Washington, but his wife is absent.
The Chicago Times is trying to get Sergeant
Bates to carry the Russian flag
through Turkey.
A numerous
pilgrimage of Canadiau Catho.
lies to Rome will occur in the
spring to attend
the Pope's Episcopal jabilee.
Two Kentuckians have wagered their beards
of twenty years' growth upou the issue of the

presidential election.
A fund of $50,000 has

been raised in England
to aid Jewish mechanics in Palestiue to erect
bouses outside of Jerusalem, and
those who express
ral pursuits.

a

desire to

encourage
follow agricultu-

Harriet Beecher Stowe’s autograph album is
in twenty-six volumes, and includes 502,848
names.
She has autographs of nearly all the
prominent women of England and the colonies.

“Essay on Gambling"

recently read
in a Californian town. In
commenting, a San
P rancisco paper says: “It is
supposed the esnay closed with a grand bail.
Nearly everything on this coast closes that way, no difference how it opens.”
was

Gymnastic exercises for young ladies are a
part of the regular instruction in a large uum
ber of the schools in Germany.
In the higher
ecbools in Berlin, they have been for some time
compulsory, and on October 1 the same system
was extended to all the common schools lor
girls in the German capital. The chief hostility to the movement comes from the mothers of

Paper

Money.

Washington, Nov. 2.—Since the passage of
tbe act providing for the redemption of fractional currency in subsidiary silver coin, there
has been pa;d out by the Treasury in these
coins $21,874,211
Of this amount $8,950,399
have been paid out on checks and in exchange
for legal tenders, and $12,920,812 have been
paid out for fractional currency, and that
amount of fractional currency has been destroyed. The amount of subsidiary silver coins
on hand at the close of business
yesterday was
$1,518,083. At Boston there has been paid out
$3,227,813, on hand $108,902, The debt statement for October shows that the; amount of
fractional currency now outstanding is $28,555,478. Of this amount it is estimated that
about $14,000,000 has been lost and destroyed
while in circulation, so that there is now outstanding for redemption not more than $15,000,000. The amount that has been lost in circulation is so much profit to the government,
and really reduces the national debt to that
amouut, although Ibis teductiou is not shown
on the books of the Treasury Department.
Official Correspondence Concerning Ibe
I.ale Scandal.
Washington, Nov. 1.—The following is the
correspondence which lias passed betweeu Minister Washburne and the Minister of Foreign
Affairs of France relative to the recent publication of a letter in certain French journals
concerning tbe Centennial Exposition:
Legation of United States,
I
Paris, Oct. 28, 187G. j
My Dear Duke de Cazes:
I have read with amazement the extraordi
Dary letter published in the Figaro of yesterday. over the signature ol Du Sommerard, who
ic oinruir

nf

ll'vn

nnn

lam, etc.,

E. it. Washbukne,
Dear Minister
On the the 28th inst.
you did me the honor to signalize to my attenlion the publication of a letter, attributed by a
journal to the i'rench Commissioner General
□ear the exhibition of Philadelphia.
X hastened myself to bring this regretahle incident to
the knoweldge of my colleague, the Minister of
Agriculture and Commerce, and as early as on
the 2bth the note inserted in the Journal Offi3iel has proven to you bow much the French
joveument pre-occupied itself to immediately
inquire into the facts aud to give you, in case
their exactness should be established, a legitimate aud prompt satisfaction. As 1 had
hoped,
he letter published under the signature of M.
lu Somraerard is apocryphal.
Tuat functioniry disavows it in formal tcuis, as you will see
>y the protestation here annexed, which he has
iddressed to the Minister with whom he is conlected, and which seems to me au answer such
the calumny.
1 atn
is we could desire to
■leased to think, therefore, my dear Minister,
Coses
this
declaration
rebat this categorical
;retful incident. No doubt it will seem to you,
will have bad for its
,s to me, ended, and it
irincipal result to furnish to the P'reLCh govroment an occasion to give, by the promptless with which it received your remonstrance,
■ new
testimony of sentiments of cordial sym■athy by which it is animated for the goveruneut and people of tho United States.”
1 am, etc.,
Dfc Gazes.
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PORT ROYAL,
Chase, Boston

Smith

Cnloic.

sen, Portland.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 30tli, sch
and Waterloo, Bray, Bangor.
^

v-

7amey3doflour,

C N Delano

&

Co 1 do

{

Foreign Exports.
GALLION BAY MARTINIQUE. Brig Adelaide
-3200 hhd sbooks, 520 shocks aud
heads, 6 bags oats
5 bales hay, 1 carriage, 1 horse, 1
sewing machine 1
j lano, 1 lot furniture, 5 packages merchandise.
MATANZAS. Barkt Norenr—9428 box sbooks, 53
U Iris potatoes, 16 packages machinery.
b

I

n

HAVANA. Schr Addio Jordan-3976 shooksand
721 prs heading, 927 boxes herring, 200 kits ot
laekerel, 2369 bush potatoes.

suds,

1-16

PREMIUM

Portrait

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

CENTEMUL

BLOCK,
Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

sndlm

DR.

Stair Builders.

Ease of Philadelphia,
—

CONSULTED

CAN

BE

FREE
at

his

OF

rooms

In this city. Oct. 22, by Rev. Chas. W.
Hays, Canon ot St. Luke’s Cathedral, Edward M.
Day and
liss Anna J. Ulmer, both of Portland. lCompli1 lents acknowledged.]
in Napa City. Cal., Oct. 10, by Rev. R. Wylie. Jos.
Noyes, formerly of Portland, and Miss Julia R.
ludgett of Napa City.
lu Oakland, Cal., Oct. 24. Edward O. StickDev of
lerced and Miss Sarah Bean ot Oaklaud, both torrn1 rly ot Brownfield, Me.

CHARGE

Watches, Jewelry and Silyer Ware.
J. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle Si
«/•

The Doctor is

Graduate of both the Allopathic and
Homoeopathic Schools,

\
,,

city, Nov. 2, Mrs. Mary S., wile of Georg*
Nelson, aged 24 years 6 moutus,—only daughter of
Mary J. Davis.
[ Funeral set vices Saturday afternoon at 1J o'clock
36
t
No.
Waterville
street.
11
Burial at convenience
0 i the family.
Nov.
In China,
1, Augustus K., eldest son of Wm
( oold of Portland, aged 39 years 4 months.
LFuneral services Friday afiemoon at 21 o’clock
a his falhei’s residence, No. 112 Fianklin street.

f

«'

We

are

pleased

friends

our

Highest Premium
—

AT THE

—

Centennial Exhibition,

Philadelphia,

and the

ONLY

GOLD

MEDAL

awarded to goods ot tbeir class

for sale by

WE

EOT

HAVE

BOSS

j

—

ALWAYS GETTflE BEST!

THE

GOODS!

'SEE STANDARD FURNACE
by visit v

s at the Exhibition.
This is the ouly
entire I > uew Furnace in the market this
year.
Our sales of Furnace* are
increasing every year,
thus showiug that the
community really desire u
flr»t clan* article.
We make them in Portable, Brick and Term
f/Otta. The latter style is very IihikImoiuc ami
unique, and in the production ot which Mr. John
Magee (the inventor oi the Magee Company’s Goods)
devoted four years of unceasing labor.
As all of Mr. Magee’s productions have been imitated
upon more or less bv other stove manufacturers, lie has, for the protection of this

Andersons & Dow
ARE AGENTS FOR THE

j

aid
Insurance Companies,
OF

CROWYLNG ACHIEVEMENT
of liis life placed Seventeen Different Patent*.
We cordially invite the citizens of this City and
Fount} to come and see this Furnace. We have
gentlemanly and intelligent clerks to show our goods
mJ we give our personal attention to setting up the
>ame, Of our

LONDON,

COMBINED

ASSETS

$35,000,000

!

Magee Standard Range,
Magee Parlor Standard,
Magee Vcndome Parlor,
Magee Hall and Oflice Heater,
Magee Base Burner, new,

OFFIOB,

No. 33

Exchange

St.

__sntf

Magee Dining Room Heater
i
i

I
J

rbove named bonds,
first-class
iccurities given ia exchange.

FULLY

j

I
I

Cod Liver Oil and Lime. The
advantage of
over the plain Oil is that
the nausea ling taste of the Oil is entirely
removed, and the
hole rendered entiiely palatable.
The othmeive I
iste ot the Oil has long acted as a prominent obiec- I
on to its use; but in this form the
trouble is en- I
rely obviated. A host of certificates might here be
veil to testily to iho excellence and
success
of I
li itbor’s Cod Liver Oil and Lime
But the fact
at it is regularly prescribed
by the medical acuity I
*s sufficient. Sold
by WiLUOB, Chemist, Boston, and I
r all
oc30codiw
I
ure

ii»

compound

j

Boots!

|

I

druggists,_

ASHES!

|

Street.

Two

thousand

Souse

STREET.

AViibor’s Compound ot

!

dc31

NIXON S S0A1’ WORKS.

dlwls

—

WARRANTED.
on

hand

a

large stock

of

Furnishing

GOODS !

M. €.
1
1

'radical and

PATTEN,
Export Accountant,

14$ COMMERCIAL ST.

J

I

nod ashes toe sate at
rices for two weeks til

1

IS

We keep nothing but good Hood*, and have the
k e*t workmen the State attorns, and we are
ll mild to do our level beat to plcane our cuw* > nicr*.
ocl6dlm

J

Busliels good
reduced

ilvery Magee Stove, Range & Furnace

We also keep constantly

Hankers,

IIANGE

wunecesswry to enlarge, as the thousands in use
community are daily testifying tbeir merit

tliis

—

Woodbury & Moulton,
Investment

1

n<l pre eminence.

or

,itf

at

to

We knew itbnlore the (’enfcnnml. Everybody will kuow it now that the t'euleiiuiul lias
and altout Jill ot the tlrst-lass dealers in the State. I declared it.
oc*tI6
snd3w
I The highest encomiums were passed upou the

67 E5

neatly executed

announce

JAMES PENNELL, Succarappa*

to

KEBLKUAVIs!1' } LEAVITT & DAVIS

to

many
| and customers that the goods of this Compauy
for
I Elegance of Denigu, superiority of Fiu«
I! iah and ITIechanfi'fil Mkill in CouMtructioii
have received the
I

NUTTER BROS. & CO.,

A full line of Ladies* Ifaud sewed Boots in French
id of the tinest quality, especially adapted to teuerieet, at

JOB
PRINTING
iis Office.

I

BANGOR.

Highest limit ft price paid lor

distf

No. 1 Elm
jl_

I

WOOD, BISHOP & CO.,

BY

BOSTON,

IN THIS CITY AND COUNTY.

passed.
We claim to have produced the most elegant and
economical, compact, and convenient Cooking Range I
ever ottered to the public, and we have no hesitation I
in saying that all who will
caiefully examine it will I
be convinced of these facts.
All in want of a new Kange are invited to call and
tee for themselves and obtain a
pamphlet containing |
description and the Dames of parlies having them I
m use, to whom we refer.
j

—

Furnace Co.

OF

Valuable improvements have been incorporated
into this kange, which gives it the advantage over
any other Kange in the market, and all who have
seen and tested it, have been disabused of the
idea
that the day of invention and improvement had

EMPORIUM.!

In this

REPRESENT THE

PORTABLE COOKING RANGE.

are

Exchange Street,

Magee

I

Tailoring:

dam and

12

CLARION

I

oct2>

A. H. Noyes & Son

has been in extensive practice for twenty years. Disof the Eye and Ear, Throat and Lungs, skillfully treated. Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
The Doctor’s success in both acute and chronic diseases, warrants the assertion that be never fails
to cure where a cure is possible.
Office Hours 9 to 14 A. W., 1 to 5, and O
to 8 f*. M.
8aP
tebl7sneodtf
eases

These Ranges

A. KEITH.

fflbnAiiiis.

a

AND

LFS

j Ladies’ Fine

Htreets.

in

Mechanics’ Hall Building.

u

i

DIED.

E. L1BBV, No. 454 Eore Htreet, cor.
Cross Ht.. in Delano’s mill.
D. ffj. HOOFER, Cor, York and maple
B.

—

1876.

jan8_

■

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Htreet.

PIIVSICIAN AND SURGEON,

Holidays!

F E R N A

Real Estate Agents.

THAYER,

nov2'->_eodly

MAKKIFCD.

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. 1. BARBOUR, 450 Eore Htreet, Cor
of Cross, Portland.

EXCHANGE STREET.

°e‘31

244 middle St.

I

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 3« Exchange Ht.
Cpholstering of all kinds
done to order.

BAND,

have removed to

Photographs

Drder for

All persons afflicted with Kidney Disease, Pain
1 u the Back, and all Urinary Diseases, Diabetes
Ravel. Dropsy, Nervous Debility, in either sex,
hculd at once take Hunt's Remedy.
oc30
eod&wlw

i

Exchange Street.

Connsellors at Law,

Laina Cobb, Cobb,

FOR

Now it the lime

money and accouut.

Liverpool, November 2.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton
ixcited and 1-16 igl i dearerer.

s

Carpenters and Builders.

ARTISTIC

London, November 2—12.30 P. M.-American selurities—Erie preferred 18.
LONDON, November 2-2.30 P. M.—Consols 05 15-1G

]

Htreet.

IVUITNEY A MEAN*, Prarl Mircrt, opposite the Park.

Lamson

lumber,

Reed 1 do do bran, H A Babcock 1 do flour
lolway eg Robinson 2 do flour, D W True & Co 1 du
W
& C R Millikeii 1 do flour, G H Reader 1
lour,
do
irau, D W C olidge 3 do flour, Joruan gfe Blake 1 do
i ieef, N B Noble eg Co 1 do flour, Mart. True eg
Co 1
lo flour, Hathaway & Woods 1 do
flour, C W Merrill
< g Co 1 do
shingles, Knickerbocker & T 1 do oats, s
V ibaxter eg Co 2 do corn,
Bangs, Scudder & Co t
1 lo coni, Blake eg Jones 1 do
corn, B EBate8 3 do coton, Hill Man’fg Co 3 do cottou, Bates Man’g Co 1 do
, ottou, Continental Mills 1 do
cotton, Keusell, Tabor
g Co 3 ears corn, J L Home 1 do bides, Osborn eg
Co
i do brao, Preble eg Dunton I do
bran, Faxon &
1 axon 1 do flour, W C Marshall 1 do
flour, Cabot
1 I au’i Co 3 do col ton, J B Fiske 2 do
flour, Barstow
i Co 1 do flour, E Merrill & Co 1 do
brao,Parrott eg
base 2 do com, J C Lord X du apples, Cabot
! do
Mau’/ir
cotton, G W Green 1 do oats, A D Morton 1 do
t inn, Grand
Trunk Railroad 8 do meichandise
>
lame Central Railroad 40 do merchandise.
Portland
i ; Ogdensburg Railroad 2 do
merchandise,' Portland
I ) do merchandise.
By water conveyance—1000 bash commeal to (1
J. True eg Co.
Soah

Booksellers and Stationers.

by

J. & E. ill.

East Greenwich 30tli, sch Bangor, Jordan,

FIRST

r7.

Book Binders.
A. tJUINCY, Room II, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Ht.
SMALL A HHACKEOKD, No. 35 Plum

oc9

Savannah, November 2.-Cotton active; Middling
uplands lojc,

JOBBER,
OF

BUSIN ESSDI RECTO

or exchanged for other
on the most favorable

32

(inlands 105c.

Charleston, November 2.—Cottou active; Middling uplands at lip:.
New Orleans, November 2.—Cotton is active and
higher; Middling uplands lljc.

&

Watch and Chronometer markers* Tools,
mathematical. Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Ac.,

my?7_eodtf

Sept 4, lat 28 S, Ion 70 W, ship Florida, Curtis, from
Newcastle for San Francisco.

11 5-16c.

MAKER

terms

SPOKE2V.

York, November 2.—Cotton is firm: Mid-

BABCOCK.

HOYT at I'OGU, No. 91 Mid.llr Street.

Poitland. O.
At Tlieste Oct 14th, brig Dauntless, Williams, tor
Pernambuco aud Santas.
Sid Oct 14. barque Midas, Foster, Catania.
Arat Malaga Oct 30tb, brig Mary Gibbs, Wliittemore, Marseilles.
At Laguna Oct 7th, brig Ponvert, Moore, for New
York; ecb E «J Palmer, Stevens, for do.
Ar at Canso 30th, ech Gertie Lewis, Portland.

uplands at J0$c.
Galveston, November 2.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplauds 10$c.
Wilmington, November 2.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands at 10|c.

I*.

Securities

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Singapore! Sept 8tti, ship Moonlight, Waterhouse, Honolulu; lltii, barque P J Carlton, Porter.

Cleveland,November 2.—The Petroleum market
unchanged; standard 23.
Augusta, November 2.—Cotton is strong and irregular; Middling uplands at 1U$ @ lo*c.
Louisville, November 2.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplauds 10$ (eg logo.
Norfolk, Noveber 2.—Cotton excited; Middling
*

Street, dlf

MANUFAOTUBEB

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 1st, sch Tbo3 Potter, Handy
Hoboken.
Sid 31st, schs Adriana, Merrill, and Boaz, Gilkey,
T.enton; Annie Lee, Look, do.
VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar 31st, brig Proteus,
Skinner, Matanzas IS days tor Boston, (cargo stifled
in a gale); schs M C Moseley, from Charleston for
do;
Charley Bocki, Foss, Doboj for do; Hvne, Oliver,
Amboy for Augusta; Centurion, Blodgett, do tor
Boston; Martha Sargent, Closson, Bangor lor New
York: Clara E Rogers, Rogers, Calais for Brandford;
Gen Scott. Lunt, fm do tor New Haven ; Red
Rover,
Bowden, Wood’s Hole fordo; J B Knowles, Wats,
Boothbay tor Wood’s Hole.
Sid, schs Watchman, Agnes, Martha Sargent, and
J B Knowles.
BOSTON—Ar 1st, sebs Sami D Hart. Murphy, and
Mansfield, Achom, Hoboken; Walter E Palmer, Staples, Bangor; J Baker, Barberick, Portland.
SI cl 1st, soli S K F James, (Ur) Bissett, Portland.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 31st, schs Mary Ella. Stanles.
So Amhov; Ella Hougdon, Davis, Port John son; ,J S
Moultou, Crowley. Hoboken; EvelyD, Crowley, Horn
New York.
Ar 1st, sch Acara, Chand'er. New York,
Sid lsr, sch Nellie H, Malloch, Portland.
ELLSWORTH— Ar 26th, sch City of Ellsworth,
Grant, Portland, (and cld 30th for do.)
BATH—Ar let. sch David Torrey, Soule, Elizabetbport for Hallowed ; Melissa A Wiley, Wilev.
J
Portland for do.
Cld, flehs Western Star, Crocker, aud L T Whitmore, Whitmore, Philadelphia.

firm and

Middle

MODEL

H. M. Payson& CO.,

Calais.

ffl

LAW,

WM.

MYSTIC, CT—Ar 1st, sell Lucy Wentworth, Dow.

Ar at

5 P. Md&wtt

i. X*. FARKINGTON’S,

180

sntf

Bought

PROVIDENCE—Ar 1st. schs C B Paine, Hilyard,
Pictou; Pacific, Look. Hoboken.
WESTERLY, RI—Ar 31st, sch Sarah P, Westcott,

bush wheat, 1604
bush oats.
bbls flour, 7,415 bush wheat, 610
bush corn, 4013 bush oats.
St. Louis, November 2.—Flour dull and
unchanged; Superfine Fall at 3 75 @ 4 00; extra Fall at 4 25
@ 4 30; double extra do at 4 75 @ 5 00. Wheat lower
and in lair demand at decline;No 2 Red Fall at 1 19i
@ 1 20$ cash; 1 23$ ® 1 23£ seller Dtbember; No 3
Ked tail at 1 10$ cash; 1 lu November. Corn is dull
and lower; No 2 Mixed at 40 (jg 40Jo cash,
closing at
the inside price; 42$cbhl seller tor November.
Oats
higher; No 2 at 30$c cash; 30c seller November. Rye
is easier at 58c. Barley quiet and unchanged. Pork
dull and lower at 16 75. Bulk meats and lard dull
and unchanged.
Receipts—3800 bbls flour, 48,000 busb wheat, 44,000 bush icorn, 10,000 bush oats, 11,000 bush
bailey,
0,000 bush rye, 00 hogs, 00 cattle.

or

OYKU

5-20 BONDS

SC-Ar lot, sch Freddie L Porter,

Rnvntnn

to

58 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. M.K.
jal
dly

Havana.

.Tnlin

Shipments—2515

93

ATTORNEY AT

CHINESE.

Baker, Gardiner; F VTurner, Freeman, Kocklaud;
D M Freueli, Childs, Boston; Chromo,
Wooster, fm
Franklin, Me; Abbott Lawrence, Homer, WiscaseeiFarragut, Hart, Kennebec; Equal, Titus. Kocklaud;
Walter Irving, Ryder, Thomaston; Wm G Cargill
Rich, Providence; Delmont Locke, Pendleton, do:
Odell. Winslow, New Bedford.
Ar 2d, schs D B Everett, Hix, from
Sagua; Harry
White. Hopkins, Jacksonville.
Cld 1st, sebs Old Chad, Wiley, Cape Hayli; Addle
M Bird. Fales, Portsmouth; Grace,
Alley, Boston;
Nellie Potter, Howard, Washington.
Passed through Hell Gate 31st, Bchs Morelight, Allen, New York tor Boston; Napoleon, Port Johnson
for Bangor; Mindoro, Arnbov lor Boston;
Ella, Port
Johnson for Fall River; Wm Flint, do for BostonMartha Nichols, Hoboken lor Fall River; Wm Stevens. New York lor BaBgor; Uniou, Port Johnson tor
Providence; Tantamount, Weebawken for Boston;
Vashti R Gates, do for Lynn; Mott-Haven, Now
York tor Calais.
Cld 31st, ship M P Grace, Wilbnr, San Francisco;
barque Aberdeen, Salvage, Belfast; Frigg, (Nor) Ol-

45,000 hasn oats, 25,000 Bosh bsney,

For money and account.

arc

Scp2G

dtf

I>.

MOTLEY;

WM. H.

Barrel.

COVCVIERCIAI. STREET.

01

14 A. Tl., ‘4

to

C.

reux. Salem; schs Harry White, Hopkins. Jacksonville 8 days; Fred Fish,Gilchrist, Kennebec;
Evelyn
Crowley, from Two Rivers. NS; Lugano, McKnown
Windsor, NS; Sammy Ford, Allen, LuLec; R L Tay
H
Brown, Gardiner;
Macomber. Williams, Provideuce; Ella Pressey, Pressey, Thomaston: Came
Hix, Hix, Rockland; R C Thomas, 'Jkorndike, Bel-

bush corn, 3455

Daily Domestic Receipts.
Boston & Maine Railroad.—Norton,Channan & Co 3 cars
flour, Q W Tine & Co 1 do flour
xeazer eg Co 3 3 do
flour, Rufus Deering & Co 2 do
umber, G A Hunt & Co 1 do flour, Josselyn & Co 1
lo flour, Marr, True & Co 2 do flour.
King, Gilman
g Co 2 do flour, Waldron & True 1 do
middling C B

flours—10
ma3

jan5

BALTIMORE—Ar 31st, sch Maggie M Rivers,
Rivers. Orchilla.
Cld 31st, brig John Wesley, Hines, Havre.
Ar 1st, sch Lark, Hutchinson, Windsor, NS.
Cld 1st, barque Regina Tolck, Ray, Dunkirk.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 31st, brig Charless Dermis,
Dodge, Gardiner; scbs Minnie C Taylor, Taylor, do;
Albert H Waite, Drisko, do; Emily Curtis,
Haskell,
Bangor; Hattie E King, Crowley, Boston; M J Lee,
Rideout, Calais.
Cld31st, sch A S Butler, Eaton, for Boston; FR
Baird, Mayhew, Charleston.
Ar 1st, schs Grace Cushing, Hamilton,
Gardiner;
LB Sargent, Sargent, Bangor; Lizzie Major, Gerri8h, Boston; Maud, Robinson, Indian River; Elva E
Pettengrll, York, Portland.
Cld 1st, sch Elvira, Johnson, Portsmouth.
Bid fm Delaware Breakwater 21st, sch D B Everet,
(from Sagua) for New York.
In port, sch Annie P Chase, from Bucksville tor
ThomastOD, repairing sails.
NEW YORK—Ar 31st, brig C C
Robinson, Deve-

active; White 38je.
Receipts—1213 bbls flour, 4.260

Ur

!

J. S. CROCKETT,

ALEXANDRIA—Sid 30th, sch Aldanah ltokes,
Rhodes, eastwaid.
Ar 31st, sch Etta M Barter, from Kennebec for
Washington.
PORT RESS MON ROE—Passed in 31 st, brig Raven,

Wiley,

YARMOUTH, ME.

THOMAS RAINEY, M. A. M.
Office 499 1-4 Congress Hired,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveia.

ner.

wueat, iu2,*

European market*.
London,November 2—12.30 P. M— Consols

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,

angtl

hand picked and
they were taken from the tree

as

oc9U3msn

WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 20th, sch F N Tower,
Adams, New York.
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 30th, schs Susan, Stanley,
Windsor, NS; Gertrude E Smith, Jameson, Gardi-

b j0 for choice brands of White Wheat.
Wheat
poor demand and weak; extra White Michigan at
31, mill 1 28; No l White Michigan at 1 25}.
Corn
is steady: No 1 Mixed at 53c.
Oats firmer and in-

New

packed

MEMORANDA.
Sch Katie P Lunt, Lopaus, from Brunswick, Ga,
fo* St Jago, which was abandoned 22d, had encountered a hurricane, during which she was dismasted,
and filled with water, having been thrown down.
One of the captain’s children was drowned in the
cabin, and another washed overboard and lost; the
mother was washed over at tbe same time, but was
rescued, being severely bruised. Tbe survivore were
taken oft tbe wreck by brig Nellie Ware. Oct 23d. in
lat 28 42, Ion 77 33, and brought to New York. Tbe
scbr registered 201 tons, was built at Eden in 1871,
and bailed from Tremont.
Brig Prairie Rose, of Portland, broke from her anchors at Key West during tbe late gale, driving into
and doing considerable damage to several vessels ly-

si

Coffins and Caskets Always on Hand.

Robes,

Just received Choice Michigan Apples,

These Apples

HITCHCOCK,

UNDERTAKER.

Mobile.

1

dling uplands at

Michigan Apples

DOMESTIC PORTS.

m

injured.

All

ju7eod6m2dp

3 Bushels in

Wildo,

Successor to the late George marston,

The highest market price paid for such bonds and
for Government Bonds of every description.
Par and interest paid for Calais bonds maturing

Sch B J Willard, of Portland, 367 tons, built at
Bath in 1872, double deck, and well found, has been
sold to parties in New York for $19,000. She is to be
placed in the Spanish-Main trade.

T,

novs_dtf

GAB

UNITED STATES §J“CALLED” BONES.

Long, Portland;
Portland; Jere-

u3m

Dr. R

Oct 25, brig Hattie S Bishop, from

Ar at Cardenas 24th, sch Mary E
26tb, brigs Geo W Chase, Patterson,
miah, New York.

Oklce nl Hnecarnppn, me.

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hand s on them and they shall be healed
303 Cumberland, Cor. of Elui Hi.

and other equally choice investment securities.
needed information given relative to

PORTLAND, O—Sid 24th, ship Titan. Berry.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 31s», snip Dokota, (new)
Day, from Bath; Sandusky, Louden, from Brest;
barque Monhegan, (new) Luce, from Rockport.
MOBILE—Ar 3Isl, sch Mary J Cook, cook, from
Bath.
PENSACOLA—Ar 26th, sch Lena R Storer, Scavy,

9 65.

was

Branch

sepl9

Street,

Dec. 1st, 1876.

Law,

at

No. 51 1-2 Exchange St.
PORTLAND, ME.

Cleaveiand, Ohio, 7s,

Howland, Lakeman,

Brown HI.

Counsellor
I

as

Portland Municipal Os,
Portland Aid Uailroad Os,

ing in her way.
Sch Lark, before reported ashore in Lynhaven Bay,
has been hauled oft and was takeu to Baltimore 31sf
Sch Addie L Bird, ot Rockland, Cant Lowry, sailed
from Montego Bay, Ja, Sept 1st for New York, and
fears are entertained for her safety.

bush oats 30,000 bush barlav.

Receipts—8,500 bbls flour, 105,000 bust wheat.
Shipments—0,500 Uour, 48,600 bush wheat.
Detroit, November 2.—Flour is steady ai 6 00

I

head of

F. m. RAY,

OFFEB FOB SALE

Mobile, November 2.—Cotton active; Middling
&

Pennsylvania Railroad.
Elizabeth, Nov. 2.—A passenger train on
t be Pennsylvania Railroad was wrecked this
t aoruing at 7 o’clock, south of Lindeu depot, by
f uuuing into iwo freight cars detached
from a
I receding train and left standing on the track.
'he locomotive turned upside down, the first
X assenger car ran over it and split it in two,and
t be freight cars were demolished. Jacob Ellint in, brakemau, was buried under the locumoA fireman
t ve and received fatal injuries.
I arned Vanuerwater bas a scalp wound.
Seve ral others were slightly injured. The wounded
All connecting
v ere taken to Cindeo depot.
t aius were delayed for two hours. The fieight
t ain hud no bell-rope, and the fog prevented
e tber engineer from seeing the detached
cars
ii time to prevent the collision.
Among the
v 'ouuded were W. H. Vanderwater,
passenger,
v ouuded in the
bead; John Rose, passenger,
n ot seriously;
E W. Right of Chicago, who
v as in the caboose, arm
broken and otherwise
h urt; Joseph Pillsline, a Jew, breast crushed
a □d will die.

y ellow fever.

customs

Wholesale lUarkei.
Thursday, November 2.—The Com market shows
decided advance in prices to-day. Car lots are
luoted at 68c, while bag lots are quoted at 70c. Meal
s selling freely at 65c and Oats at 48c.
Sugars are
ower and granulated is quoted at
lljc, and Extra O
it lljc. Flour is dull aud unchanged in
prices.

Ihc

Yellow Fever.
Savannah, Nnv. 2.—Total number of inter
n lents today
seven, five of which were from

Portland.
Ar at Matanzas

bush Corn, 5000 bush Oats.
Shipments—600 bbls flour, 27,000 bush Wheat, 58,000 bush Corn, 7,000 bosh Oats.
Milwaukee, November 2.—Flour is quiet and
nominally steady. Wfleat quiet at opening and
closed dull; No 1 Milwaukee at 1 19; No 2 Milwaukee at 111}; seller December at l 14}; seller January 1 16}; No 3 Milwaukee at 1 05}. Corn is in good
demand but lower; No 2 at 44} @
45}c. Oats are active but lower; No 2 at 31}c. Rye
steady; No 1 at
6tc. Harley quiet and weak; No 2
Spring at 854c;
No3 Spring at 45}c. Provisions
nominally firmer;
Mess Pork at 15 59 ® 15 75.
Prime steam Lard at

were

Portland

ashore._

Icciilntou

delphia; Antelope, Ray, and

D,

STREET

Ja16fclfcodtt

BONDS,

200 Middle

No,

&

Mountfort. Portland, (Oct 7.)
Sid fm London 1st, ship H H McGilvery, Blake, for
United States.
Ar at Havana 2Gtb, brig Torrent, Neil, fm Phila-

Toledo, November 2. h lour is steady. Wheat is
dull; No 2 White Wabash t 30}: No 1 Amber Michigan at 1 28; extra White Michigan at 1 304; Amber
Michigan on spot or seller November at 122; seller
December held at 1 24}, I 24 hi; No 2 Amber Michigan at 112; No 1 Red Winter at 1 29}; No 2 do 1 19;
seller DeBember at 1 21}; No 3 Red at 1
12; rejected
Red 1 07}: No 2 Amber Illinois 1 28. Corn is
quiet;
high Mixed 48c; low Mixed at 47}; No 2 new 654c;
no grade at 46}e; new at
damaged 33}c. Oats
*2}c;
dull 1 No 2 held at 31 }c; White held 37e; Michigan at
32Jc. Cloyer seed 8 2o.
Receipts—000 bbls Bern, 34,000 hush Wheat, 44 000

FINANCIAL AND CONn£RC(AL

me.

A large warehouse in the rear of tho drug
itoreof A. Millier, 711 Washington Avenue, St.
Louis, containing oils and varnish, caught fire
ast evening and was totally destroyed.
The
itock and building were valued at $23,000; iniured for $10,000.
The entire front.of the residence of Augustus
1 iuppier in Rondout, N. Y., was blown out at 3
i’clock yesterday morning by a charge of gunlowder placed in the window.
Suppier had
1 :omplained against a house of ill-fame, but the
1 iroprietor named Keiser, was away
At Brockville, Ont., on Tuesday night a man
lamed Jackson, his wife and a young man
fhose name is unknown, crossed to the CanaOn their return to
< liao shore iu a small boat.
I he American side the boat swamped, Jackson
nd bis wife were drowned, and his compan-

17$

On the call of the hoard in the afternoon—Wheat
lower ai 1II @ X 11} seller November; 113
@ 113}
December. Corn unchanged. Oats easy and unchanged. Pork is firmer at 15 45 seller all the year,
lard unchanged.

Warreo F. Daniel, the "well known paper
manufacturer of Fraukl n, N. H., has just closed the purchase of the property known as the
Cross mill privilege, on the Wiunepiseogee river. a mile above Franklin village.
The purchase comprises a dam, a saw mill, four dwolliug houses and an extensive tract of land on
both sides of the river. The dam holds a
large
body of water, and the power is one of the
most valuable on the river.

mile above Georgetown.
In the Supreme Court at Providence yesterlay, Merchant H. Weeden was convicted of
•he murder of Catherine E. J. Weaver in a
house of ill fame last April, and sentenced to

uuui, iiv,uuu

Pbinney

Sid fm Philadelphia 1st, brig Akbar, for Portland.
Ar at New York 2d, barque Estella, Poole, from
Havana.
Ar at Ayr. Scot, 1st inst, brig Edw H Williams,

tjhlpmentr-10,000 bbls Hour, 35,COO hush wlitat.109,-

000 bush

22.000 bush

The steam ferry boat Maryland, on a trip
with eastward bound passengers, front Jersey
City to Harlem, collided at midnight off the
Battery with the schooner Josie Crowley from
Norwalk. Both were slightly damaged.
No-

The deaf and Jdumb son of Asa Hardey of
Groveland, Mass 15 years old, was run over
and instantly killed yesterday afternoon on tbe
Newburvport and Georgetown road about one

iiaitt

uiyxT

—

Law,

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. NT.

prices.
to

CLARK, ML

FREE
Opposite

PECK,

other makers, at extremely low
Orders for Tuning
attended

DEALERS IN

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.1

(.FROM

71

SWAA & BAB RETT,

Hunt

Sch Daisy, (Br) Waycott, St Andrews, NB—Nath’l
Blake.
Sch Wm A Morrill, Kelley, Kennebec—

Fregbts unchanged.

The superintendent of the mounted recruitservice is ordered to send 150 reciuits to
Brownsville, Texas, for the 8ih cavilry.
At Narragansett Park yesterday the 2 40 race
was won by Black Dexter in 2
33J. The running raco was won by Vandal. Tne free for all
race was won by Grey Bill.
Time, 2.30.
A resolution approving the sending of troops
to South Carolina was adopted by the Vermout
House of Representatives yesterday, by a vote
of 186 yeas to 30 nays.
The third and last day’s races at the Great
Falls Riding Park were well attended.
The
purse of $400 in the 2 50 class was won bv b. m.
Frances; time, 2 401, 2.45, 2.45. The purse of
$400 was won by cb. m. Favorite,...
in 2.35, 2 30,
2 30.

dead.

G|

O. A.

sndtt

ORGANS.

and Counsellor at

claims of American heirs,
repa*d&wlv

ED* B ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street.
has the celebrated Weber Piauo, ana

and

cl6in»ttf

COLLECTION

AGENTS,
181 MIDDLE STKEET.

PUNA?

Street,

33 School St., lioston, Mass.
of debts, bankruptcy, &e., a specialty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made. Also collects in England and
foreign conntries

other classes of property at fair

1 lililUO

nnd W

J. 15. SANFOKD,
Attorney

—

SPA BROW &
oct20

s

PORTLAND, ME.

apl3

E s

GET THE nOSToiTfORM OF POLICY.

Jackson.
Sch Addie Jordan, Leavitt, Havana—J D Lord.
Sch H Prescott, Merriman, Noifolk—Isaac Berry.
Sch A W Fisk, Kelley, Windsor, NS—J Nickerson.

Chicago, November 2.—Flour is quiet and weakcommon to choice Western
shipping extras, good to
taucy family brands 4 50 @ 6 2S; Minnesota extras at
5 25 ^ 7 00; Winter extra 5 00 -<j 7 25.
w heat is inactive and lower; No 1 Chicago
Spring1 13} at cash;
No 2 Chicago Spting at l 11} cash; 1 134 seller for
December; No 3 Chicago Spring at 1 00} @ 1 01; rejected at 91 @ 91*c. Corn dull weak and lower; No°
at 42*c for cash; 42 gc lor seller
December; rejected
41*c. Oats durl, weak and lower at 31* @ 31 lc cash:
32*c seller December; rejected 22Jc. Rye is steady
and in lair demand. Pork is firm at 15 75
@ 16 00 for
cash; 15 45 seller for November; 15 42* all the year.
Lard is steady and steady at 9 60 @ 9 65
cash; 9 40
seller December; 9 37* seller for all the
Bulk
year.
Meats are nominally unchanged; shoulders at 0*;
short rib middles at 8*; short clear middles
8*.
Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 4; Com do 5*. Railroad

ing

body

173 middle

rates.

Abbott, (Br) Scobey. Liverpool, NS—

Brig Adelaide, Stover, Martinique

Hi?

day.

W. D. Slinard, a desperado and citieen of the
Indian nation, who murdered a mau named
Henry, was arrested near Plant, Ark., Thursday, aud in attempting to escape was shot

Barque

Ryan <& Kelsey.

oL9L^. 9?tr K>r'?ir

■'^vv

Also

tioom

ATTORNEY AT -1LAW,

01, THREE OR FITE TEARS.

& Co.

55*
11
74*
16

FOR

—

BLOCK,

FEED. N. DOW,

aug^___nly

Barque Norena, Nichols, Matanzas—Geo S
Linda

sliiTl

Law,

uovl_aim

Houses & Furniture

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York,—Henry

trade for export and home use; sales 93,000
bush; 56
@ 561c for no grade Mixed; 58} @ 59c for grated and
ungraded steamer Mixed; 59Jc for graded low Mixed ; 59 @ 59Jc for graded Mixed; 56 @ 60c for
ungraded Western Mixed ;59c for No 2 Chicago
;60c for Kansas Mixed and high Mixed;
58}c for old Western
Mixed in store; 59} @ 60c for steamer Yellow;61}c for
Yellow Western; 59}cfor No 2 White; 60Jc Kansas
White. Oats—receipts 33,125 bush; the market is
slightly in buyers favor with rather more doing; sales
71,000 bush; 31 @ 47*c for Mixed Western and State;
33 @ 49c for White Western and State,
including rejected at 32c; New York No 3 at 33} @ 34c ;New York
No 3 White at 36}c; New York No 2 at 37c; do No 2
Whiteat41c; Mixed Western31@42c; White do at
33 @ 41c; Mixed State at 44 @
47}c; White do 46 ffl
49c. Cotlee—hio is quiet and firm;
cargoes at 464
19}c gold; job lots 16} @ 20}c. Sugar quiet and firm
t0
refining;
9}c for
K?ou
300 hhds hhds Muscovado at 9}c; refined extraprime;
at 103
® lie for standard A; 11} @ ll}c lor powdered;
lor granulated; 11} (oj ll}c lor crushed.
Molasses—
rehniug scarce and quiet; grocery grades steady; by
auctien 300 bbls new crop New Orleans sold at 60c.
Kice quiet at 4} (uj 5}c tor
Louisiana; 5} @ 6}c tor
Carolina. Petroleum nominal; crude at 12c; refined
at 26c; cases at 30c; city naptha 11c. Tallow
steady
at 8} .a, 8 15-10. Naval Stores—Itosin
steady at 2 00
@ 2 10 for strained. Turpentine firm at 39o for spirits.
Pork on spot steady; tutures held firmer but
dull; New Mess at 17 00; seller November quoted at
16 65 (aj 16 .5; seller December and
January at 16 00.
Beef quiet. Cut Meats dull; middles more
steady
Western long clear at 8}; city long clear at 83 @ 9c
long and short clear for December at 8} @ 8} asked
Lard on snot quiet and steady; futures
firm; prime
steam at lOOOjchoico 10 10; seller for
year 9 874
seller January at 9 90 @ 9 92}; seller for February
1
10 00, closiug 10 bid, 10 12 asked.
Freights to Liverjiool—more steady.

threatening

yesterday

CENTENNIAL

Buildings, Dwellings,

Fox.

Chicago to arrive next week at 1 39. Barley is dull
and heavy; 10,000 bush 6-rowed State at
80c; 10,000
bush choice No 1 Canada 118. Barley Malt is
quiet
and unchanged. Corn—receipts of
55,650 bush; the
market is slightly in buyes favor with a moderate

>

I 1ST

Packet, Leighton, Millbridge for Boston.
Carroll, Cudworth, Rockland for Ports-

Portland.

)

JST3BWB.

at

Exrlinirgv Htlreel.

$3,000,000

Assets,

CLEARED.

Home.tic Markets.
New Yoke. November 2—Evening.—Flour, receipts I
7890 bbls; the market is without change with a moderate business; sales 16,900 bbls; No 2 at 3 40 (8 4
00;
Superfine Western and State at 4 40® 4 90; extra
Western and State at 5 20 @ 5 40; good Western and
State at. 5 15'((, 5 55; White Wheat Western extra at
5 40 @ 6 50; Fancy White Wheat Western at 6 80
@
8 00; extra Ohio at 5 20 @ 7 00; extra St Louis at
5|30 @ 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime
at 7 50 @ 8 75; good to choice to double extra at 9 00
@ 9 50; Southern at 5 25 @ 8 75. Kye flour is steady
at 4 40 (St; 5 10 tor superfine. Cornmeal
unchanged at
2 90 @ 3 40. Wheat—receipts 73,754 bush
;tbe market
is without decided change with a moderate
export
and milling demand; sales 120,000 bush; 118 lor old
ungraded Spring in store; 1 22 lor new No 3 Milwaukee; 1 22 for ungraded Milwaukee; 125 for old No 2
Milwaukee in store; 1 25 for No 2 and 3 Spring Mixed; 1 25 @ 1 20 for old No 1 Minnesota; 1 22 for inferior Winter Ked Western; 1 33 fqj 1 35 fur White Western ; 1 33 for Amber Western; also
20,000 bush No 1

The
of St. Louis has
decided to hold no session ou election day.
James P. Chase, publisher of the Hillsboro
(N. H.j Messenger, dieu Wednesday night, aged
20 years.
Secretary Morrill will address an out-door
meeting of the bankers in Wall street Satur-

Newell Gates of Shrewsbury, Mass., missing
since Wednesday morning, was found dead in
the woods Wednesday night, having shot himself accidentally.
Premature explosion of a blast at Rbineback,
yesterday, tore off the had of Michael Roach
and lacerated the head and face of Darius
Curior. Several others uarrowly escaped.

mouth.

rrorideace Print Cloths Market.
ckovidence, It. I., November 2—The Printing
Cloths market continue quiet j best 64 x 64 goods are
held at 4} @ 4}c with but lew transactions.

MINOR TELE GRAMM.

$5000.

Sch New
Sch Chas

Pacific... 100
Grants.********* *^* 1004
Sinking Funds.91?
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.. .1....... .**.17*

Disastrous Explosion.
Cincinnati, Nov. 2.—Five buildings were
destroyed by an explosion of the powder mills
near Xenica, yesterday, and about five tons of
There were no other
powder were burned.
casualties except tbo death of Denar, who was
in the building, which first blew up and ignited the others.

$227,427.
Merchants’ Exchange

Eastport.

59a

Guaranteed.

rises.5.35 PM

IIALE,

has removed to

BOSTON, MASS.

OF

Sch W Freeman, Maloney, Poughkeepsie—iron to
Portland Co.
Sch Bessie, (Br) Nickerson, Yarmouth, NS.
Sch Orion, (Br) Melanson, Gloucester.
Sch Saitaua. Eastman. Gloucester.
Sch Nellie II, Mallocb, Newburyport, to load for

Union
Land

Shoshones Massacred by the Sioux.
Salt Lake, Nov. 2.—A report from Camp
Slainbough. Wyoming, says a village of 500
lodges of Shoshones was attacked Oct. 30 by a
large Sioux war party estimated at 1200, about
nine miles from Camp Slainbough.
As far as
learned only one Shoshone escaped.

$314,010;

Attorney

Underwriters,

spars.

Atlantic & Pacific preferred. 2
The following were the
closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
110

baeh corn, 32,000
80.000 bush ot rye.

revenue

to

BOSTON

Sch Nellie Star, Poland, Port Johnson—coal to Sargent. Dennison & Co.

Island.10il
25?

000

Casualties.
Tbe frigate Vanlalia collided with the Norwegian bark Atlantic. The bark had her bows
stove in.
H. D. Simpson’s glove factory at Chatham
village, N. J., was burned vestsrday. Loss not
ascertained. Insured for $150,000.
The jury in the Walker homicide case at Salem, N. J., have returned a verdict of guilty of
manslaughter against all the prisoners.
Frank Beebe, bookkeeper of tbe West Troy
N. Y. bank, is a defaulter to the amount of

$4000

Shore.

Rock
St. Paul.
St. Paul preferred.
Ohio
Mississippi.
Delaware & Lackawanna.
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.
Missouri Pacific.

THE INDIANS.

Receipts of iuternal

head

__dtdecll

sep21

h

8
9
11
11
11
18
25

Thursday, Nov. 2.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Falun utli, Colby, Halifax, N S—passengers and mdse to Johu Porteous.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Steamer Artisan, Brooks, Boston, (and proceeded
to Calais.)
Steamer Myrtle, (US) Foster, Eastport.
Brig Carrie Winslow, McCart, Sunderland Aug 20,
in ballast, to J S Winslow & Co. Experienced heavy
and adverse weather, lost and split sails, and sprung

Illinois Central. 81*
Pittsburg R. 90
Chicago «& Northwestern. 37§
Chicago «fe Northwestern prelerred.54$
New Jersey Central. 364

Contested Elections.
Cincinnati, Nov. 2.—Notice of contest has
been served by Judee Cox against Judge Harmon in the election for common
pleas judge;
Taylor against Wallace for shrievalty, and
Kerberth against Bernard for county clerkship, charging frauds ia the late elections in
this city. The comestant3 were all Rcpublican
candidates at the Octobor elections aud were
defeated by small majorities.

Chamberlain’. Reply to Gov. Ran-

CLARENCE

\

feet, 1
/
V In "New York styles” at George Fenno’s,
Corner of Beach and Washington Street,
Boston.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Michigan Central.
45a
Panama.
.,,.,,,,125
Union Pacific Stock.61
Lake

I Moon

MARINE

UK_IOiI

_

Crime, and

UD...

les Exposition Universelle.” Were this a letter of a private individual X should deem it utterly unworthy of notice; but being from a
high functionary of the French government,
having official connection with tile American
Centennial Exposition, X should he forgetful of
my duty and all the obligations X owe to my
government and to the people of the United
States, did I not hasten to denounce to you the
charges contained iu the letter touching the
Exposition and against my country, its magistracy and even its women, as the most monstrous calumnies. The substance of the letter
has not only been already telegraphed to the
United States, where it will excite the most
profound indignation among all classes, but I
shall deem it my further duty to call the attenlion of Mr. Fish to the outrageous and
slanderous imputation on the American people
by the French Commissioner.

winds,

Sun sets.4.50

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex. 714
Pacific Mail. 24*
New York Central & Hudson
Erie.
11
Erie preferred. 21

The Centennial Exhibition.
Philadelphia, Nov. 2—Today was announced as the German-American day at the
exhibition ground, but there was no special demonstration of auy kind.
The attendance is
quite full, however, the cash admissions at one
o’clock being 100,900.
At 12 o’clock the marble bust of Bishop Allen of the Afr.csn Methodist church, was unveiled without ceremony, in the presence of
several hundred colored people.
Today’s cash admissions to the exhibition
were as follows: At 50 cents 115,450, at 25 cents
1102

New York, Nov. 2.—Gov. Chamberlain in a
letter to the Tribune, denies seriatim every
charge made in the recent letter of Gov. Randolph of New Jersey. He says that out of ten
Republican judges in tbe state, all but two support him; that Hagood, clerk of the U. S. Circuit Court, and Pointer, U. S. superintendent
of elections, are warm political supporters and
both equivocally commend and spplaud his recent action in suppressing domestic violence
and insurrection in the state; anu that evidence
accumulates each day and hour, which would
appal the stoutest and hardest heart. He concludes thus:
New murders come to light, new evidence of
a conspiracy
to disfranchise a race and crush
by brute force a whole people, multiplying with
with each step of the investigation. Gov. Randolph consigns me to a wretchful fate, whether
elected or defeated.
I accept fully the responeibdity of all my acts, and await with confidence the verdict which just men will render
upon my efforts to discharge duties as difficult
and trying as have fallen to the lot of any
American governor.
1 certainly do not envy
the fate which will oyertake the mau who has
come here for purely partisan ends, to
gather
slanders to heap upon me and tbe people
whom I am struggling to protect and defend.

NEW YORK,

tVin fjonorul ( Innini

southwest

.NOWS.

/One thing most everybody knows,
/ That Boys are Clothed” from

Minazure Almanac.November 3.
Sun rises.G.36 High water.
12.
M

United States news’s, ex.113
United States. 10-40s, coup.115*
Currency 6’s..

dolph.

jul arrangement of its affairs.

1a

to

Moravian.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov

ernment securities:
United States 6s, 1881, coup.118
United States 5-20’s 1865, old, ex.116*
United States 5-20*8,1865, new.113*
United States 5-20’s, 1S67..\\ 52
United States 5-20’s, 1868 .117

weatherjand rains, higher, followed by lower
The rivers
temperature, falling barometer.
change but little except a fall in the Ohio.
Cautionary signals continue at stations on
the Atlantic coast along the lakes.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

an agreement warranting such action.
The
trustees are confident the assets are sufficient
to pay ninety per cent.
The bank now is and
will continue to be, ou a solid basis and in a
sound and safe condition.
Great credit is due
the managers of the institution for this success-

for

southeast

Hayes.
Providence, Nov. 2.—The leading business
men of this city have signed an
appeal to the
electors of the state setting forth the perils to
be apprehended from the election of Tilden.

Airrfn.nlt.nral

Silver

Officer, Washington, D.G.,
Nov. 3, (1 A. M
For New England,

Nov

MOST EVERYBODY

BUSINESS CARDS.

...

TWK.VJ'Y’ FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chikf Signal

—

Sarmatlan.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov

Stock and Moncv Market*
New York, Nov. 2.—Evening—Money market
loaned throughout the day at 3 ^ 4 per ceut. on call.
Foreign Exchange dull at 481* @ 482 and 483* @ 484
for long and short sterling respectively.
Gold opened at 109}, advanced to 109g, and closed
at the opening price. Carrying ratos 2,1* and 3 per
cent ; loans also made flat. The Clearances were
$20,344,000. The customs receipts to-day were $330,000. Treasury disbursements $583,000 gold interest,
$ 13,000 tor bonds aud $10,600 in silver coin. Governments steady.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov-

NETEDROLOtilVAL.
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS.

“To the Public:—Finding it impossible to
unite the support relied on for election, I deem
it in the best interests of the object desired by
my supporters, to withdraw my name as a candidate for governor.
George Maney.”
(Signed)
This leaves Gov. Porter, the Democratic
nominee, Doray Thomas, Independent Democrat. and Esquire Yardley, colored Independent
Bepublican, in the field.
Virtuous ou Paper.
New York, Nov. 2 —Gov. Tilden has iss ued
a proclamtion against the use of
money in the
election, and calls on the district attorneys to
vigilantly prosecute all persons guilty of thi s
crime. Six important arrests for false registration wete made in Brooklyn.
The Business Men of
Providence for

Crushed to Death.
[To the Associated Press.]
Skowuegan, Nov. 2.—Seth Baker of Bingham met with a fearful death this afternoon.
While at work in a saw mill at that place he

Tho (Substitution of

Christian chari-

night:

F.

caught onja shaft, breaking nearly
in his body. He lived four hours.
only son; aged 18.

justice and

an

Memphis, Tenn., Nov. 2.—Gen. Maney, the
Independent Bepublican candidate for goveror, furnishes the following at midnight to-

streets along the route.

_

whether reason,

appear,

Democratic Argument in Mississippi.
New Orleans, Nov. 2.—Gen. Auger, commanding the department, has received a desspatch from Artesia, Miss., stating that a meeting there yesterday endedin a free fight, wounding six negroes, one mortally.
United States
troops were called upon by the citizens, and
their prompt appearance prevented further disturbance.
Withdrawal of a Candidate.

collations were spread for the hungry crowd in
City and Auburn Halls. There were illuminathe

committee,

xeapuixaiuxu accuser to

Boston.Liverpool

2
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
G

...

IVew York

The Post also states that an official investigation shows that only 3100 persons were killed
by the Turks in Bulgaria.
A telegram from Constantinople says it is
believed the conference will assemble shortly.
Despatches from Paris and Constantinople
also state that a conference will be held, and
add that the representative of the Porte will be
admitted to it by some such compromise as that
described by the London Post October 31st, according to which the six Powers will deliberate
on the reforms and the
Turkish representative
will only take his seat when the results are to
be declared.
Cessation of Hostilities Ordered.
St. Petersburg, Nuv, 2.—An official telegram received here from Gen. Iguatieff says
the Porte has accepted a month’s armistice beginning Nov. 1st, and has ordered the immediate cessation of hostilities.

shall stand

SPECIAL NOTICES.

DATE

FOR

Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool
Nov
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav&VCruz.Nov
City of Vera Cruz.. .New York. .Havana.Nov
Algeria...New York. .Liverpool.Nov
Pommerania.New York. .Hamburg ...Nov
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool.Nov
Victoria—.New York. .Glasgow
.Nov
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool..., Nov

..

leave to the united wisdom of this association to decide.
CUBA.
Their report the association adopted, and
The Spanish Programme.
then unanimously passed the following preamble and resolution:
Madrid, Nov. 2.—The plans of the Spanish
"Whereas, this association, at its annual operations in Cuba are as follows:
First, to coDfine insurgents to the eastern
meeting in April, 187G, appointed a committee
to cooperate with the commission created by
part of the island.
Second, for the fleet to blockade the coast.
advisory council to investigate the case of the
Bev. Henry Ward Beecher; and
Third, for flying columns to scour the rebel
Whereas, the association, in view of their ap- country.
General Campos is instructed to take severe
pointment, resolved that if those who claim to
measures against all Creole accomplices of the
have evidence or to be able to substantiate the
rebels.
Mr
shall
charges against
Beecher,
knowingly
INfore Trosps.
fail or refuse to make use of this or any other
means to bring such charges or evidence beHavana, Nov. 2 —A battalion of troops, 1000
fore that commission of investigation, this asstrong, arrived from Spain yesterday.
sociation, in the absence of farther light, must
money Forthcoming.
hold itself therefore amply justified in utterA cable despatch from Barcelona, Spain, to
ly condemning those charges, allegations, in- Captain General
Jovellar, anoounces the essinuations and rumors, as false and slandertablishment there of a colonial bank which
ous, and in defending Mr. Beecher as a worthy,
all necessary financial resources for
promises
honored and beloved member of their body;
suppressing the insurrection.
and
Damage by Floods.
"Whereas, the preceding report of said committee indicate that there is no substantial
Inundation in the interior of the island
are reported, which have caused great damage
ground for believing in the guilt of Mr. Beechin some of the richest districts,
er,
"Be it therefore resolved, That we do there- i
fore, as an association, regard our brother as
worthy of our confidence and love, and express
Foreign Notes,
to him our sympathy in the severe trial through
The Arctic steamers Alert and Discovery arwhich he has passed.”
rived off Spit-head Wednesday.
Cyrus Hamlin, Begistrar.
The Daily News understands that Mr. GladBrooklyn, N. Y,, Nov. 1, 187G.
stone will before long explain his attitude toward the United States daring the civil war.
The Duke de Cazes has announced officially
POLITICAL
that the government will remain neutral incase
of war in the East.

Attention has been directed to the case of Col.
Henry Grierson, retired from the Fifteenth
Foot, after a service of forty-three years in the
corps, eix of which were passed in it in company with his father, the late Lieutenant Colonel
W. Grierson, who joined the regiment as a

on

a

Marathon.

Second Call.
$3,000 Eastern R. new bonds. 48

we

Length of service in the British army often
extends beyond the limits usual in this country.

generally

as

FROM

NAME

Columbus...New York. .Havana. Nov
Sardinian.Quebec....- Liverpool.Nov
Ethiopia.New York .Glasgow.Nov
Elysia.New York. London.Nov
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool.Nov
Andes..
.NewYork...Aspmwall....Nov

llouton MocU Market
[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Nov. 2.]
$2,000 Eastern Railroad new bonds..
.47£
$118 Easteru R. scrip. 47*

proposals.”

early determination of this
inquest and a final declaration of confidence in
Mr. Beecher, as a brother honored and beloved,

political importance.

tions

we,

ouuio

ty, all demand

There is much excitement over
Paris, and it is likely to assume

[Special

loDg

tvaiiiimu

in

dishonorable peace.

his supporters cannot point to one.
He wronged the government and added to
burdens of every other citizen by defrauding

the pupils.

of

of

Now, after a quarter of a century, the
Orleans Princes—the richest men of their rank
n Europe—have banded together to
dispossess

failure,

He never spoke a publio word or did a
public act in support of his imperilled country—

An

laiu uu vaiiauu.

1852.

meeting.
and

committee appoioted in April, 1870, to
cooperate in bringing evidence berore the commission provided tor by the advisory council
called by Plymouth church in the cause of Mr.
Beecher, reported that they met immediately
on appointment and prepared au
appeal to all
persons claiming or supposed to have any information or testimony against Mr. Beecher
not already produced in the civil
court; urging
them, in the name of the association, at once to
make such information known to the committee, and offering to them, as far as possible,
all the assistance they might need in bringing
it properly before said commission for trial.
This appeal was at once published, iu full or in
part, in several newspapers iu New Y'ork aud
Brooklyn, and with some editorial comment,
and it was also probably copied extensively by
the press at large.
Copies were also sent to
those persons reported or publicly supposed to
have any information on the subject hostile to
Mr. Beecher.
Having thus done all that lay in their power,
in the line of their appointment, to show the
earnest desire of this association to secure the
most thorough, impartial and conclusive trial
of an accused member, the committee had only
this to report—that up to that day, after more
than six months’ opportunity to speak, and after the most urgent and pnblic entreaty thst
everyone would speak, who had anything to
say against him, no one had seen fit to respond;
no one bad undertaken to make, either before
the association or before the commission,
the slightest responsible charge against the
moral character of the Bev. Henry Ward
Beecher.
The report of the committee concluded as
The

ONE THOUSAND MEN IN LINE

W peak for

Brooklyn.

at

There doesn’t seem to be a great deal of
alarm among the Canadians over the threatened Fenian raid. The Montreal Star characterized the scare as an attempt of a New York
gang of adventurers, who are gettiug short of
cash, to make the servant girls and laboring

the poor man.
the affair in

Cogillicliug Account. Concerning the Ar
mi.tice.
London, Nov. 2.—The Globe understands
that the foreign office has received information
that the armistice was signed yesterday.
Vienna, Nov. 2.—The conclusion of the negotiant ns for an armistice, though authoritatively aunounceJ, is still doubtful. Gen. Ignatieff's last demands include the autonomy of
the Christian provinces.
Constantinople, Nov. 2.—The armistice
was signed last uigbt.
Belgrade, Nov. 2.—'The Serbian government
has iustruciedGen. Tcbneruayeff to send aliag
of truce lo Abdul Kerim, the Turkish commauder-iu-chief, to inquire whether he has
been notified of the conclusion of an armistice.
Tbc Kouiuiiuiun l.cgi.l alurc.
liACtiAitEST. Nov. 2 —The Roumanian Senate and Chamber of Deputies assembled in extraordinary session today. The reigning prince
opened the session with a remarkably pacific
speech, in the course of which he said: “We
receive from tile guaranteeing powers every inducement to maiutaiu neutrality. We are fully
convinced that tranquility will be restored in
the immediate future/'
Ruuia Moving for Settlement.
London, Nov. 3.—The Rost publishes in an
official form the following paragraph: “Turkey
having acoepted the armistice, we understand
that Russia has taken immediate steps to press
forward negotiations for an arrangement of all
pending questions on tho basis of the English

sociation of New Y'ork and Brooklyn to furnish
to you, for the public, a report of its actiou concerning the Kev. Henry Ward Beecher, at its
semi-annual meeting, the attendance of which
was unusually large, held on Wednesday, Nov.
1, in Tompkins avenue Congregational church,

a

The Orleans Princes have begun an action
oaster against Desire Evanlt, who lias a plot
land near the forest of Bondy, which he hid
for 500 francs at the state sale of property

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.

Foreign Import*.
SUNDERLAND. Brig Carrie W'inslow—550 tons
coal to J S Winslow.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Falmouth—2 tubs Butter * bbl mackerel 4 packages merchandise to .J F
Liscomb, 293 boxes canned ftsh to Portland Packing
Co, 10 packages skins to Hart
Co, 1 package merchandise to E Ex Co, 1 package merchandise to W H
Green.

Tlie Eastern War Cloud.

the

New

broglio :
To the Editor of the Tribune:
Sir,—I am directed by the Congregational As-

verdict of guilty
we will never buy a souptureen at
your house.”
The gifts of foreign potentates to the late
Col. Colt are all preserved at Armsmear.
Among them are a snuff-box of gold, set with
diamonds, from the Sultan; a d'amoud ring
from the present Czar, another from his father
and a third from Charles Albert, King of Sardinia. Then there are a set of jeweled studbuttons, the gift of a Texan ranger; Turkish
orders of nobility, 24 medals of honor from
kings, queens, societies, etc., and presents in
gold and silver from the two kings of Siam.

uiuu

or

New York, Nov. 2.—The following document is considered the end of the Beecher im-

aged persou deliberately murdered,”
bounced frantically out>f the theatre.
The following uotes were handed into a Michigan jury while they were deliberating on a
case: “F.: If you bring in a verdict of
guilty
against the accused we will never buy an article of clothing in your store,” “C.: If
you say
guilty we will never take another drink at your
find

Exculpation from

Association
York and Brooklyn.

plunged

“T.: If you

of

Congregational

see an

place.”

Certificate

A

dignation, and, exclaiming aloud, “It is most
disgraceful that all these can sit quietly here
and

ST. ANDREWS, NB. Br Seln Daisy—80 bbls of
flour, 1 do pork, 1 do oil.

FOREIGN.

—

his sword through arras in
Bristol, Eng., the other evening, and Eolonius
fell seemingly dead upon the stage, whereupon
a gentleman started up in a high state of inflamlet

I

THE BEECHER SCANDAL.

NTRICATE accounts, partnership

settlements,

etc., etc., adjusted. Previous business written,
id all work ret)uiring competent services promptly
ecutcd. Compromises between debtors and credits efleoted. Unaticial ability ot debtors
investigated,
d settlements erteeted when desired.
Instruction iu book-keeping to a limited number.
Business trout tbis city aud
vtciuity respectfully
idled.
4tuple references in tbis aud otlier cities,

nail__TW.tFleodtf
I

“i

COMTEK** nuit HAND BILL* primed
■ his Ollicc.

MORNING, NOV.

FRIDAY

Annual Mcetiuic

3, 1876

THE PRESS
obtained at the Periodical Depots of FesBros., Marquis, Brunei «Sr Co., Andrews.
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city,

May

At
At
At
At
At

afternoon.
The meeting was called to order hy the President, Hon. John B. Brown, and after reading
of the records of the previous meeting, the reports of the various officers were in order. The
report of the directors, furnished by Dr. Gilman, the chairman, includes the report of Dr.
C. O. Hunt, Besident Physician and Superin-

Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
Saco, of L. Hodgdon

and H. B. Kendrick.
Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co.

Waterville, of J. S.

CITY AND VICINITY
New Advertisement*

To-Day.

Young’s Last Grand Excursion.
Dancing Academy.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Eureka Spool Silk.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
New Tailoring Establishment—A, A. Nickerson.
To Let—Nice Kent.

Androscoggin county 2, Aroostook 1,
Cumberland 69. Hancock 2, Kennebec 8, Knox
8, Lincoln 8, Oxford 6, Penobscot 3, Piscataquis
1, Sagadahoc 5, Somerset 3, Washington, York

invited.
The brig Carrie Winslow, Capt. McCart,
which arrived here yesterday from Snndreland,
a

31th annual report:
This society for the year last past has held
forty weekly meetings with an average attendance of fourteen—the largest number in attendance at any one meeting being thirty. We
have now about one hundred and fifty names
our active
on our subscription list, although
members amount to only about one-fourth of
that number. During the year several new
members have been added to our number, and
one has pissed on to the spirit life, Mrs. C. H.
Bunt. She was for many years a member of
the society and ever active in the abodes of poverty and distress, and by her removal we have
lost one of our mostjvalued members.
Since our last annual report we have also to
record the departure to the other world of several of our subscribers—Mrs. Shnrtleff, Mrs.
Tucker, Mrs. Boring and Mrs. Sabine.
In answer to applications made during the
year we have distributed to the worthy aod
needy poor 5G pairs of shoes and rubbers, 1G
pairs hose, 581J yards factory cloth, 42 yards
woolen dress goods, 29 yards silicia, 79 yards
wool flaonel, 17J yards cotton flannel, 432 yards
print, GJ yards thick goods for boys’ wear, 20
ready made new garments, 20 hats, 3 quilts, 3
pairs mittens,1 skein yarn and $17.50 in money.
Probably there never was|a time in Portland
when the poor had stronger claims for charity
than at the present. The uuusuai depression
of business has thrown hundreds out of employment, aud their cases are piteous and their
needs are many. During the past year there
lias been a constant aud increasing dernaod
upon us for help, but our means were insufficient aud we could only partially supply the
We would once
wants of those asking for aid.
more ask those friends who have remembered
of tneir favors
a
continuance
us in the past for
the coming winter.
To one and all wuo have in any way contributed to the benefit of the society, we would
present our grateful acknowledgements, and
especially would we thank the proprietors of
the daily papers who have gratuitously published our notices and reports.
51rs. G. W. Beals, Secretary.
The following officers were re-elected:

Branch offices at the
now open for business.
Preb'e House and at No. 10 Moulton street.
William E. Waters, laborer, while at work
on Danforth street, yesterday, had a foot badly
injured by the wheel of a loaded wagon passing
i’.
Mrs. Roberts of this city gave a reading at
he Christian Union entertainment in Boston,
Her efforts are highly
Wednesday evening.

over

spoken of.
The West Cumberland Farmers’ Club held
their annual supper at their hall last evening.
After the supper Chandler’s band furnished
the music for daocing, which was kept up until a late hour.
But few uami 9 were added to the voting lists
yesterday. When not otherwise employed the
Aldermen amused themselves in discussing
the value of certain law libraries in the city
and other important subjects.
The family of Mr. Edward Maybury, living
near the Marioe Hospital, was alarmed yesterday morning by seeing a patient from the hos

pital appear the door in bis night clothes.
He escaped while in tbe delirium of fever.
A very p easing musical entertainment was
given Wednesday evening atRev. Mr. Budat

din’s church, Cape Elizabeth, by Mrs. Goudy,
the Misses Stevens. Messrs. M. Adams and J.
M. Stevens of this city.
The Policemen’s Ball —It appears that
silly reference to the newspapers in the
card of the committee on the policemen’s ball
tlra committee,
was entirely unauthorized by
but was the gratuitous impudence of one of
the

The policemen are, about all of them,
gentlemen of good character and repute and it
is not surprising that among so many there
should be a lew low and disreputable persous.
them.

President—Mrs. B. Kingsbury Jr.
Vice President—Mrs. 11. A.. Humphrey.
Secretary—Mrs. G W. Beals.
Treasurer—Mrs. Moses Dodge.
Ass’t Secretary—Miss 1. Trtckey.

Pains should be taken to weed out llio two or
three questionable officers, that tbe force may
maintain its high standing in popular esteem
and be creditable to tbe city. It is wrong that
the many good officers should be confouuded
with aud disgraced by the few who affiliate am

sympathize

Jubilee Singers.—The Sheppard Jubilee
Singers made their second appearance in this
city at City Hall last evening. Like their firs!
The
appearance they had an excellent house.
programme was much the same as the one
used by them at the Museum. This did not

with the criminal classes.

detract from the interest of the concert, how
ever, for people never tire of hearing these old

»_—

Hou. F. M. Laughton, ex-Mayor of Bangor
>s seriously ill.
Prof. V. F. Lang, principal ol the Academy

slave songs sung by
Their voices have

Brattleboro, Vt., and formerly a successful
teacher at Brownfield, died recently.
ft is stated that Conductor Anderson, who
inauy years has run between Bath am 1
Lewiston, is about to go on to the train be
tween BaDgor and Boston, over the Hasten
Itailroad. Conductor^ Lincoln takes Mr. An
derson’s place on the Androscoggin road.
Ex-Gov. Coburn of the Maine Central, am i
Col. A. W. Wildes of the Itailroad Commissio;
so

were

at the Preble last evening.

A Good Show.—The entertainment give 1
by Lew Benedict’s minstrels at Music Hall las 1
Bei
evening was first class in every respect.
edict is a host of himself, but when supporfe
Nea
by his present compauy he is immense.
ly all the troupe have good voices and Baroe; ’»
Stout, Dixon and Jackson make an excellei t
quartette. The songs were all good and wei e
well rendered. The jokes were mostly new an 1
Benedict was very laugt
all of a high order.

speech, which he terme I
able in
“Philosophical remarks.” Upon the whole tb e
show was the best that has been here for ton e
well deserved the large horn e
time and
his slump

which

they
greeted them.

fo

a

an

original

neenliftr

slave troupe

sweetness

wliiet

Thursday

forenoon was occupied iu the hearing of a paper from Bev. E. Weeks of Chatham, N. H., upon the “Cultivation of the Apple.” Mr. W. is a very successful orchardist,
and also a Vi ry dry and sententious writer.
His es^ay was full of instruction and might
In
well be used as a manual for beginners.
answer to inquiries he stated that he had raised
niaety barrels of nodheads in a season and had
suiucb.uico ici/cucu

tuico uuuaio

uuouci

pci

and the beneficent and glorious government of
a free people, bequeathed to us by the illustrious men of the
past, be preserved and saved
from the ruthless and bloody bands of those
who would have destroyed it. To bear the loud
and incessant din kept up by tbe strikers of tbe
Democratic party, and looking merely upon tbe

iui

them. He also raises the “Gordon Apple,” a
well known saedliDg originating in his own
town some sixty years ago, ripening in July,
and always commanding a high price in the
home market where it is best knowD.
Scions
can be obtained of either of these vaiieties.
The concluding half hour of the session Mr.
Wasson devoted to the consideration of tbe
question of "Tbe value of hay per ton when
fed to the batter cow.” Commencing with the
animal at tbe age of four years and a valuation
of $50, bo succeeded in demonstrating by fig-

ouiinui

making preparations
The

erectiug

oughfaro

a

for

a

are

no ;

during the summer mouths. At tbi
lively
yard of Win. Kogers a fine ship of 1090 tons i:
well under way; she will be for sale.
Messrs
Goss, Sawyer & Packard have the keel laid foi
a barque of 900 tous.
Messrs. W. V. Mose 1
& Sous are building a ship of 1500 toos. Ha
gan & Thurlow two schooners of 185 and 3
tons respectively, and have contracts for twi ,
more.
Deeting & Donnell a small vessel o
about 1500 tons, Adams & Hitchcock have i
keel laid for a vessel of 500 tous.

Ten Entertainments and Lectures
l*
SI.50.—The Mercautile Library Course this se;
sou consists of five lectures by H. W. Beeche '*
Prof. E. S. Morse, It. S. Storrs D. D., T. Vi
Iligginsou and H. M. Gallaher; one evenin g
of select readings by Mrs. Louisa W. Fosi i;

II

concerts by tbe Bay State Opera Compaq
aud tbe Baruaboe Oi "cert Compauy, and tw
The attraction
childrens’ ontertaiume.nis.

two

oileied by this course have never been excelle j
Tickets and reservi id
by any previour one.
seats will be for sale one week from to-morro’ v,

house when they visit Portland.
Passengeb Statement.—During the las:
quarter the number of immigrant passengers
arriving at this port was 179, of which 12s
There were 55
were males and 55 fern ties.

farmers, 18 laborers, 55 domestics, 12 machin
ists, 11 seamen, aud other trades furnished
from five to one each. Of the 179, Nova Scotit
furnished 174 and England 5. Of the passeugers.uot immigrauts, there were 1038, of whicl 1
734 were males and 904 females.
Nova Scotia
furnished 838, the United States 700, Ce. nadi
32 and England 2.
----■

Damage from Water.—The water left run
at the sink in A. J. Bletben’s office, it
Centennial block, Wednesday night, run ove
and flooded a part of the block.
The office o :
Mr, Bletheu is in the third story, and the wa
ter run down through to the first floor doinj :

ning

considerable damoge to the plastering aud Ih
furniture in the offices on the eecoud floor.
The water pipe burst at the foot of Stab
street yesterday afternoon, flooding the strae
for a long distance. The high pressure cause*
by the pumps at the Lake causes the pipe t 1
burst at the weaker places.
Stealing Apples,—Last evening a smal 1
boy who has been doing quite a business i
stealing apples from the stands in Huckster’ a
row, came to grief. He was watched by a ma 1
on the opposite tide of the street, who capture 3
him. His cries drew a large crowd who suj
posed a young Indian warrior had been caj

lured from the noise made,

STATE

WASHINGTON

]

WALDO COUNTY.

arrested in Oron }
Mondaycharged with committing rape upou
woman
in
married
Wiuterport.
Powers & Condou’s store iu Oilaud wa *
broken into Monday uight aud $4 iu scrip an 1
nickels and considerable tobacco stolen.
So far 527 persons from Belfast have visile ]
tbe Ceutennial exhibition.
A suit came up before Judge Barrows at Bel
fast which is tbe first under tbe new law of th
stale, bolding liquor sellers responsible for tin
of
tbeir
business.
Th a
consequences
of {Edward Y. Gilmore of Sean
widow
port, had brought a suit against W. 13. Matt
ews, keeper of the Searsport House, allegiu
that liquor sold to him by tbe defendant wa
tbe cause of her busbanu’s death. Tbe dau \
A plea of demurre
ages are laid at $10/100.
was argued on Saturday, statiug that tbe act 5
if
even
proven,would not entitle plait
charged,
The demurrer was overruled »
till to recover.
and the case goes to tbe law court.
A

man

named Gillett

was

_

EXCHANGED

Proposes

all its

ATTENTION

A
Sebago,
nov3dtf

Apply

at

To

short notice.

Let.

turning

without

smell.

down the wick

State, County and

HOUSE

Town

or

causing smoke

or

Rights for sale.

40 Bramfleld 81., Boston. Mass.

eoaot

novo

BROTHERS.

CumNew two story French roofed house,
berland uear High street, containidg 14 rooms,
furnished and fitted ,lor tw o families, gas, Sebago,
bath room, lurnace, and all modern conveniences of
Will be sold low as the owners
a first class house.
are about leaving the state.
Apply to
N. S. GARDINER, Real Estate Agent,
on

In Cusliman
Inquire of C.

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup for

d2w

Cure of

the

a healthy action of the stomach
appetite, forming chyle, and curing
most obstinate cases of Indigestion.

the

an

These Pills are alterative and produce a healthy
of the liver, without the least danger, as they
are free from calomel, and yet more efficacious in
restoring a healthy action of the liver.
These remedies are a certain cure for Consumption,
as the Pulmonic Syrup ripens thematter and purifies
the blood. The Mandrake Pills act upon the liver,
create a healthy bile, and remove all diseases of the
liver, often a cause of Consumption. The Sea Weed
Tonic gives tone and strength to the stomach, makes
a good digestion, and enables the organs to form
good blood, and thus creates a healthy circulation ol
healthy blood. The combined action of these medicines, as thus explained, will cure every case of Consumption, if taken in time, and the use of the mediaction

persevered

in.

Schcnck is professionally at his principal office,
corner Sixth and Arch
Sts., Philadelphia, everj
Monday, where all letters for advice must he
novleod&wlm
addressed.
Dr.

Forest
For Throat, Lungs,

Tar,

a

Inhalation for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

or

Sore

Cuts,

or

Burns,

OUU AVI X AACB.

Tar

or

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale by all Druggists.

PAPERS'

ROOM
—

AT

CORNER FREE

Cough Balsam is rapidgeneral household remedy wherever coughs and lung complaints are
known.
In it is fouud a safe, sure, pleasant and speedy

dtf

"NOBBY

——

GOODS

237 MIDDLE
oct25distf

DP

MARTIN,
Dress and Goal

L. R.

Lady’s

MAKING.

1

novl

dim

Attentive Salesmen anil

AT

E.
130

Exchange Street,

IPOUTI^XTSTD.

oc

„o
30d2m

Over

a

distf

Ladies’Cloakings

a

CBABBOIM & KENDALL

papei

Splendid Line oi Buttons,

will open .lloudn

17 to 25 cts

Trimming Buttons,
All our $1.00 Kid

5 cts

a

Gloves,

all colors, lor 8 cis.

a

OF

Also

cost, and for a short season do BESI
Where the fun come
NESS FOB FEN.
in, “Deponent sayeth not.”
Yours very repectfnlly,

el. n.

Cloak

—

Me.

CO

COnnERCIAL

ST.

House and Store Window Shades manufactured
lettered, made and put up to order.

440 Remember the Number 440.
oct31cod2w*

NEW low BOAT IN HARBOR :
Staunch and Powerful Tow Boat AID ha
come to this port for business; liberal arrange
ments for towing, eMpecially long trip**, can b
made by calling on

CIIAS. SAWVER, Agent,
143 Commercial unci.
Portland, Oct. 31,

1»T6.dt£_
LINE
FINE
—

PANT GOODS
FERMLI)%
oct23

tliatt

P
PIKE,
420 Congress St., under Congress Hal

'listf

distf

s

Prices Reduced 1
We have succeeded in obtaining a reduction in tl
prices of Newark Boom of 75 eenm au 5*1.00 per pair, and at tbe same time an in
provement in the manufacture, so that we are no v
selling better Boots for less money than formerly.
oc31dtt
Ifl. Q, PALMER.

received daily by

{j.
177

H.

HAWES,

Middle Street, Portland.
The largest Stock la the City.
ALSO

Organs, cheap tor cash or install*
mentr, Violins, Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions,
Flutes, Banjos, Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets,
Pianos,

Reed

Cornets, and all instruments tor Braes and String
Bands, In great variety; extra \ iotin Strings, Retail
and Wholesale.
Particular attention given to orders.

deodly*

and your old Silk Hut in Exchasge
will secure the latest Dunlap Styles
of Silk Hat at

MERRY’S THE HATTER,
237 Middle St., Sigu or the Gold Hat.

dtf

oct28

BURTS BOOTS
—

150 Federal Slrmi,
CELEIIItATED CLAIKVOl'ANT
lor Health, Business an(t Friends, Writing au

Magnetic Medium.
TeHt Circle Thursday evening. Admission, 50 cts.

novt__dtw*
For Bent.
wil II
new, elegant aHd convenient Cottage,
ah the modern improvements. Apply at
BRACKETT
STREET.
MO.
70
aug2isdtt

AT

—

Reduced Prices !
Our stock is now the largest and best in this country, and while llie Boots are decidedly better than
formerly the prices are considerably less and the
to tit and
pA, R

wgr.^

^warranted

FERNALD
GETS

UP

THE

BEST

Dress Suits

MISS GRACE STANLEY

THE

sept23d2m

jan31

—

sep6

OF

Goods
—

Store Shades ! I
l

Trimmings.

[ New Sheet Music, Books. Folios, k

FERNALD’S.
oct25

tor

McAllister,

Sc

AT

ilr« mark al

MUSIC 2

Cor. Myrtle & Congress Sts. >

Elegant

IMPORTATION.

Portland, Sept. 23, 1876.

ntzgeraid,

Portland,

n

exlea.ive line .(

Cloakings

THEIR OWN

spool

Space will not admit or further quota
We expected to move to our nev
store on the llrst of October; this w<
We had part of oai
llud is impossible.
goods packed; we were compelled to un
pack them, and the result was, our an
gry passions rose. We decided to sell, i
possible, the entire stock at almost tin

nrilan

Ladies’

doz

for 75 cts

Lowest Market Rates,

Randall

—

oct25

piece

upwards

4 cts.

L.

BY

AT

all colors, Sets. each.

English Needles Stack,

Best

_iwlly

city,

Coatings

Wamsutta. 87 cts. dc 81.15 each,

JLow fnces.

C

LORD,

—

from 20 cts.

—

mv5

trouble to show good*.

no

MR. STEPHEN HARSH, late ot the firm
aimof Messrs. Walter Corey & Co., has associat
self with this establishment and would be pleased t<|
see bis friends at any time.

scpao_dtf

563 1-2 CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE,

Brackets, Foot Rests, Blacking Boxes, &c.

Unlaundried Gents’ Shirts,

493 CONGRESS ST.

ST.
STAIRS.

FOR WORSTED WORK.

Bustles in line variety,

—

THE

Fernald^s,

I.He.

Ottoman Frames

Suits,

6 cts.

sales we have
very small profit]

Chairs in Satine.

HAIR CLOTH WORK OF ALL KINDS,

upwards.

Quality Dress Braid,

Best

Charles Custis & Co..

AND COTTON STS

ml)21

oci30 eodl w

dlyeoni

\ ery

SHADES

CUT THIS OCT.

S3p2tf

—

—

a

MIRRORS,

all colors, 3 cts. per yard.

Silk Tassels,

PAINTED SETS,

Beautiful Easv

Silk Lacing Cords,

—AND—

!

ELEGANT

from 38 cts. upwards.
50 doz. Canada Knit Hose
for 50 cts. per pair.
Best Quality Ball Yarn,
ait colors, 15 cts. ball.

rawer s

the

GEO. HI. BOSWORTH,

Black Walnut & Ash Setts,

Ladies’ Knit Jackets

as-

line.

parlorT suits,

Cashmere Under-

from 25 cts, upwards.

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals ii

of all kind* at rcry Lou
Priced.

Housekeeping

in the

ituxea vesis anu ranis,
all sizes, 38 cts.

s

St.

This stock is new and selected with great care, and
sold low. Purchasers will find it to their advantage to give me a call when they desire anything

tions.

D

—

will be

lrom 15 cts. to 50.

Shirts
and

AT

Exchange

Ladies Wool Balmoral Hose

FOR SALE AT

Work

130

10 cts. per pair.

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

Drapery

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Spool Silks,

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET,

WINDOW

d7t

F-urniture

Street. Gent’s Heavy Shaker Hose

~HOORE,

—

Special inducements in prices and styles.

1-16.
JOSEPH A. LOCKE, Administrator.
HAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.

A, B, C, D, E,

Ladies’ Heavy Cotton Hose,

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,
the Toilet and Bath.

Vangaurd,

F. O.
nov2

troin 15 cts. upwards.

Soap,

Forest
Tar Inhalers,
Forest
or

Adamsom’s Botanic

There is no person living but wliat suffers more oi
less with Lung Diseases, Coughs, Colds or Consump
tion, yet some would die rather than pay 75 cents loi
a bottle of medicine that would cure them.
Dr. A
Boschee’s German Syrup has lately beeu intro
duced in this country from Germany, and its won
drous cures astonishe every one that tries it. If yoi
doubt what we say in print, cut this out and take i
to your Druggist and get a sample bottle for H
cents and try it. Two doses will relieve you.
Keg
ular size 75 cents.

SPECIALTY.

quick

Under

license obtained from the Hon.

a

on
County,
THURSDAY, November 9th, A. D. 1876, at 12
o’clock M., at Auction Rooms of F. O. Bailey & Co.,
3> Exchange Stieet, Portland, the following Vessels,
the Estate of Moses B. Nickerson, late of
belonging to
Portland deceased.
Sch. Lottie S. Reed, 1-16.
Cynosure, 1-16.
Frank Herbert, 1-32.
City Point, 1-16.
Eva May, 1-16.

87 cts. and 81.00 per suit.

OWEi\ &
Congress
Street, corner of Brown.
no2dtf

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough ana
Purifying the Breath.

Tar Salve,
Corest
Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers,

to

PURSUANT
Judge of the Probate Court in and for CumI shall sell at Public Auction,
berland

Gent’s Heavy Merino Hose

75 doz real Fngl’sh merino, very
25 eta
heavy nnd tine, all sizes,
25 cts
IO doz Heavy Fleeced (striped)
50 doz All Wool Balmoral, sizes
4 1-2 to 6 1-2,
25 eti
25 doz Alt Wool Balmoral and
37 cla
plain,
50 doz All Wool Balmoral and
50 etc
plain, large sizes,
The above are all full regular finish, extra length
the
best
in
JSew
and
are
bargains
goods,
England.

Tar

or

BY AUCTION.

—

Children’s New Britain

Asthma, and Kidneys.

Solution,
Forest
Tar Troches,
Forest
|

uoy

stock at prices which,we
ai a

MALE

—

VESSELS

Children’s Merino Vests

Two Hundred Dozen Misses’ and
Children’s Hosiery,
out

1)0., Auctioneer*.
eodtd

OP

—

from 35 cfs. upwards.

GLOVES !

our ulrendy extensive
have just bought over

BAILEY &

AD.TIININTKATOK'H

els. each.

from 35 cfs.

In addition to

conld not resist.
In order to insure
marked them to sell
as follows:

O.

F.
ob6

Gents’ Heavy Shirts & Drawers

THAIS EVER !

closing

and

Ladies’ Heavy Cashmere Drawers

LATNER BROS.

wc

PURSUANT

for 87 cts. each.

Our present prices beat the world.

sortment,

dtd

to a license from the Hon. Jidge ot
Probate tor the County oX Cumberland, 1 shall
sell at public auction, to the highest bidder, on the
premises, on TUESDAY, Nov. 7. A. D. 1876, at 3
o’clock p. in., the lot of unoccupied land on Woodford street, Woodford’s Corner, in Deering, adjoining
the homestead of D. D, Roll, deceased, containing
about 6767 square feet.
HARRIET B. ROLF, Administratrix.

vests

Children.
Also Kid Gauntlets, Gants’
Swedes nnd Gents’ Bog Skin Gloves.

a

Schenck’s Mandrake Pills for the Cure of
Liver Complaint, &c.

cines

Ladies’ Heavy

500 doz. pairs of Kids of the best standard makes for Lodies, Gents, misses and

The Tonic produces

BUTLER,

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers

Ties, Collars and Cuffs.
all at your own prices.

Greater Inducements

creating

ALFRED

3S3 Washington Vt., Boston.

of

or

for 50 els. each.

FRENCH AND AMERICAN CORSETS,
Thoa*nud* yd* of Hamburg*, al*o Scarf*

Congress

WE

for 87 els, each.

Scuenck’s Sea Weed Tonic for the Cure of
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, «3fec.

Colds.

full

are

less than last "Winter’s prices.

HATS”A

BY AUCTION.
shall sell on SATURDAY, Nov 4th, at 3
o’clock P. M.. the valuable Real Estate No 4
Cotton St. near Free, known as the Ambrose Colby
house. Said house is two story with 14 finished rooms,
ood cellar, cistern, &c. Lot about 43 x 95 feet.
This property is well situated and the sale offers
a good opportunity for occupancy or investment.
Terms at sale. Fo. further particulars enquire ot

for 35 cts. each.

Heavy Silk and Worsted Fringes, Buttons
and Ornaments

GLOVEsV" KID

STREET

COTTON

tor 50 els. each.

The great virtue of this medicine is that it ripens
the matter and throws it out of the system, purifies
the blood, and thus effects a cure.

and

VALUABLE REAL ESTATE ON

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

Bonnets,

We can pride ourselves and confidently say that
in the above line of goods we can show the largest
stock in tho city, best values and lowest pi ices,
which are very essential in these times.
Samples gladly given ot cut goods, which can
prove facts.
sept4eod3m

Consumption, Coughs

Tables and

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Drawers

American and French Felt, Straw and
Velvet flats ietailing at case prices.

at 25 per cent,

Furniture,

Sets, cubing
Chairs, Center Tables, Bedsteads, Hair
Mattresses, Wool Mattresses, Crockery Ware, Tin
Ware, &c., Ac.novVdSt

j
j

for 35 cts. each.

Real Ostrich Tip*, Feather Trimming*,
Peacock’s Wings, Breasts fancy Feather*
Bought at a sacrifice—will be sold at less tbau
Manufacturers’ prices,

539

we

Ladies’ Heavy Merino Vests

consisting of

50 Gases Hats and

at 10 o’clock A. M.,
3? E
age

Nov.

4tli,
shall sell at Salesroom 35 and
ON SATURDAY,
Chamber
Parlor

Street,

from 45 cts. upwards.

25 Pieces Silk Finished Velveteens
better qualities and lower prices than ever before
offered.

Also Hats trimmed to order by our well known
experienced Milliner, at the most reasonable
and satisfaction guaranteed.

F. MOULTON’S Boot autl

BY AUCTION.
F. O. Bailey A Co., Auctioneers.

purchased

—

charges,

Store, 307 Cougreu Street.

Shoe
nov3

Furniture, Carpets,
Stoves, &c„

a

for! 87

and

Block.

lines

Fine W. Bone Corsets

TRIMMED

HALL TO JLET

The

ill Cold aud Black in 5 different grade*
for Suits and Trimmings.

42J Exchange St.

nov3dtf

oct2T_

Administratrix Sale*

BENEFIT.

Madame Foy’s Corsets

KID

sold,

until

give his Custo-

50 Pieces Silk Web Velvets

and

Oct. 3i«t. at 10 a.
P. M.,
a large
Exchange
and
Men
for
Boys
Stock of Ready Made Clothing
wear, Woolen Cloths. Casslmeres, &c. Also at same
time 204 pairs tine Blankets.
D. W. AMES, Assignee.
F. O. HAILEY A CO., Auctioneer..
dtf

Tuesday,
Commencing
M., and continuing at 10 A. M., anil 2J
Street,
at Salesroom 35
on

READ, DE ASTONISHED. ID
WONDER.

200 Cartons of Bibbons

ALSO

AUCTION.

AT

here quoted are ruinous,
and if
continued must
terminate in Bankruptcy.

in Plain, Boiled and Gros Grain Ribbons
from 1 to 9 inches wide,
in all colors, still selling at last summer’s low prices.

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.

THE

—

300 CART0NS0F FEATHERS

C. T. FMpton, AgtlofM England States.

_Eastman Bros.

May Save Your

at

dlw*

before offered will be foand at

ever

LATNER

For Safety, Comfort, Cleanliness, Convenience,
Economy, and saving of time, trouble and labor, is
the most complete Burner ever ottered to the public,
beiug easy to manage, giving a beautiful, clear light,
and not liable to smoke.
The lamp is filled without taking oft the burner,
and cannot be filled while the lamp is lit. It is
lighted without taking oft the chimney; is extinguished without blowing down the chimney or turning down the wicks and is trimmed etch time the
light is extinguished; can be used as a Night Light

Boston, December, 24, 1859.

It

let with board
of Elm.

MILLINERY GOODS

perfect

a

—

Ready Made Clothing,

within
This fine
Sixty days.
Stock amounting to at least
fifteen thousand dollars
will be thrown on the
market for the next three
weeks at a SLIGHT ADAll
VANCE ON COST.
aDd
intelligent People
Dealers
must
Candid
acknowledge that prices

L. TAYLOR.

IK fixe

OF

—

Men’s and Boy’s

N. RICH, Sec’y.
nov2d3t

A
been

to

room

—

A New Kerosene Lamp Burner.

TorsnAM.

....

ASSIGNEE S SALE

large proportion of the goods having

corner

“ULTIMATUM.”

We have a large assortment of felt skirt*
selling at popular prices.

—

and General MerchanSaturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m«
Confligumenta solicited.
ooddt

Moving

o

to

complete,

‘'Fannie A. Bailey.’’
For freight
or passenger., apply to
nov3dtt
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

front

no3__d2vr

oc26lf

1

dtf

The Greatest Bargains

PREBEE

OPPOSITE

■

■

street.
EDWARD

Wilmot Street; has furnace, gas

—

Just received a new lot of ladies garments
at Vickery & Leighton’s, Mid die street.

—

or

NOVEMBER

to
139 OXFORD STREET,
PLEASANT
nov3

480 1-2 Congress Street,

A cashmere or alpaca wrapper, figured or
plain, lined throughout, aud trimmed with
Matelasse silk, can he bought for $1.00 at East-

cure.

C. w. ALLEX.

dise every

mers, the People,

SCH.

NICKERSON,

A. A.

Salve,” has no equal for
Healing Cuts and Indolent Sores.

ly becoming

BAILEY.

octl8

let. a White Spitz DOG; had a blue
ribboa around his nock. A reward will be paid
forhisreturnto
19 BROWN STREET.
d2t
liovi_

on

M.

Prior t

For Philadelphia.

made to order, and Shirt Patterns out by
system.

iiunti

Dear Sir:—It may be some satisfaction tc
you to be informed of the result of the trial o!
the “Peruvian Syrup1* in my family.
My
daughter was brought low by a typhoid fevei
last spring, and aftej the fever left her she
continued very weak, and the simplest food
distressed her. For months she remained in
the same debilitated condition; but from the
1st of September last, wtieu she commenced
taking the Syrup, the digestive functions improved, and she steadily gained strength and
vivacity; and now, having taken two bottles,
she is restored to a good state of health; indeed, she appears more really healthy than sht
has for several years past. 1 am of
opinion
that the “Protoxide of Iron,’* contained in the
Peruvian Syrup, was adapted to her case, and
effected what no other known medicine could
have effected.
Yours truly,
oct30eod&wlw
S. Cobb.

O.

Regular rale of Furniture

FITZGERALD

nov3_
Dog Lost.

and

SHIRTS

votes.

Bros.

or

eodtf

—

IN GENERAL.

Two respectable looking men from Maim
giving their names as John Juddaud Wa
Matthews, were each held iu $400 bail tbe ott
er day, by Magistral Clark, Iu Philadelphia,P >
answer to tbe cnarge of tbe larceuy of a gil ^
silver brooch from tbe Italian department i
tbe main building at Philadelphia.
Tbe Railroad Commissioners, Col. A. W
*_
Wildes, Hons. S. H. Blake and John Ande
son, Hon. Abner Coburn, Preti lent, and Pa;
Maine Ce'
sou Tucker, Superintendent of tbe
tral Railroad, wont over tbe Uextei branch an 1
the main line from Augusta to Bangor, Tuei
They report tli e
day, on a tour of inspection.
road iu good condition.

be

NICE Rent

Cutting, Trimming and Making-up goods i
furnished by customers,

to

neatly done

Letter from Rev. Mylvauus Cobb, of Boaton, Editor of the (lChriatian Freeman.v

COUNTY.

ALL !

To Let.

Congress St.,

REPAIRING

__oc28dlw

man

copy,
Attest:
November 1, 1876.

taken in cutting garments to l>e made out of tho shop,

Tar

which we are
oc26tf

NEWS.

The house and baru together with four hun
dred bushels of potatoes beloDgiDg to John It
Chistlewood in Alexander, were burned Wed
uesday morning. Boss abrut fllOO; insurauc
not known.

“Forest
Barns, aud

Halnrooiu. :i3 and :ir Exchange Si.
F

A true

NOTES, Portland Savings Bank,

GREAT CARE

for the money we have ever given.
Eastman Bros., 534 Exchange St.
oc2Gtf

thor

as

do cot notice in the professional singers
Their number has been increased since her*
last and they now number three male and foui
female voices. They are always sure of a goed

given

The all wool scarlet twilled flannel that we
are selli ug at 25 cts. per yard is the best value

called, for a summer re3ort.
through the ship yards of Bath show
doiug, though they

fifty

offering them better

For Sale or to Let.
Spruce

T|HE
A.

rooms over

PARTICULAR

In granting a medal and dip'oma to the
manufacturer of the Eureka Spool Silk for
“great uniformity and geneial excellence,’’ the
Centennial judges have coincided in the opinion of all who have used it.

it is

A stroll
business

of at least

are

810
18
u

two store brick house No. 2
Enquire of CHAS. EDWARDS

branches.

as

Republicans

a

taken

prepared^ io do Custom Tailoring in

am

general row seemed inevitable at one time before commencing their line of march. It is estimated the whole iliing will give a gain to the

winter’s
or

I

ing superseded Major Fall, to bis (Fall’s) great
disgnst, who took off his uniform and went
home, and pursuing a route of his own instead
of the one according to their programme. Curses
loud and deep were heard on all sides, and a

contemplate

large liotel at tbe village

as

some

parties

same

480

is stated, of ex-Hon. W. R Fields,
who assumed the command of the forces, hav-

pond and ice privilege of Mr. Smith at Head
harbor, Isle au Haut, and propose to do a large
business at shipping ice. The pond is quite
large and it terminates within a few rod3 of ibe
harbor, and the ground is sufficiently descending to sluice the ice to the wharf, which is now
being erected. They aro now building ic<
business.

Having

loss to the Democracy is a serious one.
The grand torchlight procession of the De
mocracy last evening was not a success (so far
as results are concerned) through the misman-

Ice Company of Philadelphia
Messrs. H. W. Wight and John S. Case have
purchased the whole shoe factory property iu
Kocklaud, of the assignees, and will undoubtedly form a company to put a factory in operation. They purchased at a low figure and can
therefore doubtless make the enterprise remunerative, while the revival of this industry will
be a great benefit to tbe city.

•>

satisfactory will

ESTABLISHMENT.

Being a very active aud energetic
man, and of great influence in his patty, his

agement,

“

TO

PRICE

New Tailoring

county.

maine Business Notes.
Gardiner parties lose heavily by the Butchers

“

PORTLAND, MAINE.

no3

of our most intelligent and
active business men, a butcher by trade, whose
business exceeds all others of his class iu this

The shot-gun policy at the South;
ballot-box Stuffing at the North.
By these twiu relics ol slavery
Democracy hopes to win.

“

REMEMBER-THE PLACE,

Croxley, Esq., one

bereafter.

houses and

uciicvd

former price

We invite the public to inspect these Goods, as we
Goods for the money than any other House in Maine.

evidenced by an occasional and quiet withdraw,
ing from their ranks by men of this class,—
quite a number of such cases having occurred
iu this town aud vicinity recently. I have in
my mind one of a very recent date, viz.: John

he is now conducting in the above aDd similar
directions—to be given, it is to be hoped, to the

purchased

tu

to deprecate the evil consequences which may
flow from success.to their party.
That there
are many men—Democrats of long standing in
the party—who take this view of the matter is

Gen. Brown briefly, but clearly, demonstrated tbe incorrectness of averages wi th instructive allusions to the careful experiments which

have

iuviiucu

(junc

io

ing a little deeper down with a more careful inspection, I think we can find there are many
honest men of the parly who are giving the
matter deep thought, and are really beginning

that cannot now be reported that the average butter maker in the state did not receive
much more than $3 per ton for hay. Mr. Ayer
did not quite assent to his facts and figures.

Parties from New York
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Checked Worsted
Fancy Cassimere

Goods sold not proving
MONEY REFUNDED.
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15
15
16
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SUITS I

Diagonal Worsted
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“

SUITS!

BOYS’

blind parly zeal, without thought or reason,
was altogether prevalent in their ranks regardless of everything except success. Baton look-

ures

public

in

12,“

SIO,

SlpinAik UTiirctcul

wishing Over Garments cut and made, or Cut and
Basted on scientific principles, and a fit warranted
without trying and re-frying, will do well to call.

whistling as it were to keep up their courage,
the Republicans, with an earnsst faith that
right must prevail, are happy in tbe belief that
victory will again perch upon their banners,

we

at

for

follows:

YOUTH’S
Cassi meres

Republicans Alive la the Importance of
ihe Sn uggle—Accessions 10 Iheir Ranks

Topsham, Nov. 1, 1876.
To the Editor of the Press :
As we draw near to the g.eat battle which is
to be fought next Tuesday, wherein the destinies of this great nation, whether for good or
evil, are to be determined “here as elsewhere,
the people are fully awakened to, and duly appreciative of the magnitude of the result.
While the Democracy talk loud and bluster
about reform and their chances of success,

the favorable impressiou already made
and students

upon their minds by the faculty
of the college.

“

LADIES

Demonstration

I

Sack Checked,
.....
12, ““
Sack Basket weave
....
12,
Sack Stripe
.12, “

THE CANVASS IN MAINE.

—The Democratic
Rrunswick,

this finished and scholarly production need not
to be repeated. At the close of the lecture the
audience adjourned to tbe Congregational vestry, where an hour or two of pleasant social
intercourse with the people of tbe village com-

pleted

Martha Washington Society.
The annual meeting of the Martha Washington Society was held yesterday afternoon.
The Secretary presented the following as the

very rough passage.
The railroad commissioners have nearly com.
pleted their examination of the Maine Central
and report it in good condition.
The main office of the Atlantic and Pacific
Telegraph Co. at No. 74 Exchange street, is

reports

Subject: “Sunday School Work,” divided into
two sections, treating first the dangers, and
second the duties of the Sunday School. MrPatterson is aa eloquent speaker, thoroughly in
earnest and by his earnestness arousing considA unanimous vote was
erable enthusiasm.
passed at its close, asking for a copy for publication
The services thus far have exceeded in numbers and interest any ever bell by the denomination.
Seth.

As several members of the board were unavoidably detained, either at the Centennial or
by unexpected business, Bev. Dr. Allen consented to fill tbe evening gap by repeating a
lecture delivered elsewhere upon “The conditions for success in agriculture iu Maine.” The
compliments previously paid in tbe Press to

President—John. B. Brown.
Secretary—Dr. Frederick 0. Gerrish.
Directors for three years—Dr. John T. Gilman, Israel Washburn, Jr.
Director to fill unexpired term of Andrew
Spring, deceased—S. E Spring.
Standing Committee—Dr. Israel T. Dana. J.
B. Brown, S. E Spring, Wm. L. Putnam, Dr.
S. H. Tewksbury.

There will be a gospel temperance meeting
this evening at Allen Mission. The public are

Wednesday evening the hall was filled to hear
Rev. Dr. A. J'. Patterson of Boston Highlands.

possible that an intense devoticu to scholastic
pursuits prevents military tactics from being
popular in other literary institutions?

W. Bradbury.
South Berwick—J. H. Burleigh.
Norridgewock—S. D. Lindsey.
Thomaston—A. P. Gould.
Cornish—C. U. Ayer.
Brunswick—Dr. J. D.,Lincoln,Dr. |A. Mitchell.
North Yarmouth—Dr. W. Osgood.
Buxton—Dr. A. XL P. Meserve.
Bucksport—Dr. A. F. Page.
Standish—Dr. W. B Cobb.
Bath—T. M. Reed
as

hearers.

advantage.

excellont

lan.

Tho AlAnf.inn nf nffinors rosnlt.Afl

the Jubilee singers at the City Hotel.
Betting on the election has neen going on for
several weeks, and this evening they commence
selling pools at the TJuited States Hotel.

Demarest, Manchester, N, H. Essay, “What
aud how tj teach in the Sabbath School,” by
Rev. A. Bosseman, Winthrop, discussion by
Rev. W. R. French, Turner.
Time does not allow me to make extracts
from the essays, all of which were of a high
order and made of real practical value to tbe

Co.

Clothing

OVERCOATS

represent and protect their interests in the Company, and exercise their lawful powers in the administration of its affairs.
(2.) It provides facilities for extending the benefits
of Life Insurance .to working people who stand in
greater need of “s 'irotectlon than any other portion
of the commuuii,).
Resolved, That the adoption of this new plan, by
an old, wealthy corporation, shows a desire on the
part of tho administration to make the power of the
individual policy-holder felt in the direction of its
affairs, and that this willingness to remove a serious
disability which attaches to individual members of
all large mutual companies, is, in the judgment of
this Board, an unmistakable indication of the integrity ot the management and their devotion to the
true interests of the policy-holders.
Resolved, That this effort to bring the working
people and poorer classes into the Company, and
make them sharers in its benefits equally with the
well-to-do, is highly ueserving ot success.
Resolved, That for the above reasons, and having
entire confidence in the soundness, integrity and
great strength of the New York Life Insurance Company, we hereby recommend it to the favorable consideration of our lellow-citizens and friends throughout the State.
Resolved, That the President of this Board, be,
and is hereby requested to transmit a copy of these
resolutions to the President of the Company at
New York, and that the same he published iu the
newspapers of Portland.

...
Checked Elysian Beaver §20,
former price $24
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.i
Plain
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Striped
12,
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“
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•
Fine water Line
16
12,
“
“
“
Fur
lO
8,
Vermont Grey
...
“7
“
“
Worsted Coat & Vest, Frock sixes 33 to 44, checked $12,
17

Spiritual Life of our Sunday Schools,” Rev.
Dr. Quinby, Augusta; discussiou Rev.G. L

Some young men, we doubt not, will connect
their first aspirations for a college education
with the impression they received from this exCan it be
hibition of students and soldiers.

Augusta—J.

All Souls Day was observed at the Catholic
churches yesterday.
We have received from Dr. Huut the Proceedings of the Maiue Medical Society for 1876.
Law Benedict’s tronpe stop at the Sates and

to

Essay, “How best to Mature tbe

Rockland.

THE

Boston and Portland

elected for the en-

day School help the Home.” Discussion by
Rev. J. C. Snow, Auburn,
Rev. C. P. Nash,

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

to

and others.
One hour
was spent on questions on the subject of the essay and “Difficulties of Teachers.”
The opening devotional exercises of the afternoon were followed by an essay by Rev. E.
Case of Canaan. Subject: “Bow may the Sun-

reference to the instruction of an assembly of farmers.
An hour’s drill of the students in front of the
Oxford House concluded the afternoon exercises. Prof. W. S, Chaplin, a graduate of
West Point and the instructor in modern languages and mechanics, is also the military instructor, and under his competent direction

appeared

AT

Prince, Turner,

Rufus

simple

tbe cadets

were

President—Albert Moore of North Anson.
Vice President—Z. Pope Vose, Rockland.
Secretary—Rev. H. C. Munson of Skowlregan.
treasurer—airs. J. e. tlodos or Augusta.
The first essay of tbe day was by Kev. E. W
Preble, Baugor, subject: “The place of the
Sunday School in the Parish,” and the discussion by Rev. Dr. Sheldon, Waterville, Hon.

also answering questions from the audience.
Some half dozen themes were read by the students upon topics connected with their course
of study, selected from a large number with

jury

Tilden and reform -Destruction
llic public credit, financial
disasters, and wholesale ruin!

The following officers
suing year:

The students sustained a satisfactory examination i a their college text books, conducted
by Mr. Farrington, tbe farm superintendent;

This excess has been granted in case of accident, in cases where the means of patients still
under treatment were exhausted, and on applications when the nature of the disease or in-

ot

committee ou credentials reported 170
delegates present, which, with the large number of friends in attendance, has swelled the
numbers to a large audience.

sought by farmers’

needed information often

we

The

ICULTCRF.

nancial statistics of the college, which could be
easily read all over the house and supplied the

b'our free beds, estrblished by Mrs. Dummers, the Army and Navy Union, the Maine
Medical Association, and Miss Chadwick and
others, have been available throughout the
year. Another was established by Dr. Foster
These beds give an
and others July 27,1870.
The relief affordaggregate of 172 3-7 weeks.
ed to free patients amounts to 261 3-7 weeks.

tors, and they were elected:
Portland—Mrs. A. E. Spring, Nathan Webb,
Frederick Fox, S. C Strout, X. P. Farrington,
G P. Wescott, G. E. B. Jackson, ftev. Dr.
Hill, Kev. Dr. Carruthers, Rev. Dr. Shailer,
Bishop Henry A. Neely, Bishop James A.
Healey, Dr. F. A. Gerrisb, Lewis Pierce,
Henry Fox, Francis Fessenden, J. H. McMil-

learn that there are over 7000 scholars
in the Sabbath Schools of this denomination in
Maine; that there has been a marked growth
in numbers, in the character of the schools, in
the libraries, and a general march has been
made in the right direction.

large posters filled with the historical and fi-

$2000.

number of free beds for poor but deserving patients is severely felt.
Dr. Tewksbury, acting chairman of the standing committee of the corporators, reported the
following named persons for associate corpora

by it

Exposition, where they do credit to the
state.
Secretary Boardman also exhibited

elevator,

indicated that relief from severe suffering
or death could only be afforded by the appliThe want of a large
ances of the hospital.

To be (rank with you, we want
the Government, anti we mean to
get it i( we have to murder and

uial

which is greatly needed
for the benefit of the female patients. The cost
of an elevator run by water is estimated at

The defendant claims that these accounts were
bills of workmen upon bis bouse which be had assumed when contracted and that, though charged to
the parties on the books of tbe firm, it was his own
indebtedness and so known to tbe ether members of
the firm, from which, with the amounts drawn from
the firm belore July 12th, be was discharged under
his agreement with plaintiffs and by bis receipt of
that date.
Decision for the plaintiffs for $291 and interest
Irom date of demand.
Cleaves—C. M. Perry for plaintiffs.
Locke for defendant.
The insurance cases of William Haseltine vs. The
St. Paul, Kamas, Hudson. Franklin, Globe, Germania and Penn Insurance Companies for the loss of
a spool factory at “Birch Avenue,” Stonebam,Maine,
which have been pending in this court for a long
time, have been settled by compromise, and to-day
were disposed of on tbe docket of tbe Court.
Benney—Mattocks & Fox for plaintiff.
Cleaves for defendants.
Tbe next case to be tried is Holyoke vs. Goodwin,
which is an action upon a promissory note.

exercises, in which a number took
part, proaceded to the business of the day.
The report of the Secretary, Rev. H, C. Mun"
son, was a most able and thorough report, and
votional

surrendered to the Maine State College, in order that the farmers might not only learn what
it is doing for the state, but that an interesting
aud profitable entertainment might be furnished to a large aud attentive audience.
The
walls of the room were hung with the drawings
of the students—the recent average work of
the term—as some of the more finished productions were still ou exhibition at the Ceoten-

--____

fer.

urest, Manchester, N. 11. The sermon by Mr.
Snow was a remarkably able production, and
listened to with the closest attention by the very
la ge audience gathered in Coburn llall.
The President of the Sunday School Convention called the convention to order at 8 a. m
Wednesday, and after a half hour spent in de-

Fryeburo, Nov. 2, 1876.
The afternoon of Wednesday was wholly

average number of patients has been
The expenses of the year amount to
§13,617.97. This makes the average cost of
SIDING.
each patient $14.80 per week.
The paying paThursday.—The case of Williams, Cushman &
Co. vs. Osborne Bros, was argued in the forenoon
tients have been admitted at rites ranging
uuu ucumuu icpci veu.
from $7 to $35 per week.
The whole amount
Andrew P Morgan et aid. vs. Abiel M. Smith. I received from paying patients has been $6,022
Assumpsit to recover upwards of four hundred dol- 72, leaving a deficiency of $7,595 25.
lars of defendant upon an account annexed and a3 so i
The average number of patients last year was
much money had and received by defendant to plain- !
and the average cost $17.41 per week.
It
tiffs use. Defendant was a member of the firm of 14,
Smith, Morgan & Butler, in the wholesale clothing appears that an increase of three or four pabusiness in this city, until January, 1875, when he
tients reduces the average expense nearly $3
sold out hi8 interest in the concern to Morgan, Butper week.
ti4-v.„
ic_
ler & Co., the plaintiffs, and conveyed all his interest in the stock and book accounts of the old firm to
nished for patients—one by the “St. Nicholas
these plaintiffs.
Circle,” composed of four children of Mr. D.
The conveyance wi 8 Of the date of the second, al- W.
Fessenden and Mr. Lewis Pierce, of this
until
it
was
not
executed
the
twelfth
though
actually
city; one by a number of young ladies of this
of January, when a writing was given releasing
Smith “from all claims of every nature and descrip- city, associated in “the Tea Club”; and three
by the hospital.
tion due to said firm by said Smith.”
Mrs. Warren, the matron, his collected
On the 14th of January, Smith requested the bookan

county

Conclusion of the Meeting atFrjeburg.

17.60.

$072.28 for

this

the

Temperance Reform Club will hold their
regular public meeting in Association hall tins
evening at 7| o’clock. All are invited.

STATE BOARD OF AG

25.

transfer and charge to him, Smith, certain
accounts upon the ledger against various parties
amounting to two hundred and nine-one dollars.
These accounts plaintiffs claim were assets of the
firm purchased by them, and that defendant, by settling them and ordering them charged to himself,
rendered himself liable for the same. They also
claimed that he was liable for such sums as he drew
from the firm after January 2d, the date ot the trans-

in

Ga-

are

CLOTHING

in the

a

installation of Mr. Mnnson, with the
following as the order of exercises: Reading of
Scripture by Rev. C. R. Nash, Rockland; reading of hymn by Rev. C. Purington, Fairfield;
prayer by Rev. C. Purington, Fairfield; read,
iug of hymn by Rev. W. R. French, Turner;
sermon by Rev. J. C. Snow,|Auburn, text Rev.
xxi, 1; installation prayer by Rev. Dr. Quinby,
Augusta; charge to pastor, Rev. Dr. Sheldon,
Waterville; charge to people, Rev. G. L. Dem-

stampede any number of people.
—Southern Democratic Congressman to Gen. Banks.

from

to

following

in the

AUCTION SALE

Resolutions adopted by the Dls.
trict Society of Portland, and
approved by the Board Oct. 31,
1876.
Resolved, That this Board heartily approves of the
“New Practice in Life Insurance,” introduced by
the New York Life Insurance Company, fur the following reasons:
(1.) It provides for the organization of tho Insured
into Districts Societies, with local Boards of Trustees

IN

with the

two
from John l'reble to Ella F. Kennedy.
of land containing one-fourth of
an acre from Radasii-h D aud James S.
Litt'efield to Ruth F. Martin
Lot of land from James S. Littlefield ta Ruth
F. Martin.

The

keeper

acd

MISCELLANEOUS.

are

successful soThe exercises opened Tuesday evening

ciety.

Naples—Lot

fortable.
The residence of patients was in Maine 144,
New Hampshire 4, Massachusetts 3, Vermont
2, NewYoik 1, Louisiana 1, California 1,
Canada 1. The 144 patients from Maine came

Superior Court.
OCTOBER CIVIL TERM, 1876, SYMONDS, J., PRE-

permanent establishment of

Cumberland—Lit of land containing

The
ovarian tumors 1, tubercular enteritis 1.
d. a h rate, 9.55 per ceut. is explained by the
fact that quite a number of incurable cases
have been admitted, at the solicitation of
friends, to be taken care of and made com-

McLELLAN, Capt. Co. A.
MARWICK, Capt. Co.B.
SANBORN, Capt. Co. C.
SEAVERNS, Capt. Co. E.

working up an interest that will result
building of a church another year, and

acres

injury 1, paralysis i, secondary hemorrhage 1,
operation 1, peritonitis following
ovariotomy 1, exhaustion from suppurating

Every member of Companies A, B, C and E are
requested to meet at Headquarters THIS (Friday)
EVENING, at 7.30 P. M., to make arrangements for
the Grand Parade at Rochester, N. H., Saturday
evening. Come one, come all, for it will be our la9t
turnout before election.
Per order,

“Pygmalion

yesterday:

shock from

HURRAH FOR ROCHESTER.

in

Real Estate Sales.—The
real estate transfers recorded

8 were not treated and 15 died. The
causes of
death were —Bright’s disease 3,
phthisis 3, organic disease of the heart aud
liver 1, senile dementia 1, shock from raitroad

ATTENTION CONTINENTALS.

playing

pearance,
latea.”

relieved,

Co.

C. Munson, and uniting with him, they

attention st the Museum. Itwillbe given tonight and at the matinee to-merrow. Saturday
evening Miss Savory makes her farewell ap-

Dr. Hunt’s report shows that the number of
patients in the hospital Oct. 1st, 1875, was 14.
During the year 157 have been admitted, aud
149 have been discharged. Of those discharged
84 had recovered, 35 were relieved, 7 weie not

Holmes’

The 7tL annual session of the Maine Universalist Sabbath School Convention is being held
at this place this week. The society have been
very fortunate in securing the labors of Rev. H.

The Museum.—But two more performances
will be given of the specular play “Brothers,”
the scenic drama which has attracted so much

tendent.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

For Sale—A Bargain.
For Sale or to Let—Brick House.
To Let—Front Room.
Ultimatum—A New Kerosene Lamp Burner.
Special Bargains—Beston & Portland Clothing
Dog Lost—19 Brown Street.
For Philadelphia—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
llall to Let—0. F. Moulton.

of the Corporators.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Skowhkgan, Nov. 1,1876.

Cumberland street yesterday afternoon.
Rev. Dr. Shailer officiated, and there was a
large attendance of the friends of the deceased.
The Maine Charitable Mechauic Association,
of which the deceased was a member, was represented by several of its members, and the flag
on the Association hall was at half mast in respect to the deceased. The remains were taken
to Evergreen Cemetery for interment.
on

The annual meeting of the corporators! of the
Maine General Hospital was held in the Common Council room, City Building, yesterday

be

senden

Slate Universalis! Sunday School Convention.

Funebal of Mr. Hall.—The funeral of Mr.
Charles Hall took place from his late residence

MAINE GENERAL HOSPITAL.
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THE
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RUBBER COATS.
A
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.VIrn’M Rubber Coala, all
nch
Rubber Blankets
HAU.’N
RUBBER

perfect, for *1 AO
only 90 cents.

STORE,uniter

«l»no«ih Hotel.
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POETRY.

COPARTNERSHIP.

In Nomine ralriao.
BY 8. 8.

come

humation

be had

can

on

CCt30

not

Long

nobler hero he—tho* tried and tempted
By bribe of place and pelf,
Who spurns the gold at price of Loner purchased
And learns to conquer—-<elf !

A
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JOSEPH

Ito ii'd
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cc

Insurance

in
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Fire,

accommodated with
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To Hoarders.
well-known boarding borne,
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"
and Gray streets, will itiuain in
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Tart
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Pleasant Front Booms to Let
with Board, Apply at 75 Free Sh
apr29

Jlo

ai|; g

say tfcat
account or hard

lEtCUEIt OF
tJASH

|

One

Cider.

The following by Alexander Hyde in the
New York Timex is seasonable as, in tbe first
place, cider should not he Hit.do till the apples are thoroughly ripe and the weather is
cool. No good cider can be made Iron, immature apples.
No sugar must be developed
iu Idem, or the. eider will be as flash) as
dishwater, hardly fit fi r vinegar. If the
temperature i« up toGOocr in that vicinity,
the fermentation is so rapid that vinegar‘is
the result in a short fm>. We prelfr therefore to delay the making of cid r till the last

CUo. B

G
Hits

65

mAt

TENEMENT
Aoct24dJw
Inquire ot

IiAND,

stiett,
18codiJw*

To Rent.
Front Rooms

furnished:
TWOother: suitablein forneatly
Gentleman and wife
location

across the
street; good reference desired.
oct28dlw*
624 CONGRESS STREET.

To be Let.
Offices in Third

Story Merchants’ National
THE
Bank,
occupied by J. & E. M. Rand; also
the front offices. These offices
heated

Every Honest Claim has been Promptly
Hue.

To Let.
Large Pleasant Koom; also some small rooms
in House, No. 118 Spring Street, Portland.

ONE
oct26

d2w

of six noma comer State and Sherman streets.
Modem improvements. Family
without small children preferred. Can be seen Irom
3 to 5 P. M.
oct25dtf

TENEMENT

PORTLAND.

Co.,

LIFE

ACCIDENT.

AND

FOUR MILLION DOLLARS J
A. J. CHASE, General Agent lor State.

WM.
AGENT

where all the wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located, The finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to
II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32$ Emery St. od the Spring St. Horse Car Route.
mhl4d&w22

FOR PORTLAND,

REVERE FIREINSCRANCE CO.,
BOSTON, HASS.
CASH CAPITAL
$200,000.
....
SURPLUS
40,000.
OF

FOR PORTLAND.

A l. Fit ED

HOUSE, No 5 Carlton Street;
BRICK
modious, pleasant and every
desirable.
V

com-

wav

ha

Store to

WM. ALLEN, J«.,
AGENT KOK PORTLAND.

Suffolk Mutual
or

CASH

Insurance

ee23

STORE

Co.,

ALLEN,

r«HE BRICK ROUSE No. 74 Danfortu Street
X contaming all the modern improvements Jn
at No. 10 Central Wharf.
i'1
Jtf

REAL
F. 0,

U2oi*

Leal
BULLETIN.

ORGANIZED 1853

—

OF

i

IlOliS'

SEMl-ANNUAL~STATEMKNT.
JAN CAB V 1, 1870.
ASSETS
Real Estate,
$§1 377.35
Loans on Bonds and
1*1 8 .0 1)0

£2,611.GO
60.250.00
107.80

LIABILITIES.

Unadjusted Losses,

$13,300.96
3,583.33

Rents ot Offices. Ac.,

narien Cowi

B. P. Van Meter, and experienced breeder
in Kentucky, has unusual success in
securing
regular breeding in the case of several famous
Short Horn cows thought hopelessly barren.
Amoog others he has the third Duchess of
Thorndale, purchased at the N. Y. mills for
sale for $100 as she had uot produced a calf
for three years. She is now safe in calf. Mr.
V. gives the Kentucky Live Stock Itecord
his mode of management, without producing
inflamation. Starving the animal he thinks
injurious, and adopts the plan of givin severe
exercise with only moderate feeding.
In
most cases ho works the supposed barrw
cow under the yeke.
In the case of LlitR}
Duches of Thorndale he had her led or ridden
four miles daily, and fed on a limited quantity of hay and iodder.

The

Liabilities.

$819,160.40

uciau

Sparrow & Peck,

aim

FOR SALEr

AGENTS,

194

MIDDLE

STREET, A

of Brackett and
Vaughn streets is ottered to a person wishing
nice residence in this city. This house is of brick
Mid is supplied with all the modern improvements:
a nice stable is within easy access. There are about
>000 feet of land
This is one of the most eligible sit
nations in the city of Portland. Terms of
payment
made easy. Apply for particulars to E. T PATTEN,
?n the premises, 307 Brackett, corner of
Vaughn St.
octlO
dtf

PORTLAND, ME.
oclG

eod3w

REMOVAL.

D. B.

&

Pettengill

DESIRABLE situation,

Co.,

Railroad and Steamboat Tickets via all
HORSE SHOERS,
the diflerent Routes ] laving removed to the
and commodious shop
51 Preble Street, below Oxford,
to the West, Boston,
the iirrn
and
Wew Fork, Philadcl- nd formod copartnership under
style of
PETTENGILL & SNELL,
phia and return, and
prepared to do Shoeing in every style, and in
all points on Maine ; workmanlike
old
Thanking
former patronage,
would be
Central R. R., at re- ! lad to for their
them and others at
place of
1

a
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see

msiuess.

dufccd prices.

Esclnngc

JOHN

Adams,

W. U. SNELL,
1,0vl■ J"w

Ladies should be cautious in purchasMisaanier Rubber l locks. and mil
»ny those vtiih sum! sc his *„ met arc
lOi VV lTEUPKOOK. We an* in.iking n
interior quality tvilli cciuv nivd sea „s
tut AUK WAlfeUPKOOK, at HALL'S
lubber Store, under f'dluiouth Ilote*.
I*. 8.—lxauiiue ours before you jtur,
;

~

made by energetic salesmen with not
good*, Caiiar
Fxotiange Sueet, bei we* o
6 and 11# A. M ,oren lu*e $M><i f.u ?a»n •/e,directi«*i u,
Ac., to box 1932 Poulin 1. Maine.
jaiJiUoutljg

and

in

a

of U. y that I w:sb coxis-u.ed
winter lotst-s or $150 a
Tugs, hay ol liist quality, run-iint!
rater in stable, sunny yard Lt exercise, hoises w» 11
area for.
Address,
C. D. SMALL,
ncl-idlm*
Coruish, Mf.

surplus
HAVING
my hum, I will
retk. Cjo.mI bnil
n

on

>i"

KINSMAN.

$10 Per Oa*

reeded,

«rll ADA

nut

_

1

base.

dtf

rcpi,?7

Aslus Ke^
stttsl
moved.
4 LI.CRl'F.US promptly attended to by calling at
^ oi aJure>.-u ^
K. GIDSOaN.
laulda
Cbe Cougiest tixoel

vaults

Licaticd

«

■

uoar »es els ai tea.
Lor sale by Gioceis geoeralty.

Wm.

Sliarp.

€cn/uetcial Hr.« f

Poriluuil, TV.
dtl

beautiful range
modern

/l vrAni-

hut vui

g

r.
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FOR SALE BY

109

The No. 6 lias immense radiating surface, and is

designed for heating large dwellings or public build-

The best
r
o

tarktt
iiCMl.tr.

I

an

1

Tor beauty of

■onev, hu<I **u nb

Ii, is adapted ft

__

Inebaii

augll

A.f

ia..

arrives iu
DAY.

tl'.n.l,
.a

IS T2IE WOOTON

12>■,

same

Connections mado at Eastport for Kobbinston, St.
Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Annapo

is, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Frederiektown, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
Oy*FreIgnt received on days of sailing until 4

“THURSTON,

o’clock p.

nlidtD ..I iuloima- I
ill.m,
i.iir; tb.il ruu.p. rv j
sen.dug
address, number nf pel eius I
a al amounts ol iusuian.e
to ISVKsTHIA OH, I
t o.k 1 or 14 0. Se* Vo.k
City Poet .dice oc'-’.dtf |
1

e
eoi.ee

1

the l«

*r*S—

The First Class Steamship
“BERMUDA,” Capr. Angrove,

will leave Allantic Wharf, every
in., for
at 4 p.
SATURDAY
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the In;ercolonial Railway, to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
island; also at New Glasgow, N. S., with Lindsey's Stages for Cape Breion, and at Halifax with
iteamers^for St. Johns, N. F.
r^~KETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, ai 4 p. in.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day of sailing
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE
Jr., Frunklin Wharf.

00128

dtf

wea?

SUMMER

NOTICE.

v;y

ui.irket [rices,

ffiovl;> J'td

37

(qaid ihinlel,

Pimp

Street_

Mrs. E. A. €o!c,
1

riliAIBV^V ANT nn«l MEDIUM, maybe
•***•» Poniard,
c*' n ul e I at I DU
fl-klur.
Hvir? ire id 0 A M t 5 P. M.f Sundays excepted,
■peoitit eug.tgeiii.nti* made t-ji evenings.
il2**
oe*30

Voyage.

First-class Weekly mail steamers of this line sail from
lim bec
every
^Saturday morning,

•for

BERRY,

BUSINESS_MEDIUM.

e'.\

H UIFH E Jk to ,
• 1
JluiLrt Square,
dll

and

U.

——--

■

—

Liverpool,

limy.

touching

at

irst-i'lass
an
Irom llnlibu
e

S.

and

at the

CENTENNIAL,

1876.

are the only organ*
n*»igucd thi* rank.
Their superiority is thus declared, not in one or two
re-pacts only, but in all the important qunliof an organ. A Medal and
Uiplonm have
been awarded them, but medals of
equal value were
awarded all articles deemod worthy of
recognition, so
thet many makers can advertise “first
medals” or
“highe.-t awards”.
Comparative rank in excellence, has been deter-

R*P®rt» alone,

iu which the

MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS are Unanimously assigned “The PIIIMl HANK in the several requiftiien” of such
instruments, and are the
only ones assigned this rank. See Judges' Reports.
This result was not
unexpected,tor these orgaus have
l n»fo> mly taken highest awards in such
competitions, there being less than six exceptions in hundreds ofcompersions. They were awarded first medals. and highest honors at Paris 187*>. Vienna
1*7;», Miautiago 1873, 1'hilndelphiu 1807; having
thus been awarded highest honors at Kvery
IVorhI’M Kxhibijiou at which they have
competed, and beiug the ouly American organs whichever

obtained any award in Europe.
NEW STYLES, with Improvements exhibited at
the CENTENNIAL; elegant new cases in great variety. Prices very lowest consistent with best material and workman ship Organs sold for cash or installments, or rented until rent. pays. Every organ
warranted to give entire satisfaction to every reasonable purchaser cr the money returned. Illustrated Catalogue sent tree.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.-151 Tremont
Street, Boston; 25 Cuiou Square, New York ; 80 and
82 Adams Street, Chicago.
oc25diwt

CHARLEY

fortnightly

mail steamers of this line
every other Tuminy, for
Liverpool, touching at <|ne«‘untown.
I
$70 and $80 gold, or its
qui valent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at
’ uwest rates.
The CinNgou I.i»e of steamers sail from
Juenee every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabiu
ussage $6(i, steerage at lowest, rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of Eng-

J

°<=l&>_
fi AGENTS WANTED

Centennial

FOR THE GREAT

history

It sells faster than any other book,
Our AgeiP,
'old \7 copies in one day. Send for our extra terms
oagents. Address National Publishing Co.

Philadelphia, Pa._

oct25d4wt

j

WELL THAT INCITE

made by Bohiu.ou
oct25d4wt

f Greatest Offer of the seaACJTCNITS
AAA.X x kj • gon.
Fight §10 Chromos given
tway with Home Guest, including Hoover’s Peerless
\mcrican Fruit, 24 feet long, Lake lucerne, Virgin
festa, &c. Mounted Outfit, four Chromos, §300:
I Chromos, §5.50. J. LATHAM A CO., 410 Washpgtou Street, Boston.
oct28d4wf
.> K PA.HUV tIBDN II styles with namelo
cts. Post paid. J. R. Busted, Nassau, Rets.
oct28d4wt

jo., N. V.

Fleiselimaim

assage—First-clas*—§5i',

Rid, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prrpnid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
ares.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent lor
j sew England, No. 3 India Street, Portland. Me.
HTNight Nirrling I hu h- itmned in muui*
o unit for £ 1 ami upward*.
inyOdtf

BOSS

father A complete account o*
Abdunion and Kxrliing
With
Fac
simile Letters and Illustrations.
?:
V:"rc
JutseilH all other Bsohs
One agent took 30
mlersjn one day. Terms liberal. Address,
JoHJtJE. Potter & co., PublisLeis, Philadelphia.
<14wt

The utw Baby Soap,
Brow. A' C’o., BoMon.

SERVICE.

Shortest Ocean

FREIGHT.

ran around in
of pr.ck ig s and
guaiau.ecd io be as

LINE7

ALLAN

noGdtt

SEVERAL REQUISITES”
liiiii-iimcni*.

of Much

Halifax, Nora Scotia,

consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madame M. bas bad largo experience iu telling tort ones, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
ireasures, \c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting Hie
greatist fortuue teller of the age. Per us entering
iuioauy
lew business or profession, tbe con
ncliug of which
bey do not understand, will find it to their advantage to nay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
if friends In any part of the world and descrbe them
leriectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
hat liesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to ail who have
wnsultea her in her constant tiavels Jiucethe was
loven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Goins £1.00; Ladies 50ieeuts. Office hours

STEPHEN

im,

AGENTS WANTED for itar MTOKV of

VPith roumrtioni Co Prince Edward I*UBihCape Brfto'iiKudHi Joua^iV. F.

IV. a, MADDOX,the celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
located at Market Square, rear of tbe Dollar

9 V M. to 9 P. M.

R. STUBBS. Agent.

MAIL. LINK TO

Stove, owpogite obe Horse Car Deimt, where she can

dtf

presented.
W. W.
ju3

_A.

Free Street Blcck, Portland,

xs

.«»

au

m.

gcp20dtf

CLAIRVOYANT.

oi

it

days.

freight

)il; lor sale in the usual

week.

Andrews ami

PiitrM

seplfiilly

a

1

Diifbr,

On ami after Monday. Sept. 18tb,
the Steamers New Brunswick,
Capt. E. B. Winchester, and the
City of Portland, Capt. S. II.
Pike, will leave Bailroad Whaif.
foot of State St., every Monday and Thursday at
6.00 P. M., lor East port and St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

GENERAL ’AGENT.

•on>

“FIRST RANK

o

---

J 1‘isie While Lead.
subscribers have beeu
['pointed Ag<nts f
‘‘A
l.enl
h*.
A
rHEthe Albi4.it Pure
uperhr
W h
I
earn! of

I

trips"per

TWO

No.

ib-

ibe rate

UTAl/L. AEEANGKMKS'l

«?e^t IiumI lo points reached by tlie folh wing Fast Freight Lu es viz:
Red, White,
Ulue, Canada. S nth in, Inieinational, lloosac Tuulet and M**n lino’s D«bp.itch. must be shipped by
Ft t hr-ugh rates and
it ston *V M one R iilroati.
R A McCIUlCHV,
Us ladn: ppJy to
Ani Pa*I brgt. Lines at 15 i£ M K. U.,P rib; ml.

,J|f

a. in.
oue half

nnd St.
John.
Wind«»v nnd Halifax.

route.

llave been l i:aaiuiciish atmigurd the

10

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

New York at 3.00 p. m..
Portland 1.13 p. m. NEXT

au^-M

Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

Ennlpori, Cnlui.

irnformation, apply to
Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight ami Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland. Me.. May -J, 1876.
mv4dtf

\LL

CABINET ORGANS

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B. KA.llP.iOX, Agent
70 Long Wharf. Ronton.
jn23-ly

!K DESPATCH.

8iIIlTEK8~0F

MASON & HAMLIN

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.

An ornamental Parlor Bosk

—

and Economical; its object is immediate relief and
eventual cure. It is based upou scientific ptinciples
and easily demonstrated to the comprehensions of
every intelligent person. Though lie docs not use. a
truss be uses a support infinitely superior which
keeps eve*ything in prjner position while the Cuialive Compound applied daily by the patient, excites
healthy action, adhesion iiu < cure. Besides this
treatment does not interfere with labor or exercise
on horseback cr otherwise, and
aflords security
against inhume au«l * lai-gn'wled rupture.
The afflict- d art- M-ining n- m all partsot the country. Tei ms in. dtriu**. depending upon the case.
Person* iron > lie cvuniry can receive treatment and
leave fin In me ll ihe same day. Send Id cents for
Dr. hermai
hooks with likeness ot bad cases be-re and auer cure.
References given to gentlemen
w ho have been cured.
Otfice No 1 Ann Street, New
York. Beware ot the fellow calling himself Dr. W.
G. Crempion and using Dr. Sherman’s name in liis
advertisements to decoy the afflicted. Save this ad-

sailing vessels.

A BEAUTIFUL LIBRARY DESK,

3

DR. SHERMAN’S
Treatment is Practical, Rational,

octt6(M wf

Wharfaee.
Insurance

SAMUEL

RUPTURE

I*atienr* cured 30 year* ago, remain
Bound. Dr. *1. A. HhcrnianN successful treatment of Rupture has induced unprincipled persons
to advertise the elastic trusses as a certain cure.
Knowing them to be bnt an imperfect support.
Thousands of victims are to-day suffering through
this Elastic Truss delusion.
xi ix in wum
ngui aruuuu me r ntiy it wastes away
the aiuscles. interrupts the circulation anil predisposes to paralysis; besides, the strap betweeu the
legs drags the great ball of wood upon the ligaments,
spermatic cords and Pelvis Bone in a manner to produce impotency with all its horrors
Indeed the
legion of trusses with their gripping pressure upon
the spine, abdomen and delicate parts
adjacent to
Buptnre, sooner or later cause kidney and bladder
affections; destroy manhood, making the young old,
and the old nseless. until life settles into
frightful
apathy. The afflicted should think seriously of this
subject aml;act in accordance with the dictates of
Teuton.

Stramsfcip t.inr.

BARtTUIVS (SBOOS,
eoddm

vnnXipH. Patent secured
renvouable. A mm* Wnutid

AGENTH

wholesale price list and outfit sent by mail ou
receipt of 25 cents. Large discounts to agents.
CENTENNIAL STATIONERY CO.,
North Haven, oss.
Please mention this paper in writing. octl4d4wt

vertisement.

FIIILAOEmiLI

delphia, at

lit*

AGENT'S SUPPLY CO., 261 Lowerv,

ANA

—

From
From

For rates and further
J. M. LUNT, Supt.

1
g

CO.’S,

Ho

Our landing m New Yoric is Pier 40, North River,
.Norwich Line, foot of Canal Stieet)

W,

TH^JISLAHBS.

BUST O JX

GEO. BATCHELPER. Supt.

shipping by this

If

Leave each port every WedVy & SatM’y.

MORNING.

ire now

furnixbad

Will lenv the West Side of Custom
•:«IIuu-i Wharf, very week day, for
S. ouV l anding at b*
15, 8.3'j amt 11.15 a. m., 2.15 ami
5.00 p. in.
Returning, leave ScottV Landing at C.10,9.00 and
1 Mi) a. in., 2 4u and 5.30 p. »u
I1’mic tor ilouibi Tr.p,23 rent*, Package
of five round nip tickets. $).n0. l ickeisi. rsalt at ilie
office of Hollins. Loring Jt A-iarn*. No. 22 Exchange
Street, and on board Si earner.
<> 3d ifCAPT. C. II. KNOW LION.

Fquare, Portland,

FvlU

STREET,

TICKETS

THE STEAMER TOURIST

Tlie Barstow Parlor,

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fish
and Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Good* Merchants. Whole
lale Milliners and any others of Portland, who

WHITNEY,

P.di.7

c ill .earn sane interesti
.'II important to
v
H eir names

COAL,

the handsomest stove in !bc market. It* elegant des:g • ami l»eaiit tul finish is admired by t v y one.
Wi ll irsi-i ver tiinmiig it will beau ornament in
any diawiug rtxiin.
C ALL AND SEE TOE ABOVE AT

Freight leaving Portland at 4.30 p m.,
arrive* in New York 0.00 a. in. NEX T

out do'w pump in ibe
to the trade- Seud fora

l*oi

FOR

nt.

ABRNTH
f'Clfl

EXCHANGE

€0.,

wauled._se21dis2wtostf

Cli.iLcrle** Ernie, t’ltin.iiu.s** ! Fire
Bux. Boiler, Poor nu<! Putctif Obeli' At-

Freightleovins

BOOB ITMP !

KENDALL &

ai

ACCIDENT

has

IIC/I"

PBioMUTM

iu.i a I disco-nt

W. D. LITTLE &

Economy* touieo*
lit) tt imis without a rival.

WOOD OR

We would rosi ectlully call tbe attention ot
Merchant* and others to the superior facilities
ottered by the

dtf

cheapest

DUCED BATES by

CABINET DESK

2d I>ist E.isteru UivLson.

IHMBER

No Clinkers. Peneetly warm
Air and plenty of it.

Empress Range,

iu

10
I

by nil the pouulnr rautm. Tin IIOCHE«.
TE« nnd WOltCEMEK, NEW CONDON. MTONINRTON nnd FALL RIVER
LISES; njao lo nil poinln WENT nnd
MOUTH and
CALIFUR.NIA. Rail or
Nlrnnirn, for »nlr nl the LOWEST RE-

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owest. rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Seat* and
Berth* at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.

MFL'C'IAL

I

PlIILlDELPIIli AM) RETURN!

SIZES.

Leave Boston at 7.30, tl*2.30 and at 8.00
p. ni., connecting with IVluiue Central
and £. tV N, A. Knilwny tor 8l. .Bolin
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attaclied

business.

'1 n HI

Excursion Tickets
—TO—

sow

J. S. BEDLO
Siipt.

Iron

Best in Market.

Mondays.)
RETURxYIMG,

«.

AC. 12

Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philaaelpbia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
{^Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shipper* are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Room* can al6o lie obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

The rates Freight Replug Very Quick Despatch. MAIIAlIK

direction.

\ graph

eodtf

B3 Furnace.

No Dust.

be

The grandest offer ever made, it can’t be
beat! Try it and he convinced.
SEE WHAT IT CONTAINS.
20 Sheets or Paper.
1 Fabers Lead Pend).
1 Slate Pencil,
1 Steel Pen,
1 Pen Holder,
1 Rubber Eraser,
1 40-Page Account Book, 1 Child’s Illustrated Book
20 Envelopes, (white and bufl), good quality.
WANTED.
Sample package,

York.

Barstow’s

I4 il« i*.
5<>wbur)p«H,
fnl-mi. I you
I !■« l-«*n i»’id ICn-iou iu
W OO * in
arriving in Lost u at l b p. m.
8a o
II diirfwid.
Iieun« l.ui k.
Oiiiny,
Poi 'xqm i.ih, llt*ut|Mna«; Newbury port,
^hU-iu, Lymu theUett aud K ox ton at
3 OO p. iu.. arriving in Bostou at 7 30 p. ra., in
Beason for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.20 |) n*. Bitldeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Bid ieford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Exprciw with Sleeping Car, for
Boftton at ‘3.13 a, m
every day (except

^y the Western Union lines
Kill always he as low as
| ly the lines of any other
{
Dompany that has any caJ pacity for handling tele-

1

STREI T,

SIX

byprema-

oc!3d4wf
York._
Centennial Stationery Package.

ery MONDAY and THURSDAY at 1P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with tine accommodations tor passengers,
making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
traveller* between New York and Maine.
These
steamer* will touch at Vineyard Haven
during the
Bummer month* on their passage to and from New

—

Wrougnt

Kf 1,01 deceived
tare books, assuming to

A Ft If.IV
Investigate the merits of the 111ns*->1.1 A k?®trated
Weekly, before determining
upon your work tor this fall and w inter. The combination for this season surpasses
anything heretofore
attempted. Terms sent fiee on application Address
1^ LUCAS A CO., 14 Warren
St.,
b
oel3d4w I

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, ev-

Plated

sep20 Between Free and Congres*.

1§7«.

MERCHANTS’

YORK.

Steamers Eleanora and Franconia

MULNIX,

CENTER

Avrlv

New

Parlor,

ANDREW

PA^MIJFR TI'AIN* l.nre Pcrdauri
Irr St ar boro*. Nnco, Kiddri'rrd. lit nnebunk, Melt* Aonh Birwiik, *uMh
Krr*
k,
Conwy Jnrrlino. Mi>» t

oc9dlf_

NEW

^

“official” and telling what will happen in Aug.
and Sept.
oc!3d4wt

We will start you in a business you
YT(4
'J
can make $50 a week without
capital,
UfOVPV^y an(l respectable for either sex.
1U Y/aJ Xi X

all the

Parlor Stove,
with Nickel
Trimmings and Auti-Ulinker Grate.

251 Market

—

me

with

first-class

—

Railroad, j
»,

CO.

anti 6.

now made,
improvements.

Winthrop

Portland at 3,00

tided with much sounding Portland & Worcester Line
FOB
phrase, but one wire in

IfflMLTV p^EDfiflOiiS

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Llabmit and Ha dies,
^ vei> nee iitieli tor
family use, pi cine parties, uml
1 in

A

uvuv

Horses Wintered.

St.

_

j^AS

new

!

13m

be

PETTENGILL.
L’ortlaiid, Oct. Cl, 1S76,

Fixtures i

12S

cus-

PETTENGILL & SNELL.
;. B.

Gas

our

where

jood state of cultivation, with one acre of
nuck: one mile from Church and Post Office; halt
nile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
md a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
hroughout, with cement cellar,wood, ice, hen house,
md yard with barn all in good condition ; orchard of
,’oung thirfly ireca, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
ruits in bearing. Also the crops and farming tools,
ncbiding twenty Ions of liav. at a bargain. Inquire
>1 W. H YIN ION ESQ-, M mile SI reel. Port land,
>r DR HUNTING ION, on the premise*.
dti
atigl7

name

manner.

corner

Ten miles from Portland, In
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgton, thirty acres ot land, mowing,
pasture and
woodland; under-

new

iral

5

NUTTER BROS. &

has
duced its rates more than
52 PER
CENT, in ten
years. Its own lines are
connected with more than
seven
thousand stations
and through its connections reaches directly more
than ten thousand stations,
it has twenty-eight wires
coming into Portland from
ill directions, while its ri-

detirablc 2J Story Frame House, No. 85
Federal Street Easterly half of Block, containing 14 rooms, arranged for two tenements; is centrally located for business, with gas. large cistern, and a
never failing spring of pure water in cellar.
Lot. is
30x120, with garden and fruit trees. Will be sold at
a bargain.
N. S. GARDINER,
Apply to
Real Estate Agent, No. 421 Exchange Street.

wiu

the most

Pres

FOR SALE.

$11,881.29
-fmocjJHLi a ^

th‘t Serdith day of Kot ember
cu o’clock in tlie foreuooli.

$1.00.

WINTHROP RANGE

uext, at

A

WHARF, Portland,

the greatest heater* in the market.

Central

OCT.

egraph Company

$831,011.75

Sizes—2, 3, 4,

Office, including

Eastern

to warrants from the Mayor and
of the Cit., of Portland, tie du'y
f said cry, are hereby notified tj
meet in their respective Ward tooms, on

A Splendid Farm for Sale.
FARM of sixty acres, located in Gorham Village, well distributed for tillage, pasture, hay
and wood, amply stocked, will be sold or exchanged
for first class city property. Communicate with box
No. 1577, Portland, Maine.
oc31dlw

Belfast, Searsport, 4tiandy Point., Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
The City of Richmond connects with Steamer ('lias.
Iloughton, Capt. Ingraham, at Rockland every TuesLeiving
day morning lor North Haven, Green’s Landing and
Oceanville (Deer Isle), So, West and Bar Harbor,
FRANKLIN
Mt Desert, and Winter Harbor; ami every Thursand Saturday mornings for Ellsworth,
at
day
7
o’clocU
P. M„ and INDIA
Daily,
touching
at No. Haven ami Green’s Lauding and Oceanville
WHARF, HOSTUN, dally nl 5 P. iTl.
(Deer Isle).
(Sundays excepted).
The steamer Lewiston touches at Bar Harbor on
her rriday
trip from here only and on her Monday
j tiip coming West.
For
further
this
line
are
reminded that they se
Passengers by
particulars, inquire of
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex*
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gcn’l Agtnt,
Railroad Wharf.
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1876.
ocSOdtt
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. fl. Young,
No. 266 Middle street.
lu Pri M-OmfllH Heady The
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13 00.
DESCRIBED AND ILLIUTBATED
Freight taken as usual.
A graphic pen-picture of its hi*lory grand
<1*37-75
J. H. COYER, *jr.. Oen’l Agt.
building*, wonderful exhibit*, curiottiiiew,
great da)*, etc. Piofu*ely illu*trated, thorMust sell
oughly popular ami very cheap
imnicuMcly. 5,0410 AGE NTH WANTED.
Send lor full particulars. This will be the chance
of IOO years to coin luonty fast. Get the only
reliable hi*tory.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Springfield. Mass.

FOREST CITY AND JOHN ItKOOKS
! will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

BRICK OR PORW BLE,

Halifax
♦Pullman Sleeping Car attached.
tMixed.
PAYSOJS 1ECKEH, Snp t.
PorGand Cct 0 lj?6.an31d<f

The Western Union Tel-

39,377,05
10,783,11
6,89519
7,672.12

5

12 40 j» hi
Bath <7 00 :i ns.. 12,40. 5-2« p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p in., 5.05-p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The f12 35a in. nan tor Bangor .makes close Connection witL *. S.N. A. Railway foi St. John and

men

Tuesday

will also leave Railroad Wharf everv Hominy,
\Veduc»<fay nuil Friday Fveuiug- at IO
o’clock, for Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden,

I

TO

Train? leave PorllaM for Bangor, WatervP'e,
liasi and [)exto» at M2 35 a m., 12-40 p. nr.
Ssowhcgaii 1*2 35 p m. and 12,4o j». in.
A;igu>ia, Haliow^ll, Gardiner, aid Brunswick
ti2 35 a. ni., 17,00 a m., ?2 45.20 p m
Rockland an l Lewiston via Brunt wick 17 00 a. m..

qualified electors

Midbrhige, Jooosportand Macbiasport.

Returning. will leave Macbiasport every Monday morning at .1 o?elock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting
with Pullman Train, and early morning Trains lor
Boston and tlie West.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

B

PURSUANT
A hit

II (lit n.

JSTJEAMBRS.~~

STEADIER CITY OF HICIHIOM)
CAM. KILBY,

ings.

of Portlnuri.

W»l I* av Railroad H hart,
ho. or Mate Street, Portland
icv«r>
l'i»«ir*iday evening
at to o'eloch t.»r Rockland, Castine.Dcer
Isle,
Sedywi k.> oth Wes tand Bar Harbors (Mt. Desert),

President,

STEAMSHIP

JWO;\5>AV, OCT. 9 1*76.

HOUSE

317,090.00

Banks,

City

WEEK.

STEAMEK LV WISTOV,
CAI* I
SEEKING,

BtHAIIA IHf.AlVD«.

niiililYUiLU.

ri

ihon and there to give in tli ir votes
Electors of
dent aim Vice President of the United States
Ti e pi lK t»n such day of election to lemain ojw n
undi tour o'clock in the afternoon, when they shall
boidosed.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
at >he VI i. tm n's ib om, in City Punning tu rn
nine to fwelv o'clock in the forenoon ana from two
to five oM'K-k in the afternoon on each of the live
s. cular days next preceding such
day of the election,
for the pin p se of re eiving e\i lore*- of. h qualii c
tion
of
voters
whnan
ts
h
n
ive
novldSw
been enieied
j
57;1 Congrcse Street, near Ciiy Ball.
on the d«ts • f qualified voters, in and for he several
ml
fot
sai
1
cuiTecting
iisfs
wards,
Per order,
ti. J lfjBINSON. City Clerk.
Oc c b' 19 1876.
octtiwitd
No 0 Neal s reet, near Cot giess -10
rooms—f r two laud lies— $:5 e ich.
Six p ea* nr rooms at 1 42 C ngvss sheet, < pposhe
th( brick eLi pvl-$13 n per iiunth.
Llick house No. 47 Wilm.il t»ir« et— 1'* rooa.s, S.b g » and gas—$27 0 per inon h
Five ro .ms at No 29 Wuterviile street, first floor—
$l2 tO per mouth.
A stable on Oak street, opposite the Friends Meeting House.
Apply to W. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent
renov2
dlw*

§250,000.00

Premiums Receivable,
Interest Accrued,
Other Assets,

comiition

auglleodtd

Tu the Electors of the

GENTEEL

__

E S. Bonds,
Other Mocks & Bonds,
Loans on Stocks,
Cash in Offices.

me

wutreas,

TRIP*PER

ONE

MAINE

Tickets to New York aud
Philadelphia for sale at Boston Sc Maine Rail-

STATE OF J1AI\K.

Rent of seven rooms. gn«, Sebr'go, furI'ftce, bath loom, liot and col i water, in tie
n» w hriek house 766
Congress Street. W ill oe le. to
a small family.
A 2 story house, 11 ro-ms, arranged f« r two
f nud es, w» stem pari ot ciiy,
a small house. six re ms,
good neighborhood,
we t tii patt ot
ity. $ir.o
New h u e. 12 looms. ga* and Sebago,
arranged for
tw f nidi, s, on >p ins
Sind, ear State.
2J ctorv house on Oxlord Street, e ir Franklin, It
rnmis, gas, S big>, furnace,
arranged toi two
f mil ts, »or $350
New st re on SpHngStreet. near State; excellent
ocriou b r b ot and shoe business
F. U PATJERSON,
•App y to
Dedei in Real Fs aie,

BROOKLYN, N- Y.

fflortea-jes,

nan,

FALL ARRANGEMENT.

Centennial Exposition

LOAN.

Portland, August 1i,lfc7»>.

LOAN

ON

—

CAPITAL,

Lstate

first. clang Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Kents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission
Houses bought and sold. Apidytol.
G. P VTTFKSOiS .dealer it Keai Estate. Offiet £7P|
Congress street, Williams* Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au2£tt

FIRE MRffiFE (0.

half as productive as the Drumhead and Flat
Dutch.
We will just add that there is no dish more
wholesome than well made sauer kraut, but
it should always be boiled—and well boiled
with a piece of pickled pork or corned beef.—
Germantown Telegraph.

22 EXCRAXtiE STREET.
au_

TO

9IOXE¥

iimieu.,

Desert, Machias, Bailor, Ellsworth and Deer Isle.

Tin Superior Sea (icing Steamers,

FARE

<

ESTATE.

l’a tierson’s

l%ASf*AT%

a

said mortgage « ee«i lias beeu broken by and Adam:
This is to give n-ii e that ?ai 1 parcel of laud,
with tut buildings then on, kU' Wu as the Adams
House, will lie poll at pnbbc amtiou. on >aid
premises, <m the 8 h dav t November • ext. t 3
o’cl i« k in the a iter noon, for the reason and purp *se
hbnesai
In witness wher-of, I, Henry \V. He sey, in behalf
of Mid City of Portland, an* l.y diieotion of the
City Conm-I, an J of (he Building Ion t oinuiispiouer*. f.nd as Tieasuter of said City, by Viitue
<‘f w batevei authority i> given not* in said died have
hcieunu set uiy hand and giv n this ii .lice
HENRY W IJEH3KY,
Treasurer lor said Citv.

quir

JR.,

iiimiH

povuicu

To Lei.

$200,000.

Mt.

dtt

BOSTON

T A. 1*015 I Kit. Piop.
til*.,
Stcanter* 'cave New Yoik Oct 2tf'li,ai«l N .v. 2ctu.
Fur full infor nati u apply tn
J ‘.HIE
I.niOGBntlOIl A l-o
< 5** Broiiil
ocF-’Kllm
a>, IVc w 1 or k.

5.00, 8.10 p m.
For fVt-lla, North Berwick, Sainton Falls,
Great Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,
lKuvcrhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a.m., 3.00
p. m.
For Rochester and Farmington. N. If., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Hiddeforri and f&ennebunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kenuebunb
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

Maine

now

BOSTON, MASS.
CAPITAL

Agent for Portland.

“

Let.

Commercial street, next below
Co.,
occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately
App.v at %
DantoithSt.
0. OXNARD.
No. 122

Dana

GEO. GOULD, President.
EL WARD WALLEY. Secretary.

WM.

LYBON U: EUR ILL,
20, Middle Street.

septOdtf

BICKNELL, President.
J. S. Parson?, Secretary.

IVS3DE LIVES TO

IV .'.w

WHFIiLAS.

To Lei.

BONTON, IIIA'N.
CASH CAPITAL, $300,000.
OF

STEAMBOAT CO.

UN.

73

Received at Depots

PORTLAND, BMGOK & MACHIAS

THE RIVAL VHT0RL1 HOTEL

Free Carriages from Depot in Boston to any
other depot and return. Choice of carriages.
N. B.—Rates as low as by any other Like.
Tickets via ail Lines to all points for sale at
lowest rates.
Trains on Boston A Maine road connect with all
NOTICE OF SALE.
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, AH. Desert., Machias, Eastport, Calais,
Charles H A lams of li e City of
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grana
Portland, in the Conniy of Cumber -in 1, on
Trank trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
the iw. my-st \»mli ilay ft Jun*e, A I*
Cenir I and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
i8««, by his
mortgage deed ofthat dale r-.c>'ided in the llegi-uy
Ir'anxfer station.
of Deedi- for said County, Book 356. Pug 2(>4, cu»- ;
All trains st p hi Exeter ten minutes for refreshveved In said City, a ceiiaiii arcei o land situated
ments at first class d'uniug rooms.
on ilie East Mdu of Tout pie Street, iu sail
IAS. I. KUKBfiR, Gen. Supt.
Portland,
S. 11. STLVESS. Gen. Agent, Portland.
seventy feet fr uit hi Temple Street, and n e;y teei
oi7dtf
deep, being ihe -arae premises conveyed 10 said
Adams t»v the Temple Snee. Chapel* Society, Ly
deed dt’ed J>dv *J, 1 56 and
lecoroed in ihe
CiimberDi,d Be-istry; ot Deeds. Book 272, Page 253.
to which itfeitnce ip made for a more particular
deseripri .n, with aurhorit\ iu case cf a breach < f the
Ci-ndiiion iu said mortgage to sell slid piemi-e- at
T\ ■ TT n A » A
auction, and Horn ttie proceeds to ?>av the debt

dtf

septlt)

Mechanics’ Mutual Insurance Co.,

tvl

WINTER RESORTS.

dtt

BUILDING

Uen. Posgecger Ag’.t, New York.

Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., and 3.00 p. in., arriving at Soston at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40. 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,

rood Ticket

Daily.

Through Hills Lading given from Boston and principal points in New England to the South and Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to llnlliuioi'f,
Norfolk
tti« innoml,
Charlentou, Nev»berne and Vtrn»hington.
D. D. CL MINK, General I£uMtern Agent.
!I9 Devonshire Street, Bosiou.
janl 1
__dtf

gant

Passenger

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

River.
Goods

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boeton <$: Providence K. K. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely uew and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleami popular steamer Stonington
every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
h1wa;*i in Hdvuucr of all other Itutw. Baggage checked through.
T ickets procured at depots of Boston
Maine and
Eastern Railroads and ai Rolling & Adams’, 22 KxCh mge t..andW. D. Little «& Co.’g,494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILK1N9,
D. S. BABCOCK,

1

oc9dtf

Parlor Clara on trains leaving
p. m„ and Boston 7.30 a. m.

WEDNESDAY ami SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fall

(lie Only Inside ISoute
Avoiding Point Judith.

Commencing Monday Oct. 9. 1878.

!

STEAMSHIP LINES.

LINE

O THE

England

EOt'R STEAMER* PEK WEEK.

This Is

hotel:-.

Excursion

THE

Hill. ALLEN, JR.,
AGENT

octll

To Let.
Three Story Brick Dwelling House, No. 174
Dantorih Street, recently occupied by Watson
Newhall, with or without the furniture. Possession
JOS. ILSLEY.
given immediately.

J. H. WELLMAN, President.
J. W. BELCHES, Secretary.

be

am,

o«

Boston & New

Philadelphia,

FOR NEW YORK,
ahead

RAILROAD.

Physic.
Try (he AERATED OXVGEN tor
Catarrh, Asthma, Lung Diseases,
For
Dyspepsia and Bronchitis.
sale at ROOM 3. Cahoon Block,
385 Congress Street.

the Thompson Blocks Nos. 117 A 119
IN middle
Street. Good location below the Post
Office

ALLEN, JR.,

hTOJlIYGTOJi

West and Southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition is well equipped wilh first-class rolling
?lov a. and is making the best connections and quickest tirot o» an* route from Portland to the West.
I‘ C LL-VIA v PA ACE DR A WING RO» )M
AND 8LF.Ki’!NG «'AUS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.5* p m.
Baggare cheeked from Portia ml to Detroit and
Chicago, and no subject to Custom House examination
The Company are not responsible for caggage to
anv aanuii t tseeding $j< n value (aud that personal) utiles- notice n given, and paid nr at the xateoi
one passcDg^r ro» every $500 add Oenal value.
JOSEPH HICKSON Central Manager*
W. J. SPP Kli, ns up tnn ten dent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf

Providence, R.

no2dtf

Boston & Maine

deod&wlm

the DIAMOND PECTORAL lor
and
Bronchial
Cough, Colds
affection.
Try the AMERICAN VEGETABLE HEALTH PILLS lor a Mild

Wholesale Store,

Total A.icis nearly

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwnn*
bee, Cincinnati. Nt. I.ouIm. Omaha,
Nagiuaw, St. Paul, Malt Labe City,*
Denver, Man Fraucisco,
and all points in the

HAMILTON, Supt.

J.

TRY

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates I

Passenger Trains Leave Portland.
10.45 A. M. for all stations, ruuning through to
Johnson, Vt.
1.45 P. 91. for LTpi>er Bartlett aud intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland s
11.15 A. 91. from Upper Bartlett.
4.10 P. 91. Irom Johnson, Vt.
Portland, Oct 9, .870.

above named

Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

To

North west

the

Agents.

FURNACE.

consulted on the diseases of all domesticated Animals.
OFFICE AT WILSON'S STABLE,
‘iOi Federal Street.
Horns-8 to 9 A. M., 1 to 2 P. M.
oct25eod3m*

May

Through bills of lading given by

—

\l IVTIIROP WROltllT IKON

Veterinary Surgeon,
Proprietor of Kipley’sAIteratiTe Powders
I

Boston.

DEPOT AT PDOT <06- INDIA ST

PORTLAND St OUDENSBURUKB.

~E. F. RIPLEY,

To Rent.

ALLEK, Jr.,

Travelers Insurance

Our Rceipt for MakingSnnrr Kraut.
The best we ever ate we make ourselves
and have done so tor many years, and for a
considerable time with our own bands, andalways from Savoy cabbage. It was manut
fact on d in this wise: In the first place let
your “stand,” holding troin halt a battel to a
barrel, be thoroughly scalded out; the cutter,
tbe tub and the stamper al-o well scalded.
Take off all the outer leaves of the cabbages,
halve thorn, aud remove lie heart and
proceed with the cutting.
Lay soma cleru
leaves at the bottom of the stand, sprinkle
with a haudiul of salt, fill in half a bushel ol
cut cabbage, stamp gently until the
juice just
makes its appearance, rheu add another
handful ot salt, and so on until the stand is
full. Cover over with cabbage leaves, place
on top a clean board fining tbe
space pretty
well, and on tbe lop of that a stone weighing
twelve ot fifteen pounds. Stand away in a
cool place ai d when hard freezing comes on
remove to tue cellar.
It will be iradv for
use in from lour to six weeks.
The cabbage
should be cut tolerably coarse. The Savov
makes
the
best
but
it is only
variety
article,

&

by steam;

are

have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possession
given Nov. 1st.oct27dtf

AHD

CLYDE’S

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
Johu S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 21‘J Wasnington street,

Chnngo of Time, Oct. 9, 1876.

novl

now

Sale Risks widely Scattered,
and the public may rest assured that no conflagration or sweeping Are can affect the solvency or cripple the resources of this corporation.
Sr*»OlJND, SOLID, NIJCCE88F17JL.«=^S

clear as a quill.
It is otien recommended to put into the
new cider some antiseptic, as
sulphate of
lime or mustard seed, in order to prevent rapid fermentation, but if the cider is made late
this is unnecessary, and all foreign
ingredient
art. to be avoided if po-sible.
Tbe pure juice
of the ripe apples makes the best cider when
UDadul.t rated. Lime neutralizes the
acidity
more or less, according to the amount
used,
aud the acid is what most stomachs, especially bilious ones, crave, and it Is necessary to
make cider a healthy beverage. Neither
wou.d we add any sugar. Of "course this
would lurnish more alebohol, but it is not an
alcoholic drink that we make or recommend
cider. Pure, well-lermeuted cider contains
from six to eight per cent, of alcohol, and
this is a sufficient stimulus to promote digestion in ail stomachs that are in a normal condition. Even with this limited amont it must
be used with moderation or it will induce
disea e. The young seldom need any. It is
only when dyspepsia and other infiimities
put in their appearance that a little cider with
the dinner does good.

Rollins, Loring

one over the
or two
as there

single gentlemen, as pleasant a
is in the city, without board; restaurant

Company

FOR

Street,

To I,ct.

o<

d3m

Suipa.taut to firry Fami'y.
KliennmtLm. Sciatica, Neurulgi i, PI mi-v, Spine
and Hip Disease*, InflammaiJuBs. K.d.ey .ml Liver
Weakn .-ses, Sovc.e Aelies, Pain" and Stitches hxt nti Nave Disorders. Novous Acini ot
ihe
Heart Severe Coughs Crick iu the B ek, Sprains,
Weaknc.s of the Back, Joints, Muscles or Sides,
Lamemss. Stiffne s of the Joints or Muscles, and all
n aladies in which Porous Plasters are valued, are
by Benson’s Capcine Porous Plasters instantly relieved and quickly cured. Benson’s Capcine Porous
Plasters are a great and needed improvement over
the slow actiou ot the ordinary article. They effect in
a few hours that which other Porous Plasters require
day8 and weeks ot continuous wear to accomplish.
They will positively cure diseases which others simply relieve. They are purely vegetable, and do not
contain metallic or mineral poisons. Their action is
superior to electricity, and more powerlul. Try
them. Price 25 cents.
W. F. PHILLIPS Ac CO.. Agent*,

tenement No

organized by tbe lea ling busiof New liamptdiir and emphatic illy pof-

AGENT

less

STREET.

MEDICAL

PATTERSON,
Con

DCW

au9

a

6Spruce street. Gib Se
LOWER
bago water, ar.d good drainage Inquire f S.
G
No 153 Commercial

was

WHI.

F. G.

retary.

special Agent,
Secretary.

F.tstmnu. Asst

Paid when

O 1-2

rent of

To Id •
of 6 room* at 22 BRAMHALL ST.

*37C$

elements oi solidity, economy, success and
I be uamesot ihe office! s aad directors
l ermaneuey
familiar as household words, and a voucher
lor the prudent management and Integrity of the
corjioration. With Oue Quarter ot a Million Dollars
paid-up Capital, and over Half a Million Dollars ot
Assets, MMAkL RINKS widely scattered, the
safer classes of risks only insured, and the highest
ratio ot assets to liabilities, this
offers the
very best indemnity against loss or damage by fire.

tive fermentation. The common straw filter
is not sufficient to strain out all the organized

remmeDi

\\

To be i<*t
New High street, a Pleasant

five lounn with modem conveniences, to
tumiP wi'hout children.
oc31dtf

are as

the cider is made, for if any pomance enters
the barrel a nucleus is fnruished lor putrefac-

*

o.

Conipnit

ness m* n
sO' e- tbe

drugs.

it chmilil

F. eneh. Ne

I rank A. HeHten.

If cider is made late enough in the season,
and is well filtered—that is, strained through
gravel and liDe charcoal—before it is stowed
iu the cask, it may he put iuto a cool cellar
and the fermentation wiil be so slow that it
will not be necessary to give it vent. It should
however, be watched, lest the strain should
be so great as to press out the heads of the
barrels. We much prefer this slow fermentation. It is a mistake to suppose that it is
always necessary to take out the bungs for a
few days. Sufficient air will ooze iuto the
tightest casks to cause all the fermentation
requisite, and the more slowly it proeeeds the
Detter the vinous effect.
The filtering should
not be neglected, no matter at what season

as

Million Dollars!

a

PIANO ANI)ORGAN,

r

€ h tndler- Treasurer.

John €

imperative than the modern principle,

solids and leave ihn liniiiri

l

Ei-Ger. E. A. Nirnw, Frchident.
Ei-liov. James A- Weston, fire Pres.

new

to be

Quaitcrof

I’Alli

HALF A MILLION DOLLARS!

cider into new barrels. We have
tried all manner of ways to cleanse old barhave
rels,
put ashes, lime, &c, into them
and worked over them long enough to earn a
new barrel, but still the seeds of putrefaction
were left in some crack that
damaged the
cider. If any one has the facilities to turn
steam into his old barrels it may be economy
to use them, for steam will search out every
crack and destroy all remains of old fermentations; otherwise we recommend farmers to
make soap-tubs of their old cider barrels, or
turn them into some other use, and buy new
barrels for their new cider. Whiskey and
alcohol barrels can generally he bought at a
iow figure, and they answer a good purpose.
Old wine casks we are not so sure of. We
are afraid of the dregs lest they should
prove

put

lAriTAIi

TOTAL ASSETS OF OVER

of October, and even still later, unlsss the
weatLer is decidedly cool. The whole process must be managed with neatness and
care.
Cider is often spoiled by the musty
straw used iu putting up the cheese, and
oftener still by the musty barrel in which it
is stowed. An old barrel may possibly be
cleansed so that it is fit to receive cider, but
it is seldom done, and the Scripture injunction to put new wine iuto new bottles is no
more

TO LET*

.UAXVUEMTI-R, S. H.

Tilt FA1LI AM) HOUSEHOLD

—

<

ve

Fit ASK A. BLACKSTOKE,

dtf

Rochester,

a m.,
aud *.50 |i. m.
4.40/* ft Stops at all Stations, arrives in Portland t 10 00 a ni
11.45 A. 51. Steamboat Kxrress from New London, leaving Not wieb Line Steamers u 3 00
a. m., and W ,rcf*ter a» 8.60 a. iu.. stops ot
Springvule. A'trod, Saco River, Gorliain, Sacrarappa and Weubrook. arrives in P. rtland at
1 20 p. m., makes close connection with ihe
Maine Centra) and Grand Trunk Railroads.
11*45 A.. 51. Train is a freight train with Passenger CaT attached, stops at all Stations, and
is due in Pori land at 5.10 p. m.
M.50 F. W. Train i* through from New York,
stops at all Stations when signaled, anivts
in Port kind ai 10.50 p. in.
(.oral T ain from Gorham at 6 ou a m., arrive* in
Portlaod at 6.4o a. m.
J. M. LCJNT, Suit,
a pi
dll

to

le-sons to classes at private
houses whenever desirable.
Pnf. 3d may be found at Loring, Short & ITarn or’g, under Falmouth Hotel, from 11 to 12 A M.,
or at the Chadwick Mai.si n Congics? Street.
oct2l
dim

dim
■

Portland,
High
greatly reduced his price* on

e

lie has
time*.

rooms

aim

RETVRNIXG.
Trains leav* Rochester at 7 20, 11.5, 11.45

Irnrior
BIAUdE,
the Ibcmbkimuisr atiii I i'cHmc
PRf»F
h ol ol
in ti
wishes to

the bunds

present proprietor wbo now has desirable
vacant, furnished and unfurnished
.— ■■■—I

ti
B1

A

tbe

Life

_

CUI/TU1IE

hou-e. No. 101
street), 1 am pren a
tlni, wives, ana sinpared
gle gentlemen, wnh pleasmt rn m- and board.
oci25d2w
MRS. M. D. WOODWARD.

brandies
to.

Marine,

,,...

taken ibe

VC '’O

without it j .iry t * throat or lungs.
»o le is or apetch «ure t.
W ALTEH K FOBES.( graduneof B. If.
’School«fO:atory)I*ihPortl ndev«r> aturday. A: ply from I to 2 P.
M ,at Y M C. A. Library Rooms.

|

SOUTH STREET.

desirable
street /near P: rk
HA toDanfortfi
furnish eenileim
d

and Accident.

Would y u again write victory, on your banner
O brothers, do jour best!
Wik in the light cf luith, of truth and reasou,
And lc-ive to G d the re-t.

FEW Gentlemen
board, at

50 A.

—

KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Frovideoce every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Moseiy.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

it

>

Wiiiitfd.

Bust r,I nnd Pleasant Bor ms.

Block.,

promptly attended

Lob.e came to noble hearts appealing
Their aid to lend,
That prestige gains—each day new strength revealing
Must tr umph in the end.

is

Nautrigon

HOWARD HHKK.V l,;> Fr-mUin 81
Will ttaeh n viguion b> (he u.-e of the “Nautrigon*
Inven.ed by Rev. l»r. hill of tins city. Person- who
have inquired n<» knowledge of navigation can learn
in a v-*iy sltnit t:n>» b> tin.- instrument t»» solve the
problems of time, latitude, 'ongi udo, azimuth, course
and distance ii the great e n ie, and several other
prrbent- u-eful iu navigation Th jexpen eof learning navigation by this method ia very small.
jylStf

BOARD.

follows:

aud runs through to
Worcester Arrives a» Hodii bu r at 10.00 a.
ni. (where it coiik.‘it>. with Eastern aud Boston <Sr Maine Raiioads ) At Natbua at 11.47
a. in. LowtH 12.15 p m
Keaton 1.15 p.m.,
A»er Jnnfdoai 12 40 p
cj
Fitchburg
1 2» p. rn., aud at Wwrrcftlrr at 2.10 p.
in,,
connecting with trams south an I West
^tu.inbft&i Fx. rvin. arrives at
2t‘J0 F 51
Rot'he*i«*r ai 4.30 p in ,connects at Fpping
fur Uuiuhr in inn t oarot«l,ar Nnwiiua
t«>r I oweII and «io»iwx*. at Aver *iiuc*
• »o/i tor
•« nchb-. 14 nii'i ?*oo«nr l'ir line I
I*ior
at Worcester with
Boston
Allanv Railroad. aud goes thicugh
!■%♦-**
l.oaifoa
omIicui
rtmi i*r
of Cam.
Iheie
akb the
connecting
magnificent
Steamers of the Norwico Lin ■, at living in
York at Pier No, 4u. \citli Run
at C Oh a. ui
Rik ui* can be senne t It. adv. net at
MtoCf
Rmrur» «r#i, No 2h Exchange Street aud
at the Depot.
4 00 **. .TM. ’J\a?n ruus ti II Chester, stopping at
all stati >ns.
If. 40 F. ML. i lain Tuns to Gorham.

rt3,v

Ibo

run as

AND

—

Wednesday and Saturday at 8 a. iu.—-will touch at
Long, Little and Great Chebeague and hailev’s
island each way. For freight, apply to CAPTAIN.
octH
d&wtf

WM.

Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.30 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.45 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.

**ear« Fori land at 7.50 a. m.f
2-30. fO aud 6.20 p. ni.
Tiafn *to sat all stations between

I* -rt land

House Wanted.

PORTLAND, MU.

▲

7

Navigation by

Rtf

On and after Monday, April, 8, 1876,
Train* will

WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From ISoBtou direct every
TUESDAY
AT l lit DAY.
and

train 1.50 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express tram for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at8.30 a m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

rW

Final) family without ehi’dren desire n
in the western pari of f lie city. Hnnso
;;;
y&.must enniain fr« m eeven io nine rooms, having
Considerable direct sunlight, end be ‘upplicd with
gas and go**d water. Ilcletei ce giveu. A* dre*« L.,
Box 1557.
se27nalwtrt

Exchange St.,

Stanton

septl6

parties holding these tickets.

larMiwi'iiia

A
rent

iston.
Mail

Mummtt and return via Glen
S.OO
All the Mountian Houses will make reduced rates to

day at 3 p. m.

JOHNS HOPKINS.

lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
tram at 12,25 p. m tor Auburn and Lew-

HTEA11EB MAGNET,
Curtis, will leave eml ot
Commercial Wuarf.
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday and SaturReturning, leave Harpawell Monday,
_

r^nltnBfiMYT'^i |J,

week.

a

II ARPS WELL.

if*"*

First Tins'* Steamship

On and after MONDAY. Oct. 16. 1876,
will run as follows:
Express train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.

SWPsa®itrain8
Express
Express

FOR

Washington

&

Four tides

ARRANGEMENT

1

yjwtfffiiaai

_STEAMERS.

^TEA.’ISHIP EliVE

:

Saco.

ooti7_

WINTER

From (‘onliiud to Gleu Ilouxe and
return
$5.00
Crawford Douse and return
3.00
Fnbynn Douse and return
3.00
ISnseof Hit. IVn.liingtou and return, 4.00
Muu.mil aud return yin Fnbynu’s
tt.OO

party foent and draw th>re
to five uili'ii'oa ot ..piuie tin her a vear Hr 'he
next three \eais and dtive the same about eight
miles iulo the An iroeeoggiu river.

—————————

Norfolk, Baltimore

ALTEllATION OF THAIN8,

as

ARKSPOV5IBLW

to this office.

WM. ALLEN, Jr„

Wbat ihu’ you fall to climb some lofty summit
That lies beyond your reach?
“Take heart of grace” uu<) profit f y the lesson
That worthier lives can ieucli.

B

Portland P. O.

at current Hates.

31 1-2

and alter

**

to

&jfiDEieS

STEAMERS.

Grand Trunk It, R. of Canada.

Sept. 18th, Excursion
ON tickets will beMonday,
sold to tbo White Mouutaius
follows

k. BAILEY,
Secretary of the Committee 48 Exchange St.
Committee on School— 'L A. Blanchard. L. F. Pingree, Richard Cole, Geo. F. Morse, G L. Bailey.
oc3l
dtnol5
be made

short term Insur-

or

ance

Then be not swaye I by party strife nor faction,
fen tho’ jou stand hIjuc;
One firm persi-tent will may prove the lever
Thai/ on'ermines a throne.

diw*

Loggers Wanted!

Fire insurance.

on

‘-A. jj B

oct21<12w»

FIRST CLASS

field of honor!”—

the field of bat’ le only,
Hcroie deeds are done;
Oft In the councils of a ♦ree Republic
Are greater victories won.

But, ’ris

By
Address

dot

roll is called is head responsive

The proud reply—“D
Such meed to gain.

application

P. O

Portland

Business Wantctl,
a party with good experience,
(chiefly in flour,)
and having a few thousand dollors in cash.

WM. P. CRA1GH1LL, Major ol E gineers.
I—■—■■■!

name,
ad ou the

oct30

PROPOSALS

strong, and loyal as the soldier
Who lays at any cost,
His votive gifts upon liis Country’s altar
And deems that life well lost,—

“J.,Tl

Address in real name,

U. S. Engineer Office, Union Bank Build- I
jng, Baltimore, Md., Oct. 25, 1876.
J
for’eontinuing work for the contraction ot the New Inlet, Cape Fear River, N. C.,
will be received at this office until noon of November
8,1876, and opened immediately thereafter.
Blank forms, specifications, and any desired in-

and

.1

novldlw

PROPOSALS

We may not aid you in the unequal contest
’Twixt Right and Wrong;
But we will pray God speed you with His blessing
And make you brave and strong.

the

A

Improvement of Cape Fear River, IV, C

For

This School will be opened on
Wednesday Evening. Nov. 15lh, at 7 1-3
o’clock,
in tbe Library Room of the Association, and continue
Friday Evenings of
on Wednesday and
each week through the Winter. Free of tuition to mechanics from any part of the State. Only
a limited number of scholars can be accommodated;
those of last year will have preference this
year, provided thev apply. Two classes will
be formed-one for beginners end an advanced clas*.
Pupils required to furnish themselves with necessary
implements and stationery. Application must

Wanted.
SMART, Business Young or Middle aged Man
with $5,000 to $10,000 capital, as equal partner
in a thoroughly established Manufacturing and
Jobbing Business; capable of being largely increased.

PROPOSALS.

that honored emblem of his country
That evermore shall stand,
The banner of a free and mighty nation
On every sea and land.

To one fcmali

At

nil

DRAWING SCHOOL.
(Second Year.)

FREE

RAILROADS.

_RAILROADS.

C. IU. ASSOCIATION

IU.

4»;t Conitrrm tlmt.
(HAltl.tS CUSTIS & CO.
nov2
dtf

PHINNEY & JACKSON.
Portland, Nov. 1, 1876.

EDUCATIONAL.

Clerk Wanted ]

WE

NASON.

True to

If, when

Notice

Copartnership

have this day admitted as partners in our
firm WM. H. PIUNNEY and FRANK C.
CROCKER. Our business will be continued under
the same style and firm as heretofore.

The time for speech is past, and now has
The time to do!
O brothers, let us trust that every man
Will to himself be true.

Ay, brave

WANTS.

.V Co.’s

CO^UHtLSNEU VEAST
Makes the best and healthiest
BREAD
This yeast is mudo
bom l*ure t«rain. Factory at

Bli.-svilie,
retail

<

L. I.

For sale

grocers.

by

ail

General Agency
TB.DK mabk.

220 Federal St. Cortland.
**a<d6m

